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A. Yu. AlkhenvaJd
ToplC 6

Towards a classification of clitics and their relation to morphology and syntax
A.Yu. Aikhenvald
Institute of Oriental Studies. Moscow

To Gur op~n10n, clitics in any languages form a constructive class
of morphemes, a eubgrouping distinguished on purely phonetic reasons
as a component of linear pronouIlcjetory organization of the text in a
given Lenguage , Clitics may be opposed to affixes and roots (andlor
different classes of them).
The clitic boundary, as any other bounde.ry,
is a phonetic
unit, with specific phonetic
processes oceurring.
Apart from such trivialities as cla~sifying clitics into enclitics
and proclitics, one way propose
to classify clitics on foHowing
parameters. A. Clitics and phonology, which implies
a classification of
clitics within themselves as to what different
processes
oceur on
~(clitic31
boundary) (so, we'll have 4 different classes uf procliticE
in debrew and I class of enclitics, and at least 2 classes of clitics
in iii tti te). B. Cli tics and syntax. 'l'hisparameter is not devoid of
sense, for syntax is bound with the pronounciatory charachteristics
of the text ar.d so is linked with linear
l'epresentation of text-constituting morphemes. One can name the following strategies as to the relation between clitics and syntax: I). In the sentence there is one
place specific31ly assighed for clitics only. Most often, it is tbe position in compliance wi th the "Law of Y1ackernagel'for "'ndo~opean
languages; i.e. the position after the sentence initial stressed element. Such is the situation in Hi tti te (and 311 the 'Anatolian 'languages: ~o~vite, Lydian, ~cian),
Berber, some Cusbitic (Somali) and
some . lan.q;u:"geHof f.outh-:East Asia (South-5'ulavesi). Each cli tic
hae its specific place, or rang, in the complex of clitics, which can
not be violated, though itself it generally violatee the projectivity
of the sentence. In the same languages clitics of different kind (so,
constituting aseparate
class) mBlf exist, which can occupy u position
out of the clitics complex being adjoined to those phonetic words ~~th
which they are semantically bound, as Uittite -ma 'but! -p~t 'even, but
(a thema-rhematic or~anization marker)! Eerber ßeni Snus qä(an affirmative part~cle).
2}. Clitics have no specific place in the sentence,
so they don t interfere ~1th syntactic properties of the sentence (as
projectivity, see I).) and tend to unite into one phonetic word with
groups, wi th which they are either syntactic31ly .".. ,. or
'.at
least aetnantncal.Ly '"
.
linked ( the !irs'\:case , wi th syntactic31 and secantic31 liOKs, is represented in ~odern and Biblical
Hebrew, the second in Russian). C. ~litics and morphology.
This link
has actu31ly played a great role in the historical mo~phology, consider
hypotheses on the genesis of affixes from clitics in Indo-Eurppean,
Afro-.n.siatic and tiralic langueges.In synchrony, most wide-spread cli tics
are particles(all kinds of), pronouns, rarer are clitical ve~bs and
nouns (es in Somal.L)• .I.nlanguages, in which clitics have specific in7
flectional categories, it would be reasonable to posi t them as apart
of speecb apart (as in öomali).

Pllul K.nt AIIdween
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The Inflectlonal -passive- morpheme: A C8se of mlstaken lconiclty
PaulKent Andersen
U Bleiefeld

modern linguistic
term "passive"
has its origin
~n the
Greek
gramma;i9al
tradit~on;
here we ~ind reference
to three
diatheses,
1. e.
EVEpYE,a,
1I'a90S and
~EOO"'I)S (traditonally
translated
as
acti ve,
passive
and middl e respecti
vel y),
cf.,
e. g. the rel evant
passage
in Thrax's
grammar:

0Ur

(2) A,a9EOE'SdE ELo, "PEl~, ~VEPYE'~ wa9OS, ~O~~.
~vEPYE,a~v
otov -r\nrrw, wa90S ee otov 1"Litrr~"
~o~S
dE ~ 1I'O'TE~v
EVEPYE'av
1I'O'TE
dE nOeos 'II'ap'O'TOOa,
otov 1I'~a
d,i'!'90pa rno,~'I)V
,
EYP<J'4ICIIl.'I)V.
)

The first
diathesis
~vEPYE,a means "activity,
performance"
and is
exemplified
by Thrax with "U1I''TW
"I beat".
1I'090S means "that
which
happens
[to a person
or thing);
suffering,
affection"
(H.B. Latin
passivum
"sufferlng")
and is exemplified
with "u1I',.o~a, which
can
mean "I am beaten".
It shoul d be obvious,
however,
(i) that the
specific
form of the verb "u1I'''o~a, is the "middle"
(using
modern
terminology)
and
not
the "passive"
(the
aorist
"passive"
is
~"u,9'1)v) and (ii)
that it can also mean "to beat,
strike
oneself",
especially
"to
beat
one's
breast
[for
grief)".
The
third
diathesis
~EOO"'I)S does
not represent
aseparate
and
distinct
diathesis
as such,
but on the contrary
includes
the various
forms
that
do not belong to the "active"
or "passive",
1. e. according
to
the examples given by Thrax the perfects
with "active"
endings but
"intransitive/passive"
meaning
as
well
as
sigmatic
aorists
conjugated
in the "middle"
but with "active"
mean i ng s.
Thus
we
see
that
according
to
the
Greek
grarnmatical
tradition
(and
supported
by the actual
structure
of the Classical
Greek language
~tself)
there
are only two single
inflectional
diatheses:
the
active
(~VEPYE,a) and the middle
(1I'090S); there
is no evidence
for
the existence
of an inflectional
category
"passive".
The inflectional
middle
(1I'090S) appears
after
markers
for
mood and especially
tense
and hence (i) it belongs
to the periphery of the clause
and (ii)
is itself
not responsible
for
changing
the valence
of the verb.
Furthermore,
the inflectional
middle may
be
expressed
in
numerous languages
throughout
the
world
by
a
clitic
reflexive
and is generally
employed in numerous
constructions
ranging
from reflexives
and
reciprocals
through
typical
"middle"
constructions
to the "passive".
All of these
constructions
have the following
common semantic
feature:
all
represent
constructions
in which the "subject"
is affected
(H.B. the meaning
of the Greek term 1I'090S) by the action
of the verb.
Thus we have
no
grounds
for
establishing
the ex~stence
of
an
~nflectional
morphological
category
"passive"
as distinct
from the
"m~ddle".
We are therefore
not justified
~n ascr~bing
specific
syntactic
and
semantic
functions
to an "inflectional
passive"
morpheme.
Given
the
fact
that
one and the same form of the verb can be
employed
with
radically
different
syntactic
and
semantic
structures,
we
finally
find that
there
is a very low lconic
relationsh~p
(if
any
at all)
between morphology
and syntax
and semantics.

stephenR.And.raon
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Sapir's approach to typology and current issues in morphology
Stephen R.Anderson
UCLA

In his book Language, Sapir outlines an approach to the typological classification
of languages which was intended to replace previous, overly simplistic typologies.
This view is based on three potentially independent dimensions: the type of concepts
given formal expression in a language; the formal means by which these concepts are
expressed; and the degree of internal complexity of particular words. While most
subsequent writers have given lip service to the superiority of Sapir's scheme over,
e.g., the traditional
description
of languages as isolating, agglutinating. or inflecting, there has been little attempt to pursue the content of his categorization
in detail.
In this paper, I will examine the relation of Sapir's classificatory
dimensrons
to
some current issues in morphologieal theory.
In particular, it will be argued that
Sapir's classification of types of concepts IS founded on a view of the separation
of syntactic from lexical principles that is quite similar to what is now known as
the "Lexicalist Hypothesis"; and that this provides an appropriate
basis for the
tradition al distinction between inflection and derivation. As a result, his typology
can be seen as characterizing
the balance within par-trcutarlanguages between
derivation and infleet ion, and between lexicon and syntax.
As with other classificatory schemes, the quest ion arises of whether Sapir provides
a typology for languages as a whole, or only for individual processes
(which may
vary in type within a given language). I will argue that the dimensions of this
classification correspond to plausible parameters
in the formulation of morphological rules, and that the ideal types of previous approaches correspond to the degree
to which a language obeys certain general constraints on its Word Formation Rules.
The discussion will be based on consideration of selected examples from (non-IndoEuropean) languages generally taken to represent
divergent morphological types.
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Clnzla Ave.anl & Marlo Vayra

Problems In the lexlcal phonology of lcelandlc
Rutes vs_ regutarities in Italian intonation
KrlstjänArnason
U lceland

Kiparsky
(1984)
has
maintained
that
u-umlaut
is a lexical
phonoloaical
rule in Modern Icelandic, and
still active.
It is
supposed to operate in the lexicon, both in derivation
(level 1)
and inflexion (level 2), but not
postlexically,
at which staae
e.a. the
enclitic atricle is added.
The paper will show that uumlaut also does not apply
in compounds
and
some derivational
classes.
Explicitly,
or at
least
implicitly,
it is claimed by lexical
phonology
that
morphological
stratification
and
phonological
stratification
correspond,
and that morphological
derivation and
phonological
'formation', so to speak, go hand in hand.
But it seems also to be claimed that
phonological
lexicalisation
aoes hand
in hand with lexicalisation
on the content plane or on
the morphological
plane.
I want
to maintain
that this
is too
simplistic
a conception
of
the
relation
between morphology,
phonoloay and lexicalisation.
The problem is that
there is confusion between aorpholoaization
and lexicalization
of phonological
structure, both of which are
historical processes, but by no means the same thing.
By morphologization,
alternat ions
originally
brouaht
about by
phonetic
processes
become
phonologically
opaque,
but
still
survive in spite the loss of the phonetic motivation, by becomina
morphologised,
i.e.
by acquiring
some rnorphological function as
an exponent of a morpological
category.
Lexicalization
forms a list of predefined sians, and phonological
information
is
stored
in
the
lexicon,
as part
of the
characteristics
of these
signs.
The
limiting
case
is the
information
about
the
phonetic
shape
of
each
particular
formative.
(Cf. Kiparsky's
(1982)
conception
of a lexical
entries as a rules
defining the phonological
characteristics
of
lexical items.)
But generalisations
concerning
the phonological
shape
of morphological
classes, i.e. morpheme structure rules,
are of the same nature.
The paper
will investigate,
with the
help of data from Modern
Icelandic, in what respect some claims made by lexical generative
phonology differ from those made by
traditional morphophonemics.
References:
Kiparky, Paul. 1982.
From Cyclic Phonology to Lexical Phonology.
H. van der
Hulst
& N. Smith
(eds.)
The
structure of
Phonological
Representations
(Part
I)
Dordrecht.
Foris
Publications.
(Pp. 131-751
1984.
On the
Lexical Phonology
of Icelandic.
C.-C.
EIert, 1. Jansson & E. Stangert (eds. I. Nordic Prosody 111.
Acta Universitatis
Urnesnis. Urne! Studies in the Humanities
•
~
Ume!. University of Ume!. (Pp. 135-641

Cinzia Avesani & Mario Vayra
Scuola Normale Superiore, Pisa. Italy

Abstract.
Which is the divisionof
labour between
phonology
ana
phonetics
in the description
of Italian intonational
systew?
Tnis st~dy addresses
the question
in li9ht of the ongoin9 aebate on the nature
of the intonational
phenomenon
known as "aeclination".
Tne widespread
tendency
of speech fundamencal
freGuency
(Fa) to graduallj
decline 0ver the course
of utterances
has been mainly describea
as: 1) a glQ_
bal phonetic
property
of utterances:
pnysically
ewerging
from phjsiological organizational
constraints
of the pruduction
system (e.g. Gelfer et al., 19H3, 1987); or reflecting
sentence
pre~lanning
(e.g. Cooper and Sorensen,
lY81). 2) As the oy-product
of local pnonological
rules, generating
an accent-oy-accent
FO moaulation.
-----The
hypotnesis
of declination
as a global phonetic
component
in
Italian was testea in a previous
study oy tne first author:
tnere, acuustical ana statistical
analyses
of Fa contours'
were made in simple and
complex
aeclarative
sentences
varying
in lengtn. Complex
sentences
consistea of two clauses,
including
lei and Imal as coordinating
conjunctions, with tne following
~atterns
of length variation:
short-shorc,
snort-long,
long-snort
and long-long.
The aim of the experiment
was to
verify ~resence
and degree of "declination"
anu "resetting".
while we did find weak evidence
of declination
for all the speakers, we did not yet statistical
support
to the claim of Couper and Suren sen that declination
pro~erties
such as FO resetting
an~ initial FO
peak reflect
high level (syntactic)
control
on declinatiun.
In the present
study we sugyest that:
1) our results
on sentence
declination
are consistent
with a phonetic
explanation
of declination
contrul,
involving
articulatory
rather tnan
syntactic
factors,
such as the respir&tory-laryngeal
synergism
activated during the act of s~eaking
(e.g., Collier,
1975).
2) Uur data on resetting
are incompatiole
with the phonological
hypothesis of a ~
hierarchical
organization
of the intonational
structure
(Ladd, 1986): accuraing
to which resetting
signals crass-ooundary
dependency relationships
between
adjacent
prosoaic
doolanins.
3) ~ome local regular patterns
of Fa declination
we observea
in Italian
are instead compatible
with a phonological
interpretation
in terms of
pitcn accents
ana rules of "tune" construction
(e;g. Lioerman,
19/8;
Liberman
and Pierrehumoert,
1~84).
4) Some utterance-level
effects
of final lowerillg may oe viewed as a
case of ongoing
phonologization
processes,
rooted on (and constrained
oy) the requirements
of the motor syste~.
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Tonal elements and tonal features in sentence level intonation
Aobert Bannert
U Lund. SWeden

A few years ago, I sketehed a model for German intonation that, due to its basic strueture,
may be valid also for other languages than German. Another basic feature of this model is
to be found in its hierarehieal strueture beeause it eontains two eomponents: one for the
global sentenee Intonation and one for the loeal word aeeents. As a consequenee of
lingulstle Information In statements and questions whieh are uttered as one single
prosodie phrase, it is elaimed that the model will generate the appropriate Intonation as a
piteh eurve.
The model was eonstralned to the domain of one prosodie phrase. Redueing this Initial
eonstraint, an expanded Intonation model will be presented whieh is able to proeess
sentences that are struetured Into two or more prosodie phrases. Due to the regularities
of tonal features in the extensive material Investigated, phonologieal and phonetie rules
will be formulated to serve as a basis for the expanded intonation modal. The sentences
deseribed eontain prosodie phrases that are deliminated by junetures. The phrase
boundarles are marked twiee: tonally by a high tone at the end of the non-final phrases
and temporally by a pause. Syntaetieally the junetures eorrespond to two kinds of
boundaries, namely phrases and subordinate elauses.
It will be diseussed how many boundary tones, one or two, have to be Ineluded in the
lingulstie component. The tone at the end of a prosodie utteranee, i.e. the sentenee
Intonation category, as weil as the tone at the end of a non-final prosodie phrase, I.e. the
phrase boundary tone signalling continuation, eould be marked by only one boundary tone.
However, due to funetional, not phonetie, reasons two different boundary tones could be
applied: one for the final prosodie phrase of an utteranee, i.e, the sentence boundary tone
and one for the non-final prosodie phrases, l.e. the phrase boundary tone proper.
The piteh eurves of German utteranees that eontain several prosodie phrases show a
typieal, reeurrlng pattern. The intonation of the phrases (the bottom line aetually)
appears as tonal, falling ramps that are eharaeterized by resetting. This is also true of
the first phrase of an utteranee whieh funetions as the subjeet of the sentence. The tonal
ramp of this phrase remains falling even if the subject phrase is expanded considerably.
Using the rules of the Intonation algorithm, piteh eurves are generated in prosodieally
struetured utteranees. By means of LPC-synthesis, the pereeptual validity and
acceptability of the tonal rules are tested.

LelUe Barrall

Toplc 2

Stridency preservation in language
Leslie Barratt
Dept. of English. Indiana State U

This paper discusses
the types
of consonanta1
assimilations
that
1anguages
invoke
and the ro1e certain
consonants
p1ay in
determining
the focus
of such ru1es.
It is shown that
while
a
wide variety
of assimilations
is possib1e,
some patterns
emerge.
First,
it will
be argued
that
changes
in manner of articu1ation
will
generally
assimilate
less
sonorant
consonants
to more
sonorant
ones rather
than vice
versa.
Interestingly,
however,
one type of assimilation
which does not occur
concerns
strident
consonants.
Stridents
may assimilate
in voice
to other
obstruents
(in Russian,
[do~J
'daughter'
but [doJbtJ
'daughter
would'
for
examp1e),
as we11 as in point
of articu1ation
(to
other
stridents
in Arabic
(e.g.
/ma+fii+.
sitta/~
[mafiissittaJ
'there
aren't
six')
and Hungarian
/maka~ tsitsa/~[makats
tsitsaJ
'obstinate
kitten'),
but it appears
that,
at least
in phonotactic
ru1es
(i.e.
surface-true
ru1es which are on1y phono10gica11y
motivated),
stridents
do not assimilate
to other
consonants
so
that
they lose
their
stridency.
In this
respect,
the behavior
of
stridents
contrasts
with
that
of other
consonants
in that
nonstridents
can assimilate
in manner of articulation.
For
examp1e,
stopS-Can
become continuants
(by affrication
or
spirantization),
nasals
can denasa1ize,
oral
consonants
can
nasa1ize,
nonstridents
can become strident,
etc.
Fina1ly,
this
paper re1ates
the above findings
to the discussions
of sonority
hierarchies
presented
by Hankamer and Aissen
(1974), Wheatley
(1981), and Steriade
(1982), among others
and to the discussions
of hierarchica1
feature
representations
in C1ements
(19n5) an,
Sagey (1986).
C1ements,
Phono10gy

G.N. 1985. "The Geometry
Yearbook
2.225-255.

of

phono10gica1

Hankamer,
J. and J. Aissen.
1974. "The Sonority
Bruck,
R. Fox and M. LaGa1y,
eds.,
Papers from
Natural
Phono10gy,
Chicago
Linguistic
Society,
Chicago,
Chicago.
Sagey,
E.C. 1986. The Representation
of
Non-linear
Pho no l o qy , Ph.D.
Dissertation,
Steriade,
D.
Syl1abification,
Wheat1ey,
Phonotactic
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1982. Greek

Prosodies
Ph~issertation~I~

1981. Phonotactic
Ru1es,

Ph.D.

Norms and
Dissertation~ndläna
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Hili. Bubon

Toplc .•

The Danlsh stod as a case of phonology-morphology Interface
Hans Basboll
OdenseU

The Danish stod is a type of glottalization
(like creaky voice)
occurring at adefinite
place (viz. in the latter part of a long
vowel, or immediately
after a short vowel which is followed by a
tautosyllabic
sonorant
consonant)
in certain
syllables
with
primary or secondary stress (cf. Fischer-Jorgensen
in ARIPUC 1987
and Basboll
in FL XIX
1985 with
references).
The specific
phonological
representation
of stod in terms of a laryngeal tier
or the like will not be discussed
here.
In Basboll
forthe.
(Bertinetto and Loporcaro: Certamen Phonolo&icum
I, Pisa: SNS), I
have attempted
to account for a large part of the stod-problems
(disre&ardi~g
compounds
and
heavy
derivatives,
however,
see
below) in a framework inspired by Hyman's Theory of Phonological
Weight (1985), viz. as "a signal for heavy (i.e. bimoric) ultimate
or antepenultimate
syllabies",
or perhaps better, "a signal for
heavy odd-numbered
syllables (counted from the end of the word)".
Notice that this "main stod rule" mentions neither • (phonetic or
phonologieal)
stod-basis" , nor conditions
on stress, which is
unavoidable
in all other stod-proposals
I know of. My account is
basically phonologieal,
but the underlying
form of lexical items
is relevant.
In an example like 'sofa, sofaen' "sofa, the sofa"
[!so:fa,
'so: ,frt:'9'J,
stod,
vowel
lengthening,
vowel
quality
change and secondary
stress all follow automatically
from the
concatenation
of the phonological
representations
in question
(the definite
morpheme
being
bimoric).
This
apparently
very
complicated
type of alternation,
which
is, however,
extremely
productive
and is never simplified
by native speakers,
has not
been uniformly described before.
Whereas an important part of the stod-problems
have come closer
to a solution by this account - basically a phonologically
one _,
most of the remaining
stod-problems
can only be understood
as a
ca se of interaction
between
phonology
and morphology.
If vou
compare the verb 'udtale' "p.ronounce" t'u~,trt:'l.J with the noun
'udtale' "pronunciation"
[lu'5,trt:l.] , it is clear that part-ofspeech
information
is crucial
(verbs,
including
deverbative
derivatives,
and complex adjectives
being more liable to undergo
stod-addition
than
nouns).
Also
morphological
composition
is
essential,
cf. a sequence
of identical
morphemes
in the same
order
but
with
different
stod-conditions:
'efterligning'
"imitation"
(derived from the verb 'efterligne'
"imitate") ['~fd~,li: 'ne9)v.s:,'efterligning' "assessment
of taxes after the main
assessment"
(composed of 'efter' "after" and 'ligning' "assessment
of taxes") t le fd~,li:ne9J.
It is the main
purpose
o f my
contribution
to discuss such examples
from the point of view of
phonology-morphology
interaction,
and to sketch a coherent model
of Danish word prosody involving different
linguistic components
(stress-reduction
in compounds is relevant in this context since
stod presupposes
at least secondary stress).
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ToplC 5

Margarlda Ba.1ll0

Discourse related
Portuguese
Margarida Basilio
Pontificia Universidade

word

formation

Catöuca and Universldade

processes

in

Brazilian

Federal do Rio de Janelro

'!'hena i n Goal 0: this I"nner is tn estahlish the relevance
of discourse functinns of \'lordf orrtat.Lon in Prazilian
Portunu e s e •

I aS5u~e that thp. lexicon in natural lanquafle~ is a selfexpand i nq data svst.ern t.ha t; has the interconnected
functions of
cilteqori~inq rcaiities and furnishinq
nrimarv
units for
the
con s t r uc t Lon o f Lf n-tu i st Lc u t t er ance s • .
,
Lexical expansion is necessary becau se conrnm Lca t Lon
and
coqnitinn constantl" rerrnire ne.: representational
and
constructional units, and these 'nust be both potentially permanent
and
instantly spreadable.
'!';,at
is, thp.se new 1\nits must ce ideally
rroducecl hv lexical patterns.
t'lordfornation i s nerhaps the most relevant instrument
for
lexical expansion.
Processes of wo rd fornation nrovide new representational
units (s~~antic function) and new utterance constrnction units (syntactic ann/or discnurse function).
This pape r concentrntes
in d i scou r se relat.ed wor d formation
processes in BraziliCln Portuquese.
Twn main t~'nes of discourse
relate.! functions ar o studied: the subjective exnression func tion an~ thc disc0ur~e strate~y function.
~he first
is centerwl in the speaker a nrl is characteristic
of co lIoqu La I speech;
the seconr. i5 '1u<liencccentered ilr.dis fundamental
in formal
",ritten t ex t s ,
So!<e of the nr0ce~ses tn he hrieflv descrihed uncler
the
first t vr-o ar e t he vn r Lou s s'lbjective exrrress i on s of orade t Lon
and the·opnositions
between neutral and pejorative suffixes for
nnuns and a<ljective fnrn~tinn~.
!,~ for the d i scou r se st ra t eqy function, nominalization
will
he ilnalyzect in its triplr role of semantic transference of verna L contents, text cond en s.vt.Lon and actualization
of a number of
d cou r sa st ra t eq
s , such a s
at
ancl characterization
of discnurse tvnes.
It ',/illD;; ar'lllec1
that discourse functions ar•• related
to
"'roductivity Ln Po r t uo ue se worcl f o.rran
t Lo n ,
Ls

Lo

no.Ia

Lf.z

Lon
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outI Bai-EI

Is morphologicai structure
Evidence from Semitic

ToplC .•

relevant

to

phonological

rules?

Outi Bat-EI
UCLA

The quest ion addressed in this paper is whether phonologieal rules are sensitive
to morphological
struetures (i.e. boundaries). I would like to claim that the ans wer
is no; phonologieal
rules are sensitive to phonologieal information only (i.e.
segments and prosodie units). Boundaries ean be eliminated by restrieting the rules
to apply in eertain levels of the lexieal phonology (Kiparsky 1982; in The Strueture
of Phonologieal
Representation
v.I), and to derived environments
(Kiparsky 1973; in
Three Dimensions
of Linguistie Theory). The claim that nonphonologieal
elements do
not appear in phonologieal
representations
has been made by Hyman (1978 in Uni versals
of Human Languages v.II) and others, and diseussed in Dressler (1985; Morphonology).
The interest of this paper is that the claim is made with respect to Semitie, whose
rieh morphologieal
strueture has been argued to be refered to by phonologieal
rules.
I will diseuss Modern Hebrew Metathesis,
a rule whieh has been elaimed to be
morphologieally
eonditioned
(Bolozky 1980: LI 11:14). Metathesis applies to a
It/-plus-sibilant
sequenee aeross the boundary of the fifth binyan; e.g. Ihit+earefl
--> [hietaref] 'he joined' (but Ihi-tsisl --> [hitsis] *[histis] 'he fermented' and
It+~uval --> [tsuva] *[~tuva] 'a reply'). This rule is eheeked against the following
basic claims of the noneoneatenative
morphologieal
theory (MeCarthy 1981; LI 12:3 and
1986; LI 17:2): (a) distinet morphemes
are represented on separate segmental tiers,
and (b) at a eertain stage in the derivation a proeess of Tier Conf1ation takes
plaee, whieh removes morphemie distinetions. As has been shown in Bat-EI (1988; to
appear in LI 19:3), the ordering of Metathesis
with Voieing Assimilatation
shows that
Metathesis
must fo110w Tier Conflation,
but at the same time it is sensitive to the
morphemie
distinetions
whieh were supposed to be removed by Tier Conflation.
The ordering paradox raises the quest ion of whether bundaries are there in the
first plaee. An alternative analysis would restriet Metathesis to derived
environments,
within the appropriate
level ordered phonology and morphology. On the
basis of such an analysis I will claim that words (in Semitie in partieular) do not
have morphologieal
strueture beyond the word formation rules. I will show that
MeCarthy's arguments for morphologieal
struetures ean be eliminated under the basic
assumptions
eoneerned with the feature geometry proposed by elements (1985; in
Phonology 2 Yearbook). In general, I think that a theory whieh eliminates
phonologieal
referenee to morphologica1
strueture is more eonstralned, and the burden
of proof lies on the proponent of the eontrary theory to show that distinet morphemes
are represented
on phonologieally
separate tiers.
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Topl~ 7

SIMa Bauer. Mar1w8 Kommend •. Gemot Kubln & Amanda Pounder

The role of morphology within a German text-to-speech

system

SiMa Bauer, Markus Kommenda, Gernot Kubin & Amanda Pounder
Institut für Nachrichtentechnik und Hochfrequenztechnik, Technical University of Vienna

A eentral problern in speech synthesis with unrestricted vocabulary Is the
automatie derivation of correct pronunciation from the graphernte form of a
text. The software module
GRAPHON
(GRAPHeme-to-PHONeme-conversionl
has been developed to convert any German text into its phonetlc transcription
n.p.AI, enriched by some prosodie markers.
The system was designed in a way to meet the partieular demands
of the
German writing-system rather than with the aim of universality. In eomparison
with English or French, German
spelling reflects pronunclation much more
systematically. Since, however, pronuneiation and stress rules take knowledge
of the morphologieal
structure of a given word for granted, the conversion
program presented here has been based on a morphologieal analysis eomponent.
This analysis makes extensive use of a lexicon eomprislng some 2500 frequent
morphs, which are charactertzed by thelr graphemic form on the one hand and
an information tree on the other. The latter contains classificatory data pertaining to the morph itself and to those it may immediately select; they concern
morphological status (lextcal stern - particle - derivattonal morph - inflectional
morph - juncture - ...l. native or forelgn status, and combinatorlal restrlctlons.
In addition. It has been a natural eonsequenee of the lexieon approach to provlde
each entry with a representation on the phonemic
level. Word pronunclation
and stress can then be derived by applying a small set of context-sensitive
tr~sformational
rules for phonological processes such as consonant devoicing
and stress deplacement. Finally, the lexieon allows the introduction of Information for the assignment to parts of speech.
As it Is of course not to be expeeted that the lexicon would ever cover the
entire vocabulary, a so-ca lled "joker-morph" has been lncorporated, whieh ean
stand for any stern and whieh suppltes, as far as possible. the otherwise available morphologtcal,
phonologieal. and syntactle information. Thls is made
possible by the generalization that a German
stern conforms to a nurnber of
structural principles.
The morphologieal eomponent
within GRAPHON
thus provides each text input
item with an individual eharaeterization such that the phonologtcal, syntaetie.
and prosodie eomponents
may operate upon it. This systematie approach not
only serves to minimize the number of wrong transeriptions. but at the same
time lays the foundation for the generation of rhythm. stress and intonation
patterns. yielding more intelligihle.natural-sounding. and gene rally aeceptable
synthetic speech.
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Robert •••••. d

Topfe 6

A. B6Iova

Tople 6

The empty morpheme hypothests

La flexion interne ou bien une espeee parncunere d'affixe?

Robert Beard
Bucknell U

A. Belova

A "Lexeme/morpheme based" model of morphology (LMBM) clairns that language
is based on two virtually unrelated types of basic elements: lexemes and
(grammatical) morphemes. Morphemes presuppose lexemes in that they are rules for
modifying the phonologieal formants (only) of lexemes. The semantics of lexical and
syntaetic derivations is provided prior to morpheme insertion by independent lexical
derivation rules, An entailment of this position is that morphemes are semantieally
and funetionally empty operations on the phonologieal formant (only) of lexemes. It
follows that semantie or funetional information sueh as gender, agency, diminution,
eannot be brought to aL-derivate
by an affix (e.g. via pereolation) as most
contemporary theories advocate.
This "empty morpheme corollary" of LMBM is a good test of the predietive
powers of LMBM eompared with sign-based theories. If affixes are lexically listed
items and seleeted for their semantic content, gender seleetion should be random
aside from derivations distinguished by semantie gender (e.g. agentives). Gender
regularities in such gender-neutral derivations, especially where marked by multiple
affixes, would eount as evidence that derivation, not affixation determines
morpholexieal categories like gender. This paper shows that the grammatical gender
of the gender-neutral locative nominalizations in Slavic languages eannot be fully
explained by features associated with particular auffixes. These nominalizations are
generally marked by masculine, feminine and neuter suffixes.
Ser parlrirai- 'park' : parkiral-ilt-e (N) 'parking lot'
kopirai- 'copy' : kopirao-nic-a (F) 'copying shop/room'
.."inia 'hog"
: nini -ac (M)
'pig sty'
The grammatical gender is more predictable in these derivationa than affixation:
Locative1 derivations, meaning "place In which", are consistently Fem, Locative"
meaning "plaee on which, are consistently Neu and Locatives based on nouns
referring to anirnals and plants are consistently Mas, regardless of suffix. Therefore,
suffix selection must be based on previously determined gender rather than gender
being determined by SUffIXselection.
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Toplc 3

PIer Mllrco BertlMllo

Happlness and mlsery of experimental

phonology

Pier Marco Bertlnetto
Scuola Normale Superiore, Pisa

My first
example will be drawn from the area of secret languages. I will reexamine
some finnish data previously analysed by Campbell and Vago, and show that their conclusion is unwarranted. There is no evidence at all for the supposition that Finnish
speakers have access to an abstract level of representation
while performing the socalled kontti
kiet], game. This is therefore
an instance of the misery of experimental phonology: the typical situation arises when the researcher
is blind to the
evidence provided by the data, and superposes his theoretical
predictions to the actual outcome.
In my second (and third?) example(s), I would hope to exhibit some happier instance
of experimental analysis of a phonological problem. It is hard for
me to tell exactly what my example(s) will be, because it all depends on which experimentes) will
be ready by next spring. For the moment, I can only say that they will be drawn from
the domain of prosody, and they will concern the issue of geminates, or/and the issue of timing.
If I get some felicitous
inspiration, I would also try
to say something general on
the topic of experimental phonology: namely, to speculate on the possible ccnaequences of the different
phonological theories
with respect
to the experimental
evaluation of phonological hypotheses.
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Toplc5

Mantrad BI.rwtach

A modular theory of affixation
Manfred Bierwisch
Nijmegen & Berlin
Affixes are bound morphemes. which function as operators that combine
with their argument by way of functlonal composition. It will be shown that
this property accounts in a general and systematic way for a wide range of
special properties of both derivation and inflection. In particular the
phenomena called inheritance of argument-structure can be demonstrated to
follO'v'Vfrom two conditions: (a) changes In the argument-structure of the
base of derivation or inflection determined by idiosyncratic properties of different affixes; (b) general conditions on the structure of Thematic Grids of lexical items of different categories. In this way, independently motivated assumptions about morphological and semantic properties of affixes can be
shown to account for characteristic effects of affixation_
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Andrew

Car•••• r.

Toplc ••

On phonologlcally condltloned suppletion
Andrevv Carstalrs
U Canterbury, Nevv Zealand

An assumption of many approaches to phonology is that, if the distribution of two or more
morphological alternants is predictable on the basis of the phonological context, then they must all
have a single phonological representation (cf. R. Lass's Unique Underlier Condition). This seems
plausible, inasmuch as such altemants are usually phonologically sirnilar. But in a substantial
minority of instances the alternants are suppletive, i.e. phonologically quite dissimilar, either
wholly or partly. Examples can be found in Italian, Hungarian, Turkish, Fang, Warlpiri, Fulfulde
and Turkana.
The phenomenon occurs in sterns as well as affixes, so constitutes a paradox for models of
word-formation
such as P. Kiparsky's Lexical Morphology and S.R. Anderson's Extended
Word-and-Paradigm; for in these models the affixal material which motivates the choice between
the suppletive alternants will not normally be present until 'after' the stem is in place. On the other
hand, the phenomenon seerns to be entirely or almost entirely restriced to inflectional rather than
derivational morphology.
It is suggested that this restriction is not an accident. From the
synchronic point of view, the phenomenon can be seen as involving the co-option of phonology to
serve specifically inflectional purposes, namely to ensure infectional parsimony (cf. S. Pinker's
Unique Entry Principle) and to facilitate the achievement of paradigm economy. If so, it sheds no
light on genuine synchronie phonological processes. For the phonologist, the problem then arises
of distinguishing
those phonologically
conditioned
inflectional
alternations
which are
phonologically relevant from those which are not.
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Eva V. Clark

Toplc S

Acquisition principles
English and Hebrew

in word-formatlon:

Some comparisons of

EveV. Clark
Stanford Unlversity

Children are very sensitive to pragmatic principles in acquisition, and, for
exampie, observe the Principle of Contrast
(different
words have different
meanings)
from very early on (Clark, 1987; 1988). In word-formation,
children appear to rely
on three main principles as they discover tne building blocks for constructing
novel
words. They make use of relative simplicity
eor m (the fewer the changes in the
base form(s), the simpler the new word being constructed)
and appear to place a
premium on using simple forms until they have mastered the possible types of changes
in form possible in their language. They rely on transparency
0", meaning
(use known
elements to form new words), and so, in a language like English, make use of compounding before they have analyzed affixes.
And they rely on or oaucttvitv (choose
the more productive of any two forms, all other things being equal). This principle
helps them choose which of two affixes to use, say, when there are no other grounds
on which to choose: tne more productive one is the first
cnolce.
Principles like these - Simplicity of form, Transparency
of meaning, and Productivity - have different
consequences for different
types of languages. The focus in
this talk will be on some of the similarities and differences
between English and
Hebrew in children's acquisition of word-formation.

0",
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George N. Clementa

Toplc 1
Topic 2

Tlll'liaC. Clemente de SOlID

The sonority cycle and syllable geometry
The case of consonantal harmony In Bakairi language (Carlb)
George N, Clements
Cornell U

Tanla C. Clemente de Souza
Museu Naclonal - UFRJ

The Bakairi is a language of the Carib family and
it is spoken by about 600 persons, who live 520Km far from
the city of CUiaba, Brazil.
Untill now four field research were done, working
with a total of eight native speakers.
The aim of our comunication

in The Sixth Interna-

tional Phonology Meeting is to focus the case of consonantal
harmony in Bakairi under the Autosegmental

theory. We want

to know if the strategies offered by Autosegmental

will account

for the inventoried facts in Bakairi language.
We also to discuss the actual necessity of demanding
a phonemic level for Bakairi: it is the harmony phenomenon
that conditions the traces voiced/voiceless

of the stpos and

the fricative consonants in the body of the words. So, the
phonemic contrast seems to vanish.
Finally it will be shown when and why the consonantal harmony develops in the language. We'll go back in time
to the XIX century up to Von den Stein studies and in the time
line we will try to point out the origins of the phenomenon.

Research in syllable 1heory has br0U!tl110li~ • ~
of gRWr.liZa1ionsabout
syllable SVUC1U"e
\hat hold wiMly across I&rWJUiIOH:
I. ~1
ordM"wi1hin1hesyllable'
gRWr.lly confonns 101heSonority Sequlncing Principl., wi1h.xc.ptions el~ng
a11he
periptll!ry of 1he syllabifica1ion doINin. 2.
Maximalens.t Principl. r~r •• ~U
10~ maximizeda11he ~
of codas, .nd is only r•..• ly ovwridMn by rnor-.sp.cifie
principl•• , such;as 1he recJJir_11ha1.1l
syllabi•• ~ •••••vy. 3. n. MinimalDisunc.
Principle (Hooper 1976) requir•• 1ha1111ft1lbers
of • tautosyllabie eluswr ft.IS1not ~ too
elos. in soncrity, -.her. "WoelO5('·is speclfied In t«ms of. pa'ticul •. disunc. on 1he
sonority seal.. 4. n. Syllabi. Contact Law (l1l.tTay.nd
1983) sWIH 1ha1•
syllabi. contact ASS is rnor-.hi~Iy valued 101he.xtent 1hat SQ9MM A has CTNter
sonority than segment B. 5. t1arkednessa-iteri. r•••••l • svong a-ossli'9ristie p.N •••••••
for syllabi•• begiming wi1hlow-sonority .I..-n.nu (obs1nII!OtS)
and ending wi1hhi~sonority elements (.,.,.".15, glides, soncrants). Whil. repreMnting • stbstanti.l adY...,. in
OIIlnierS1anding of how segnenU •.• organized inlo hi'l--I_I
~iu of 1heprosodie
hierarchy, 1hese various observations hav. not yet ~
shownto follow deO.Jctivelyfrom
mor. general principles.
Tm. paper outlines a 1heorywhich vi...,s syllabi. organization as being organlzed in
terms of 1he :>enorily••--,.;k, according to which 1heoptimal syllabi. shows a sharp rist' and
a .,adJal fall in sonority. More sp.cifically, 1he bi~Princip"
requirH 1ha1
soncrity be maximallyand synwnetricallydistributed in initial demisyllabl•• , but minimally
and asynrrRtrically di,Stributedin final MmisyllablH. Sonority i. chorKteMzed in _
of
1he 1hrH stricve f.attres :>enor~ 4P'l''''~
tlJCOid.This principl. allows us 10
sta1e a """"lexity metrie 1ha1evaluates 1he r.lative """"I.xity of Mmisyllables, and
derivatively of syllabies. Tms approach to syllabification penniU us to fornJla1e a
.trongly predictive 1heoryof syllabi. organization wtrich does not require languageparticular parameterization. It provides an .xpiaNtion of 1he various observations eited
above, and ~U
for pr.viously ~Iained
exceptions, such as 1he fact 1hat Minimal
Distance ConstrainU hold of initial but not final demisyllablH. It also allews us 10state a
new hypothesis, 1he SyIUbk ~ty
1Mr.-chy, according 10wtrich1he pr~
of •
demisyllabl. of dec7ee of """"Imty n in cor. syllabi. struc1tr. I!Otaiis1he~
of a
Mmisyllable of~
•• of """"lmty n-l.
Flr1herrnore, 1his1heorybrings MW mdInCA 10~ •. on 1hecontroversial ~on
of
syllable organization, showing1ha1from 1he point of vi..., of thorirdistributional ~es
syllables are organized into two overlapp;ng halves, 1heinitial and final MmisyllablH (cf.
also Fuji••••.a). T~ first of thne •••••i .spoods to 1twtraditional notion ·initial mor.· (01"
'wei~t ~it') in 1heories such ;as1hat of Hyman(1985). and 1he second 10 1hetraditional
notion .rt.yme. in 1heories such as 1ha1of Kurytowicz (1948) .nd ohrs.
It is proposed
1hat 1hese lSriu be incorporated into 1twprosodie hier •. chy a1 a level betwHn 1twsyllabi.
and 1he timing ",it. On 1he o1her ha-od,1hismMnoe doH not provide 5t4lPOMfor
nonoveriappping bipartite organization; 1hat is, 1hesecond 'weicjlt ~it/mor.' of mora
1heoryand 1he 'onset' of onset/rt.yme 1heory SHiIl not 10be required as constituents, at
least from 1hepoint of view of syllabification.

n...

V...........-n

elemenu, G.N. (in press) "The Role of 1heSonority Cycl. in Cere Syllabification, • 10
appear in J. Kings10nand H. Bedanan, eds., p~
in , •..• tory FhonoIcgy I,
CambridgeUljversity Press.
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Toplc3 tone

Tonal realisation In Yoruba: Impllcatlons for universal pitch
phonology
Bruce Connell &
U Edinburgh

D.R. ladd

This paper reports an instrumental study of fundamental frequency (FO) in
Yoruba, to our knowledge the first
systematic study of FO in sentence-length
Yoruba utterances.
We address several interrelated
issues in pitch phonology.
'!'woof these are related to traditional
Africanist
concerns, but have
implications
fer models of "declination"
generally:
We investigated
declination
in strings of identical
tones (e.g. all-H
utterances)
to try to shed light on the relation between downstep and other
factors contributing
to FO downtrends, and to define idealised values for the
3 tones free of contextual influences.
Yoruba is traditionally
described as a discrete-level
(rather than a
terrace-level)
tone language, i.e. the FO levels of the three tones (H ML)
are not supposed to overlap.
However, it is also described as having
downstep: in a H L H or M L Msequence, the second H or M is said to be lower
than the first,
even when the intervening L is elided.
We attempted to
establish
how (and whether) downstep can operate without creating tone
terracing.
We recorded 5 speakers reading 12 sentences of each of the following types:
(1) all H; (2) all M; (3) all L: (q & 5) mixed tone statements beginning HHand
LH; (6 - 9) questions formed from groups (4) and (5), with initial
question
particles
and~.
We expect to report results
from at least 3 speakers.
At
present we have analysed the results from one speaker and observe:

~e

In all-H and all-M sentences there is average declination
of less than a
semitone.
This is far less that typical values reported for European
languages or fer 2-tone African languages, which provides further evidence of
phonological (as opposed to physiological)
effects in declination.
In all-L
senten ces there is a decline of roughly q semitones over the last 2 or 3
syllabIes,
which recalls the notion of final lowering.
The intervals
between
the average values of H Mand L are on the order of 2-3 semitones.

Toplc 5

OanlelleCorbln

Pour un composant lexical associatif et stratlfie
Danielle Corbin
Unlverslte de lilie 111
et CNRS

Je me propose dans cette communication de dl!fendre I'idl!e que dans une grammaire de
type gl!nl!ratif doit figur er un composant associatif
et stratifie
ctlargl! de rendre
compte de la formation des mots complexes. Le prl!dicat "associatif"
signifie que ce
composant doit engendrer conjointement
et en les associant intimement la structure
morptlologique et l'interprl!tation
sl!mantique des mots construits;
"stratifil!"
signifie que l'organisation
et la succession
des opl!rations
qui le composent doivent
rendre compte de la tlil!rarctlie reelle (et non pas nl!cessairement
observable) des
rl!gularitl!s, sous-rl!gularitl!s
et irrl!gularitl!s de tous ordres et de toutes origines
qui caractl!risent
le lexique construit
d'une langue naturelle
comme le franc;;ais.
C'est par ce qu'il rl!unit ces deux propril!tl!s que le modl!le propose (cf.
D. Corbin,
1987) s'oppose
11 la plupart des modl!les lexicalistes concurrents,
et notamment 11
ceux qui tentent de transposer
le systl!me "X barre" 11la reprl!sentation
de la structure des mots.
Un exemple i11ustrera
le propos.
sott le nom anxil!tl!: d'une part ses relations
formelles et sl!mantiques avec l'adjectif
anxieux, d'autre
part la rl!gularitl! de ces
relations par rapport
11celles qu'entretiennent
par exemple gl!nl!reux et gl!nl!rositl!
interdisent
de lui donner le statut
de mot non complexe (comme cnat) ou meme celui
de mot cornplexe
non construit
(comme royaume ou gringalet).
5'il s'agit d'un mot
construit,
un certain nombre d'arguments
indiquent que sa base est anxieux, et
qu'eüe ne peut etre ni "anx(e) (segment non autonome sans catl!gorie ni interprl!tation sl!mantique), ni 0anxie (base de anxieux, non attestl!e
11 l'l!tat autonome, mais
catl!gorisable
et interprl!table).
Dans ces conditions, il convient d'expliquer
(i)
de quelle menil!re est construit
anxil!tl!, c'est-lI-dire
notamment quels
sont la forme, le contenu et le statut
grammatical de la rl!gle de troncation que suppose sa construction
sur anxieux;
(ii)
la forme particulil!re que prend le suffixe (-I!tl!) dans ce mot;
(iii)
le statut
particulier
de anxil!tl!, plus rl!gUl;;;r que "anxieusitl!,
interdit
par les rl!gles du franc;;a;s,rna;5 moins rl!gulier que °anxiositl!, forme attendue mals non attestl!e.
La rl!ponse 11 toutes ces questions, 11 l'intl!rieur du modl!le stratifil!
proposl!, constitue une validation de celui-ci.

There is no difference
in overall FO level between mixed tone sentences
beginning HHand those beginning LH: the sequence LHby itself
does not
trigger downstep.
However, there is a clear difference
between the two
corresponding groups of 1!-questions:
the initial
HLHsequence does trigger
downstep.
Abstracting away from this downstep, quest ions have higher overall
level than statements.
The overall raising affects all three tones equally.
H is substantially
higher before L than elsewhere.
This finding is previously
unreported.
It might suggest a way of keeping the tone levels discrete while
still
having some sort of downstep.
Data from more speakers, in addition to confirming or modifying these
conclusions,
will provide the basis for the third major focus of the study,
namely cross-speaker
identity of tones.
In particular,
we hope to determine
whether there is some ideal interval
between tones (viz. the 2-3 semitones found
in our first speaker), or whether (as suggested by werk on English) speakers'
intervals
are defined in some way relative to their overall range.
22
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Arme Cutler

Phonologicai Issues In psychollngulstlc
Anne Cutler
MRC Applied Psychology

Unlt, Cambrldge,

research

UK

The aim of psycholinguistic research
is to sned light on the cognitive processes
involved in the production and perception
of language.
Thus psycholinguistics is a
subdiscipline of cognitive psychology
rather
than of linguistics,
and its aims
necessarily
differ
from those
of linguistics, which is concerned
with explaining
language structure and language change. Nonetheless, overlap often occurs or appears
to occur, where on the one hand, processing considerations and the cognitive characteristics
of the language user are held to be relevant to the explanation of linguistic structure,
and on the other, linguistic structure
is claimed to play a r-ote in
determination of processing operations.
The relevance of a particular research
project
in any discipline is constrained by
the nature of the specific hypothesis under test.
Thus a psycholinguistic study,
employing the methodology of experimental psychology, invites conclusions about cognitive structure
and pr-oceeees,
it cannot directly illuminate linguistic issues, no
matter how central a role linguistic concepts have played in the research.
The relationship between psycholinguistics and phonology is in this respect
no different
from the relationship
between psycholinguistics and other branches of linguistic
science.
This argument
will be illustrated
by specific examples from psycholinguistic research in the area of speech recognition, in particular the question of intermediate
levels of representation
between the incoming speech signal and the lexicon. It will
be shown that processing considerations argue strongly for the existence of such intermediate representations
as an alternative to direct mapping of audrtor-v representations onto the textecru further,
the most viable candidates for the units in terms
of which such intermediate representations
are constructed
must be the units of
phonological analysis. Cross-linguistic
comparisons between languages which' exhibit
differences
in relevant aspects
of phonological structure
have indicated that the
nature of prelexical representations
may be in part determined by linguistic expertence. The role of phonological constructs
in this now long-standing field of csvcnoIinguistic research
will be examined with particular
reference
to the constraints
which the particular methodology exercises
upon the disciplinary specificity of the
theoretical implications to be drawn.
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A preliminary study on the hierarchical subset model of the feature system
Masatake Dantsuji
Dept. of Linguistics, Kyoto University, Japan

The
present
study
aims to examine the model
of
the
acoustic
feature
system of Dantsuji
(1987).
It is usual
for each
feature
to
have a single
correlation
with some physical
parameter
in
a
general
linguistic
theory.
However, some linguists
suggest
new
models of complex,
many-to-many
relationship
between
features
and
physieal
parameters.
Our model is eharaeterized
by
properties
given below.
i)Every
feature
is related
to some subset
of the set
whieh consists
of the limited
numbers of the aeoustie
parameters.
ii)Aeoustie
parameters
of
each
subset
are
organized
into
hierarehical
strueture.
iii)Compensatory
interaction
oeeurs
among
acoustie
parameters
of hierarehieal
structure
due
to
the
variety
of
the phonetic
environment,
the rate
of
speech,
ete.
This
eompensation,
however,
might
be
able
to
be
predieted
be forehand
in a eertain
degree.
In order
to examine this
model,
we have tried
to distinguish
place
of articulation
of
voieeless
nasals
in
Burmese and half
nasals
in Sinhalese
as
preliminary
research.
The
results
indieate
that
bilabials,
dentals
I
alveolars
and velars
eould be effeetively
distinguished
by
means
of a step-wise
diseriminant
analysis
utilizing
the values
of
FI,
F2, F3, etc.
with respeet
to the features
[eompaet]
vs.
[diffuse]
and [grave]
vs. (aeute].
This eonfiras
the view that
if we choose
appropriate
sets
of features
and aeoustic
parameters,
we will
be
able to obtain
satisfactory
and efficient
result.
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MORPHY: an Itallan word analyzer
Bruce Derwing
Cristlna Delogu & Patrizia Insinnamo
Dept. of Information Processing, Fondazione Bordoni, Rome, Italy

The paper describes MORPHY,

a model for organizing

the lexieon of a moderately

like ltalian (I).Italian is a moderately morphologieallanguage

morphologicallanguage

whieh

has, in contrast with English, a rieh inflectional morphology (nominal, adjectival, and verbal
suffixes) with both regular and irregular phenomena, and a lexical morphology like the English
one (prefixes and derivational suffixes) (2). The model has been fully implemented in ZETA
LISP on SYMBOLICS 3640 Lisp Machine.
In MORPHY roots and affixes are subdivided into sub-lists allowing the recognition of
morphologieal
eombinations

words and the identifieation

of morphologieal

of aetual roots and suffixes. Identifieation

non-words,

i.e. illegitimate

of morphologieal

non-words

is

necessary for spelling correction and for speech recognition of morphologieallanguages.
The morphemes
morphophonemes.

in the lexieon are represented

This is due to our belief

as sequenees

that such representation

of phonemes

and

allows us to better

analyse the morphologieal irregularities of Italian. The irregularity of ltalian words eonsists of
a root's reduplieation

for the same word: e.g. the word ridere 'to laugh' has the root rid for

forms like rido '(1) laugh', riderete '(you) williaugh',

risi

ete., and the root ris for fonns like

'(1) laught', risero '(they) laught', riso '(she) has laught'. Some verbs have up to four

roots, The same phenomenon oceurs with nominal and adjectival roots. Sinee this irregularity
is not due to the phonemie eontext but to the morphologieal eontext in whieh the root oceurs,
to

avoid multiplying

the roots in the lexieon, we have formulated

some morphologieal

morphophonemes defined as "phonemic alternations in adefinite morphological context"

(3).

The system allows the user to introduee morphologie al words as a whole and analyses
and stores them as separate roots and affixes. The system extends to irregular words that ean
be stored with no neu! for r ie user to store eaeh distinet form thanks to the morphophonemes'
system (4).
MORPHY

has a morphologieal

lexieon

whieh eontains

about

1.000 entries

that

correspond to about 12.000 Italian words.
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Anna-Marla DI Sclullo

Austro- Hungarian Morphopragmatics
Formal relations and argument structure
Anna-Maria 01 Sclullo
Departement de Linguistique.

Wolfgang U. Dressler & Ferenc Kiefer
U Wien - HAS. Budapest
UQAM

The purpose of this paper is to present some formal relations which are crucial in the analysis of argument structure, and to suggest how they can be implemented in a parser
for morphological objects.
We will focus on the following relations intervening in the grammar: ..x is the head of y"
"x percolates to y", " x saturates y", ..x binding y", "x controls y".
The notion "head of a word" is central in the analysis of argument structure. The head of a
morphological object (in the sense of Di Sciullo & Williams 1987) determines the nature of
the external argument in its derived argument structure.
If the head of a word is a N(oun),
then the category of the word will be a N and its external argument will be RE(FERENCE), as
in (1).
The external argument of a noun is realized syntactically when the N is used as a
predicate.
Thus it is realized in (2) but not in (3), where the internal argument, the
TH(EHE) , is saturated by John:
(1)
[[laziAl [nessN1Nl : (RE,TH)
(TH)
(RE)
-(2)
ThiS-is laziness
(3)
The laziness of John
The "head of a phrase" has a central role in the syntactic realization of arguments. Given
the projection principle (Chomsky 1986), the argument structure of a predicate is associated
to the predicate when it is in an xO position within a syntactic projection. The head of a
phrase determines the nature of the external as weIl as the internal arguments of the phrase.
We will argue that the relevant differences between morphology and syntax with respect to the
relation "x is the head of y", follow from the properties of each system, and thus they do
not have to be stipulated.
It is generally assumed, since Lieber (1980), that percolation is part of the morphology.
We
will propose that "function composition" (1n the sense of Di Sc1ullo & Williams 1987) is
percolation of arguments in morphological objects including suffixes.
In (1), the argument
of the head and the argument of the non-head percolate to the top node. Thus (RE,TH) is a
well-formed argument structure for the N laziness.
Percolation of arguments oc~rs in the
syntax as weIl. In a sentence, the external argument percolates to the VP node in order to
be aS8igned to the NP in subject position.
The target of percolation differs in syntax and
in morphology, given the specific properties of the two systems.
It has been proposoded in Di Sciullo & Williams (1987) that arguments can be saturated within
morphological objects. This i8 the case for English compounds such as (4). When an argument
is saturated in the word, it is no longer available for saturation in the syntax, as shown in
(5).
Argument saturation occurs in the syntax, but under different structural conditions
that we will clarify.
(4)
[flowerNl [a r rangej-] : (AG)
(~)
(AG,THi)
-(5) * John flower-arranged the flowers
We will argue that binding and control occur in morphological objects on the basis of structures such as (6) and (7).
In (6) two arguments of the same type are bound ,
In (7a) the
head controls the internal argument, whereas in (7b) it controls the external argument. The
fact that binding and control in morphology are more restricted than in syntax follows from
our theory, given that only xO are analyzed by the morphology, and that xO are opaque with
respect to sentence level laws and principles'
(6)
[[readvl [ableA1Al : (TH,EX-~)
(EX,THi) (!!!i)
(7)a. (fädvisevl [eeNlNl : (RE,AC-~)
(AC,THi) (~)
b , [[advisevl [erN1Nl : (RE,TH-,!I)
(~,TH)
(~)
-Finally we will suggest how these relations can be implemented in a parser. The morpho-parser
that we built implements the basic formal relations of head, percolation, saturation, binding, and control.
It associates morphological objects, which, by definition, are not part
of the lexicon, to their argument structures.

2.8

From a semiotic point of view, morphopragmatics comprises the universal pragmatic
foundatio~I~~l~ne
hand, the relations between morphological rules and their
-\
interpreters as weil as the respective interpretant of a potential (or actual) output
of a morphological rule on the other hand.
In this dualistic investigation of morphopragmatic phenomena of Viennese German
and the Hungarian of Budapest we will first tackle the difference between the Hungarian
superlative
(e.g. leg-nagy-obb 'greatest') and excessive (e.g. legesleg-nagy-obb)
and their German equivalents größte(r) and allergrößte(r). In contrast to the superlative, the excessive has the presupposition that the referent is the greatest of
already relatively great referents. Whether these are great may depend not only
on the general presuppositions of the interpreter, but also on preceding cotext
and on the context of situation.
Moreover we will deal with the diminutives in Hung. Mi. -(cs)ke/a (e.g. zonaora
"prano ' -> zong-L, zongorä-cska , zong-L-ka) and in Vienn. -i, -er 1 (e.g. Hund
'dog' -> Hunt-i, Hunt-erl). The primary morphopragmatic locus of these rules is
in a discourse in which at least one small child participates (even if only as a
passive hearer), or which concerns small children. There is a pragmatic sanction
against the transfer of Austrian diminutives in -i into a purely adult text world.
However Vienn. -erl, Hung. -i, -ke/a, -cske/a can be transposed metaphorically
into the adult world, e.g. in conversation between siblings or childhood friends
with the effect of solidarizing or evoking childhood, or between lovers in the
language of love. More generally, this holds for pragmatically restricted speech
situations graded according to probabilities of interpretation in socially convergent
communication. In divergent communication these diminutives are liable to receive
an ironic or sarcastic interpretation. Here we must solve the question how the
dualism between childhood and adulthood can find a compromise (Ausgleich).
All morphological rules which contain a pragmatic variable in the description
of their meaning effects are morphopragmatically relevant. If our assumption is
correct that morphopragmatics must be separated both from morphosemantics and from
lexical pragmatics, then one can find a new argument against the strict separation
of morphosemantic derivation rules and morphotactic affixation rules (as postulated
e_g_ by R. Beard and A. Pounder at this congress).

Wolfgang U. Dressler & Lavinia Merlini Barbaresi, Elements of morphopragmatics_
D-4100 Duisburg: Linguistic Agency University of Duisburg, Series A, Paper 194,
November 1987
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Freezes. prosodie theory. and the modularlty of grammar
The role of frequency. syllable structure and style in phono-morphological change
Davld GII
Dept. of Linguistics, Tel Aviv U
Marlnel Gerrltsen
Royal Netherlands Academy of arts and sciences, Amsterdam
Hogeschool Midden Nederland, Utrecht

This paper deals with some of the morphological, syntactic and
stylistic factors that play a part in the disappearance of the ending
-e in the inflected infinitive (the gerund) in Middle Dutch (1).
(1) om
tvolc
mede te bedrieghene
in order the people with to deceive
The study has been performed on the West Flemish dialect of Bruges,
a dialect that seems to be a nice example of Dresslers (1972,1980)
suggestion that changes as reduction
and apocope fail to apply to
lexemes, but freely apply to
inflectional endings: the dialect of
Bruges shows from the early middle ages on apocope of -e in
inflectional endings, but to this day not in lexical items (sonne
'sun').
The disappearance of the gerund ending - a change wh ich has
occurred in all the Germanic languages - has mainly taken place in
the period between the end of the 13th (93%) and the beginning of
the 17th century (32%). In order to trace the linguistic and stylistic
factors that affected the disappearance of the gerund-ending, I have
collected about 700 constructions with
infinitives that could have
had an inflected ending, from prose texts written in four different
styles (Statutes, Chronicles, Diaries and Public Trials) in the last
quarters of the 13th, 14th, 15th and 16th century.
My data show
that the disappearance
of the gerund-ending
has been in a
statistically significant way conditioned by the following factors:
Style: The change takes place quicker in informal than in formal
styles.
Frequency
of the verb: The change takes place quicker in
infrequently used verbs than in frequently used ones.
Sy/lable structure of the verb: The change takes place
quicker in
polysyllabic verbs than in monosyllabic ones.
Syntactic construction: the occurrence of the ending -e depends on
both the complexity of the syntactic construction and the function
of the clause that contains the infinitive.
The results of my
study confirm
Dresslers
hypothesis
that
obliteration
of inflectional
endings caused by sound change,
originates in casual speech.
30

Freezes are eonjolned expressions In whieh lhe order of lhe eonjuncls 15 flxed: here end there, bul -liiere
end here. As Cooper and Ross (975) have observed, the order of eonjuncls in freezes Is delermlned by an Inlerplay
of phonologieal and semanlle fealures;
some of these fealures are "sled In (1).
In a qulnlessenlial freeze,
several of these fealures joln forces to delermlne lhe order of eonjuncls; examples of such freezes are provlded In (2).
In thls paper. I shall aeeounl
(1)
Second Cenjunct
First ConJunct
for the order of conjuncls in freezes
(a)
more syltebles
(phonologlcell
fewer syltables
wllhln the f)-amework of lhe prosodie
(b)
(phonologicatl
hlgher seeond formanl lower seeond formanl
lheory developed In Stein and GII
(e)
(phonologleatl
more sonoroos onsel
more obslruenl onsel
(1980) and GII and Shoshany (1984,
(d)
(semaottc)
far
elose
lo eppear).
Man's prosodie
(e)
(semanUe)
female
male
compelence Is an aulomous menlal
(f)
plural
(sementlc)
singular
facully, nol parl of grammar; il
governs bolh verbal and non-verbal
fealures (b),(c),(d)
(2) (e) here and there
behavlour. Allhough lhe lheory was
features (a),(bl,(e)
(b) man end women
orlglnally developed lo aecount for
fealures (a),(b),Cfl
(c) MlekJagger and the Rolltng Slones
patterns of lingulslic features In
metered verse, In 611(1986, 1987)
Il ts argued thal tt mayaiso be Invoked to aceounl for vertous phenomena perlalnlng to ordlnary, non-arlislic language.
Wlthin prosedle theory, hierarchie prosodie slruclures are reneeted In eoneert by a varlety of phonologieai,
synlaelic and semanlie features, termed prosodie merkers.
For example, in an lambie (weak-strong) prosodie
slructure, lhe seeond conslituent may eontaln more syllabies. greater synlaelie eomplexlly, and grealer semanlle
Imporl than the nrsl eonslituenl; In such a ease, NUM8ERCf' SYLLABLES,SYNTACTICCOMPLEXITY
and SEMANTIC
IMPORTfunellon In unlson as prosodie markers, renecllng an lamble prosodie slruclure.
Prosodie lheory provIdes lhe means for a slralghlforward aeeount of the order of eonjunels
wlthln freezes. Speelfleally, freezes are endowed wllh In lamble prosodie slrueture, In whlch lhe /
""first eonjunel is marked weak, and the seeond eonjunel ts mlrked slrong--as In the diagram at rlghl.
Thls prosodie slruelure Is reneeled by a variely of phonologleal and semantte prosodie markers,
1
2
includlno lhe fealures In (1).
NOlably,none of lhe lheorelieal apparalus requlred lo aeeounl ror lhe order of eonjunets In freezes Is Inlrodueed
speeineally for lhis purpose; each and every theoretical eonslrucl employed enjoys eonsiderable Independenl
motivation In a varlety of domalns. For examcle, a fewer-preeede-more svllsbles prlnelple (aka Pii~lnrs law) aceounls
also for a varlely of racts &boolmelared verse--e.g. thatlhe caesura In Engllsh lamble Pentameter lyplcally dlvldes the
tine Inlo shorl and then long hemistIches; and aboul ordlnery language senlanee slruelure_.g.
the universal tendency
for subjecls (sbor-t) 00 precede predicates (lone). Wilhln prosodie theory, such faels and many others can be aceountad
for In like manner, in terms of an iambic prosodie slruelure reflected by the prosodie marker NUMBER
Cf' SYLLABLES.
Prima faele, freezes appear lo run eountar lo the modularlly of grammatleal lheory, In thalthey allow the order
of eonjuncls lo be determlned by a comblnaUon of phonologleal and semanlle ractor-s, funetlonlng In concert. However,
as suggested above, lhe rules determlning the order of eonjuncls In freezes are nol rules of grammar, but, rather. rules
of an aulonomous menlal facully, namely, prosody. Hence, the modular slruclure of grammar ts upheld by f)-eezes.
j
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00 the elassical morphological types have eleareut limits?

Intonational phraslng and the prosodie hlerarehy
Carlos Gussenhoven

U Nijmegen

Reeent proposals have sought to integrate various kinds of domains for the mapping of
intonationa! constructs in English in the prosodie hierarchy (Beckman & Pierrehumbert
1986, Ladd 1986). In this paper I will show that the association domain for
intonanonal tones cannot be equated with any one partieular eonstituent in the
prosodie hierarchy, and that the prosodie hierarehy is built rndependenrly of (and exists
prior to the ereetion 00 intonational structure. The tonal association domain may
coineide with any of the constituents between the foot and the Minor Utteranee; the
speeifie constituent that the association domain eoineides with is determined by the
rank of the constituent contaming the next association marker (-accent):
the
association domain of a tone chosen for accent A eoineides with the highest node that
dominates A which does not dominate some other aeeent. In this view, tonal
association domains do not form independent constituents of the prosodie hierarehy, but
are built in parallel with the prosodie hierarehy. The durational salieney of a prosodic
constituent boundary is reinforeed if it eoineides with a boundary separating two tonal
association domains. Thus, high-ranking prosodie constiruents whieh are not reinforeed
by atonal
association domain boundary may turn out to be equally or even !ess
salient than !ow-ranking prosodie eonstituent boundaries whieh do,
Two tonal rules are diseussed wh ich provide evidenee for this representation of
intonational phrasing. One, a tone segment deletion rule, sbows the effeet of association
domain restrueturing on the shape of tbe pitch ccntour, The seeond, a tone eopy rule,
shows bow there is an upper limit to the rank of the prosodie constituent that can
coincide with atonal association domain. It will be seen tbat tbis prosodic constituent
is intermediate in rank between the Intonational Phrase (please note: a prosodie
constituent) and the Utteranee; it is referred to as the 'Minor Utteranee'. Experimental
results, obtained from two pereeption experiments, will be presented wbieh confirm the
predietions that this representation of phrasing makes about the durations of different
kinds of pre-boundary syllab!es.

Claude Hag6g.

I

Claude Hagege
Ecole Pratique des Hautes Etudes, Paris

More or less implicitly, every human language nas long been assigned to one or another of the three, or four, main language types proposed by classical XIXth century
tYPologists,
i.e,
fusional,
agglutinative,
isolating,
incorporating.
Only in the
XXth century was attention focused on an objective fact which by now nas become cornmon knowledge among linguists dealing with typology: these classical types are abstract
constructs,
and no language corresponds
in its entirety
to a given type; ratner-, most languages evince a certain affinity to one type, but not to the exclusion
of (an)other(s), and some languages seem to present
features
equally distributed
between two or more types,
It is necessary
now to go one step further.
In other words, two directions of research deserve to be explored, First, to what extent does a language belong to one
or another type, i.e. what is the detail of pOlytypical complexity? Second, why does
such a situation prevail, i.e. what are tne reasons
of pOlytypical complexity?
In order to answer these two questions, I will examine a sampie of languages which
bring some light to one of the most debated issues in morphological typology: the
boundary between tne so-called agglutinative and fusional types: Turkish, Hungarian
and Kannada will provide examples illustrating
the detail of polytypical complexity.
As for the reasons
of polytypical complexity, I will analyze two particular
cases
which are quite relevant
to the issue, i.e. Palau and Estonian.
It will appear that in tne se two cases, and probably in the case of most languages
all over tne world, polytypical complexity is the result of phonetic evolution. consequently, ttus study shows that morphology is not an autonomous domain: word structure cannot be analvzed without reference
to historical phonetics, or if it is, the
kind of analysis that this choice irnplies remains at a quite insufficient
step of
mere description, and does not teach us what we can expect to learn about the structural cone sivene s s o f human languages.
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The effect of nasality on vowel helght: The phonetic & phonologicai relationship in Romanes
John Hajek
Pembroke College, Oxford

The effect of nasality on vowel height in languages
around the world has periodically excited the interest of
experts, cf. Ferguson(1975).
The evidence used for
research differs widely in nature & in the range of
languages used, cf. Beddor(1983). Observations regarding
nasality & its relationship with vowel height have been
justified for diachronie, synchronie, phonetic,
morphophomenic, & phonological reasons. As a result,
opinions vary greatly. The languages used as evidence
also vary greatly.
Some studies have used large language
sampIes, whilst others are more restricted. Those who
believe that the general effect of nasality is vowel
lowering always cite French as being exemplary, although
some experts argue that the lowering of vowels because of
nasalization in French is rather atypical. Some argue
instead that nasality raises vowels, whilst still others
point to a mixed raising & lowering effect. This latter
process is sometimes then seen to be a result of a
phonetic (or allophonic) & phonological distinction
relating to the interrelationship between vowels &
nasality.
According to this particular view, raising of
vowels is allophonic or context derived, whilst vowel
lowering is a feature of phonological nasalization.
This
is an interesting observation with implications as a
linguistic universal.
Nevertheless, a great deal of
research on the matter needs still to be done.
In this paper I propose to look at developments in a
small number of Northern Italian dialects.
Consideration
is given to vowel height in a number of given contexts,
nasal & non-nasal, to determine whether in Northern
Italian (& Romance in general), any distinction can be
made in the development of vowel height according to
phonetic vs. phonological criteria, & whether any such
distinction coincides with the view that raising is due
to allophonic nasalization, & lowering an effect of
phonological nasalization.
There are a number of advantages in conducting a study
that uses Northern Italian dialects as evidence.
Although the dialects are now very divergent, they are
nevertheless still closely related. In some dialects,
nasality has had a minimal effect effect on vowel height,
e.g. Venetian, whilst in others developments have been
extremely innovative, e.g. Bolognese. The fact that they
are all Latin derived also provides for interesting
comparison with the oft-cited French.
The aim of this paper is to determine the phonetic &
phonological effects of nasality on vowel height & to
note any differences in developments as such, as weIl as
being useful in determining the universality of any such
distinction or distinctions.
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JorgeHankam.r

Computational morphology: Analysis by synthesis
Jorge Hankamer
University of Californla, Santa Cruz

There are two main problems to be addressed in morphological parsing: first
is an
adequate representation
of morphotactics,
so that only legitimate combinations of
morphemes are recognized; second is the recognition of morphemes themselves, a problem made difficult
by the absence of overt boundaries in surface forms and the effects of morphophonemic alternation.
Corresponding to these two problems are tow major questions in the current theory of
morphological parsing: (a) is a finite state
transition
network an adequate representation of morphotactics? and (b) how is the relation between surface forms and
texicai forms to be mediated?
90th of these questions will be addressed in this paper. I report
on the development
of a morphological parser-generator
for Turkish and other agglutinating languages
which uses an analysis-by-synthesis
algorithm. This approach allows morpheme recognition by means of generative-style
phonological rules and is consequently a richer
model than the tow-level model of Koskenniemi. secsuse of the finite-state
morphotactics
and strictly
cyclic phonological rule application, it incorporates
features of current
phonological theories, particularly
those of lexical phonology.
While Turkish is morphologically simple in some respects,
it still presents a number
of chal1enges to the development of a ful1 morphological and phonological description, and consequently to the development of a parser. Such chal1enges include the
implementation of an adequate treatment
of syl1able-based (and syl1able-counting)
rules, which will require the development of a way to implement autosegmental rules
and representations;
development of a general exception mechanism, including some
version of the elsewhere condition to account for blocking effects;
solving certain
problems connected with the strict
cyclicity
condition; and finding a satisfactory
means of dealing with morphological1y conditioned r-cot
alternations.
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HaIIa Henrlch Hock

Initial strengthenlng

Empirical evidence tor a "non-movement" analysis
rule in English

Hans Henrich Hock
U lliinois at Urbana-Champalgn

The argument is based on the following consider1ltions: (i) Initial strengthening seems to be
restricted to sonorants. At the S!IIl18 time, languages with initial sonoront strengthening tend to
preserve medial sonorants without weakening; cf. e.g. (Id) end (2e). (ü) Genuine initial strengthening appeers to be limited to languages with independent evidence for medial obstruent wellkening;
cf. (tc) and (2b). (üt) Apparent instances of initial obstruent strengthening, such as (5) end
(6), can be explained by other scenarios. (Jhus, in (5 ), the nettem 'medial weak' : 'initial strang'
is derived from earlier non-geminates with medial weakening, while the contrasting 'strang' :
'strong' pllltem goes back to earliergeminates with degemination. For (6), the evidence of other
lIalie dialects suooests 8 scenario of medial weakening of intermediate *1, B, x('" ), rather than an
initial strengthening of intermedillle *,ß, 6, rt".).)
leönem
nöres
( b) Lat. terrom
il1a
annum
(c) LaI. videre
habiire
pacatum
cippus
(d) LaI. amarum
(2) (e) SkI. yavasante(b) SkI. metek{talee(c) SkI. karöti
(3)

SPOII.
Catal., Leon.
Leon. diel,
Span.
Spall.

Span.

[fey]
[),eon)
[liaris]
[tiefs]
[e>.a]
[ana)
ve0er) ver
[a~er]
[ P1l'fabo)
cepo

*rowdhos
(5) lac-Simon Ojibwa:

(6)
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PIE
*bh
*dh
*gWh

'to see'

have'
'pleased'
'pole, branch'
'bitter'
'to

dia1.MIAr.

'who (rel.pron.)'
'spring (seeson)'
'thought'
'done'
'd!Jes'

jabasantedia1.MIAr. mada, ma0a
kidaya, lei{y)alla
dio1.MIAr. k!lll!(d)i

Initial
Stronger obs\ruent
X = Strooger sonorant

OIr [Ier] (via *[~er-))

[gwir]

'man'

[Clb)

'red'

[ fullI)

Medial

Initial
t
t

d

(vs.

'king'
'lion'
'nose'
'earth'
'she'
'year'

emern

Medial
Wealcerobstruent
Wealcer SOIlOI'l!Ilt

(4) PIE *wiros

Merle Home

ot the rhythm

Merle Horne
Dept. of Linguistics, U Lund

In this peper, which pruvides 0 philologicol basis for cleirns in Heck 1986 (Principles of historical
linguistics), I argue that eeses of 'initial strengthening' such as the ones in ( ta) and (2a) arise in
languill}!Swith medial obstruent weakening end result from a quasi-analogical gener1llization of the
obstruent pattern in (3). (In (ta), strengthening yields segments ilEntical to the medial reflexes
of Latin gemiMtes, cf. (lb). In (2), strengthening changes sonorants into stops. (4) i1Iustrates
sonorent strangthening through lengthening, revoieing, or prefixation of a stoa.)

(1) (0) LaI. regem

Topic 3

t

rrf-

latin
-b-d/b-

-w/gw-

In e,g, Liberman & Prince 1977 or Selkirk 1984, the 'Rhythm Rule' is
analyzed as involving a movement of 'stress', For example. when the wellknown phrase, thirteen men, is uttered out of context, one gets the impression that in the word thirteen. 'stress' shifts from the lexically stressed
syllable. -teen to the syllable thir- when followed by another word with
lexical stress-on the first syllable. e,g, men, That is to say. the potential 'clash' that is assumed to arise when two stressed syllables lie next
to each other is avoided by moving 'stress' to the left, In a number of
perceptual tests and acoustic analyses of duration and fundamental frequency (FO)' however, Cooper & Eady 1986 have shown that there is no empirical support for a movement analysis of the Rhythm Rule phenomena,
Another. discourse-based view of the Rhythm Rule data (Horne 1986)
maintains that what causes the impressionistic effect of stress shift associated with the Rhythm Rule is simply the nonrealization of an inherent word
stress as FO on e,g, -~
in thirteen men (due to the way the focus projection rules of English apply), This stress would be realized as F ' for
O
example, when the ward is cited in isolation or focussed in a sentence,
but
not when thirteen functions as a modifier in the phrase thirteen men, The
impression of stress or prominence on the first syl1able, we would maintain,
is an automatic consequence of the 'surfacing' of the syllabic rhythmic patterning which becomes salient in the absence of FO prominence,
As Bolinger
1981. following Bruce 1981 has pointed out. this 'syllabic rhythmic patterning' associated with duration must be distinguished from the 'accentual' (or
tonal) rhythmic' patterning associated with F '
O
The parameter of FO is 'stronger' than
that of duration in giving the
impression of stress or prominence.
Syllabic (temporal) rhythmic patterning
is always present, however. but is perceived most clearly in the absence of
accompanying FO movements,
This tonal patterning masks the rhythmical alternations associated with syllable duration. In short. it is syllabic rhythm
(temporal patterning) that accounts for the prominence ('stress') on thirin thirteen men and accentual/tonal patterning which accounts for the prominence on teen in thirteen cited, for example, in isolation (i.e. -teen has
an FO top which thir- does not),
---Acoustic data relating to this latter analysis of the rhythm rule phenornena in English will be presented and their significance for the development of a text-to-speech rule system will be discussed,
REFERENCES
Bolinger. D, 1982. !wo kinds of vowels, two kinds of rhythm, Bloomington:
I.U,L,C,
Bruce, G, 1981. Tonal and temporal interplay, Working papers (Dept, of Ling,.
U. of Lund) 21: 49-60.
Cooper, W,E, and Eady. S.J. 1986. Metrical phonology in speech production,
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Horne. M, 1986. Focal prominence and the 'phonological phrase' within some
recent theories. Studia linguistica 40: 101-21. (Also published in
Towards a discourse-based model of English sentence intonation. Working
papers, Dept. of Ling., U. of Lund) 32, 1987.
Liberman, M. and Prince, A, 1977. On stress and linguistic rhythm, Linguistic inquiry 8: 249-336.
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The phonetic and phonological basis of the simplex feature
hypothesis

Perceptual constraints and tonal features
Davld House
Dept. of Llnguistlcs and Phonetics, Lund U

Harry van der Hulst
RU Leiden

This paper examines the tonal features High, Low, Rising and Falling from a perceptual point of
view using results obtained from listener tests involving perception of tonal patterns in nonsense
syllabies. Two questions are addressed, the first concerning the possibility of perceptual primacy
of tonal levels over tonal movement and the second conceming the relationship between perception
and the timing of tonal movement in terms of segment boundaries.
To compare the perception of tonal levels and tonal movement, Swedish listeners were given the
task of categorizing rising-falling and falling-rising tonal patterns in a synthetic laI vowel. Listeners
were easily able to perform the task on the basis of tonal patterns. When a /b/ gap was introduced in
different places in the vowel, listeners had difficulty categorizing the same tonal patterns.
Categorization strategies shifted from what could be interpreted as tonal patterns or tonal movement
to tonal levels or average tone frequency. These results seem to indicate that actual pitch movement
is optimally perceived during the steady-state portion of a vowel segment When confronted with a
more complex array of spectral and intensity shifts, the perceptual mechanism recodes the pitch
movement in terms of levels. Pitch movement from one vowel to the next is then interpolated as a
movement from one level to another. This perceptual primacy of levels over movement could
explain certain aspects of universals of tone such as that reported by Maddieson (1978) where
languages do not have contour tones unless they have at least one level tone. The features of High
and Low would therefore be more perceptually salient and more frequent then the features Rising
and Falling.
To optimally perceive the movement features Rising and Falling, the perceptual mechanism seems
to require a reference tone level having a duration on the order of 30 msec at the beginning of the
vowel. This synchronization between tonal movement and segmental boundaries appears to be
important in languages such as Swedish and Chinese which make use of movement features.
Synchronization may not be as important in languages which use the level features High and Low.
An experiment is currently under way involving American English, Swedish and Chinese listeners
to test cross-linguistic aspects of tonal movement perception.
REFERENCES
House, D. (1987). Perception of Tonal Patterns in Speech: Implications for Models of Speech
Perception. Proceedings of the Eleventh International Congress of Phonetic Sciences.
Tallinn.1 :76-79
Maddieson, I. (1978). Universals of Tone. In Greenberg (Ed.) Universals
Yolume 2, Phonology, Stanford University Press, Stanford, California,
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Recent years have shown an increased interest
in simptex or single-valued features.
Early motivation for
strnptex
features
was discussed by Sanders (1972). The most
detailed elaboration of such a system for both vowels and consonants has been offered by proponents of Dependency Phonology (cf. Anderson & Ewen, 1987). Other porposals (mainly limited to the analysis of vowels) which differ
in various ways from
the DP system
are offered
by Schane (1984) ("particle
phonology") and Kaye,
Lowenstamm& Vergnaud (1985) ("government & charm theory"). Except for Sanders, the
proposals mentioned differ from an SPE-type of vowel feature
system not only in naving single-valued rat her than binary features,
but also in choosing a different
set
of parameters for characterizing
the vowel space. The SPE System uses the high-low
and the front-back
dimensions (with a superimposed rounding distinction), whereas
most single-valued approaches use three parameters,
corresponding
to the three
corners
of the vowel triangle. The bidirectional versus tridirectional
issue:
binary
bidirectional

tridirectional

single-valued

Jakobson et al., 1952
SPE
[+back I, [+round I
[+low J. [+high I
Goldsmith, 1985
Rennison, t986

[+1J.

[+U J.

[+A I

Sanders,

1972; Lass,

t984

[back I, [rouM I
[low I, [high I
Anderson & Ewen, 1987
Kaye et al.,
1985
Schane 1984
[I J.

[U J.

[A I

Essentially, a single-valued feature
system represents
an extreme interpretation
of
underspecification
(Kiparsk y, 1982; Archangeli, 1984; Steriade, 1987). Rather than
two values being equivalent, in a binary system involving underspecification,
only
one value may be specified
lexic ally, while the other
is adefault
value. In a
single-valued approach the default
value is eliminated as a phonological entity, so
that the feature
is single-valued.
There is now a general concensus that phonological theory snouro either incorporate
aversion
of underspecification
theory or make use of single-valued features,
but
given the above, it will be clear that opinions differ
with respect
to the precise
way in which the asymmetrical behaviour of phonological parameters
is to be expressed, and with respect to the precise set of parameters. The latter issue depends
not only on the usefulness of features
in analyzing phonological systems and processes, but also on the possibility of providing reasonable phonetic (acoustic and
articulatory)
interpretations
of the features.
In this report
I will discuss the matters introduced briefly
here and will defend a
particular
version
of
the
single-valued
approach.'
Phonological and phonetic
justification
will be provided for
this approach to demonstrate
its superiority
to
other single-valued frameworks. A comparison with underspecification
approaches will
lead to a discussion of the logical aspects of single-valued features
as compared to
binary features
(with or- without underspecification).
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Prosodie structure and lexlcal representatlon: The role of features
AllanR.James
UAmsterdam

The paper addresses
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RlchardD. Janda

lexical
morphology/phonology
or stratlflcatlonal
grammar?
Against the proliferation of redundaney-free word-formatlonal
levels in the lexicon
As L.)(ical Morpho1ogoj ind Ph0n01ogoj(U",,) hu .volvtd, ~suuiv
•• Yidtnu hu iCC\mJlittd thit. ~ lkIivtrQl Grimm•. (00). Iht It)(icon is div~d ~to vv\ous Itv.ls (strah),
It Itut somt of which cont.in ""'}J
phc.no109icil rults.
'r'hilo iCC.pting thu. buic t.otls of LHP. this poptr pr.stnts •. gumonts ~.inst Ihr •• furthor. ~ttrTtlittd
CNnottristies C<rrtntly usumtd (ff only heitly) fer Ih.1 Ih.Of"\I: th.1 tht It)(icon ts mtnimilly rO<bld ••••t, thit tts •••. 1iHt. stntl
eonhin non-productiv. morphologic.1 rul,. (lik. -tb suffi)(alion in [nglish), il\d th.t tht input 10 tht .vl;'st
strotum is 0
lIst conhin\'19 In ind only tht rool morpNm •• of I I~,
both frtl ind bo<rod. Tht pru~t
.vidtoct sho ••.s thit postt1ng
thtst chanet ••.lstics .nrotshts LHP in hithtrlo \6\discusstd probltms • whilt ibondoning thtrn seIns corhtn pr.riously-notic.d difflCU1\;'S ind roists no otW probloms, sine. tht proport;.s in qutstion ort not nte.sury
uptCts of .ltlCie.l~sp.ctivt on morpho~
iod phonology. On tht ~o.ch
•. gutd fer htr., tht ltlCicon conti ••• mor. r~.
bu\ tht
.lCprtssion
of th. latt.r
is Vld.ptnd.ntly
motiv.t.d,
••••d th. rtsult
is • Itss
·slr.liflCationll·
Itxicon.
In p...-ticulv, it e•••• bt ct.monstr.t.d
thlt polymorptl.mie sterns usocilt.d
ov ••.• n (nol morph.mo-spteifici1ly)
with
gnmmaticil ktiosyncru;'s
must bt v.clud.d,'1ong with frH rects, in tht list.d inpu\ to tht trst ItlCie.l strltum. whflt
tht compontnt morplwm.s of such oomplox Idiesyncr.tie ferms •.•••••• lyztd bo,Imorp/>ological gtntr.liz.tions
IOmg U
r.dund.ncy ru1os. Givtn th.1 It 10ut morphologic.l rtdund.ncy-ru1os e••••bt m~p.nd.ntly
motlv.t.d in tht Itxicon, it is
possi>lt to disptnu with tht ·dt.p· str.ta which no••. conhin fossiliztd morphological rulos. Thot is, tht compltlC forms
pr.s~tly
go_attd
boJtht applic.tion of thlS. rults can Vlslud b. givtn in th. Samt list ••.ith monomorphtmic reets, whflt
tht rulos thtms.lvlS no longtr apply to dtrivt anythv.g, bul ••• tud mtr.1y st.l. rtcMcloncits. ~s\'l9·
tht polymorph.mie forms in qutstkYl. Simult •••••ously, bo<rodroots CIn bt .limVl.ttd from tht list.d inpu\ 10 tht first Itxic.l str.tum.
sv.c. th.y (iod th.ir bouodniSS) ar •••.•• dy givon via thrir occurrtnu
••.ithin complox forms in tht list. Furthtrmor ••
onct 1\ ts estibllshtd \hal tht 1t><1conoonta ••• morphologle.l rO<bldOllCljind hone. morphological rO<bIdOllClj-nlltS. thtn
.>C1sts Yldtpondtnt motiv.tion fer Itxie.l rtdlndancy-rulos
in gtntr.l, ind se tha '&'holt nolion of phonologicll ~
IOd undtrsp.cification
must bt rtthough\.
Ho",.vor, th. l.tt., issut .xco.d th. bo<rods of tht pr.stnt paptr, which-.Ithough it trut. .n typos of gramm.lic.l idiosyncru;'s
of ••.erds--focosos soltly on morphologie.l rodoodoncy.
Sv.c. 8100mfl.ld 1933, linguists h.vo go•• r.l1y v;. ••.•d tht loxicon as th. rtpositery of linguistie idiosyncrasy:
.n upocts of I l.ngu.go ••.hich ar. not rult-govor •• d (er p...-t of 00) must bt Itxic.ny Iisted. B.yond .)(prOSSVlg er ~lyv.g accoptanc. of this vif v , ho",.nr.
gon••.• tin grammarl •••••h.v. had rol.linly
li\\1. to say aboul ItlCic.l idiosyncrasy, .1th0u9h th. i•• ut of ho••.· Idio.yncr .tic supr .1oxic.l units \jeo compounds ind Idioms vo prOptrly to bo .ccount.d fer has bttn
Irut.d
as an important 000. A concentr ation on rul es --p~s • concomitant avoldanc. of focusv.g on 'lCcoptions-hu
Iod
most gtntr.livists
to downpliy tha issue of ltxically idiosyncrastic polymorphtmie ••.erds in tht ~
••...,.-rd
for tht
Samt ruson--thal
thty h.n downplaytd othar kms of mv.or 'lCctplion.lity in grMMlar.
Md ytl such tlCctp\ional
eemplex forms provid. componing argumonts for rovising \ht currtnt1y domVl••••t vif ••. of LMP. Tht crux of tht motttr is
th.t l.nguigts typle.ny h.v. larg. numbors of werd. er .\tm •• ach of tht fono ••.v.g sert: I polymorphtmic form '&'host
ovor.n som.nlics Irt not compl.t.1y composilion.l but .r. Vlstud pvtly • proporty of tht tntir. morp/ltmo·combin.tion.
Tht English compl.lC ",ord dogs, '.g., ContaVlS th. two morphomtsllog
'c••••w' rd OS 'pllr.l' rd has. imOIlg olhtrs.
th. ptrf.c\1y composition.l ovor.n mo ••••ing 'canws·--",hich.
in itsolf, would cltorly not r.cjllirt ItlCicallistv.g fer tht
combinltion 11o, + s. Howtv ••. , 1I0,s Ilso has tht idiosyncr.tic ov••.• n moan\'19 ·fHt". which is P"dictib}J pllr.l (g1v~
tht pr.stnco of -s) but still non-compositional btcaust (oppVtntly fer most Sptak ••.s) ••
oo.s nol ocetr .1ont ••.ith tht
mo••••ing ·foot·. Hone., .von though tht morphom.-eombin.tion lIogs cont •••• tht rtgUlar pllr.l-suffix
ind has ont ~
sition.l mo.ning, th.t ",ord has an ovor.n Stm.ntic idiosyncrasy which rtquirlS it to bt ltxic.ßo,j lIst.d; its 'lCctptionility
oonnot bt pr.diet.d from .ithtr of its compontnl parIs '1ont' Allllolq> IIoIS is ptrIIaps unint ••.• sting ••• toktn btciuu 1\
is ••••isol.t.d .x.mplo, it is cruci.l as an ••• t.nti.tion of • typt ""'ich has lit ••.• 1Iy thousrds of .xamplts in numtraus!inguago,--olCtonding VlEnglish, vi. sonnnc
•• nd suppository
,.n Ih•••. ay up to lIIItillis.sl.bllshm,"t.riil.is
•.
kl currtnl virsiens of LMP, though, no provision is m.d. fer such idio.yncrllic compltx forms. Thty h.v. no plic. in
tht lisl.d input 10 th. first ltlClcal str.tum, sv.c. th.1 !isl cont •••• only sv.g1o (root) morp/Itmts. But •.••lthtr Dan tht'J bt
dtriv.d bo,Ith. morphologie.l rul •• of any str.tum, SVlC. it is not. gontr.l fact .bout English -s SlJff","tion th.t it chongts
tho mtaning of. root to ·foot". er about -iIIICt suffixation thit it iIdds tht moanv.g 'pi\/' •• to. Nrd ••. g .• to comp1icat. tht
-s suffix.tion rult with 0 codieil to tht .ff.ct th.t it has •••••xcoption.l sorn ••••tic .ff.ct whtn apply\'19 to 11o, 1s tant_t
10 Itxic.lly l1sting tht combin.tion 11., + s-but much Itu appropriat •• btcaust tht idiosyncrasy of 11., + s Slrt}J hu u
much to do ••.ith 11., ••••. ith -s.
Tht so~tion fer thts. prollltms of C<rrtnt L.t-f' ts to .xpind tht lIsttd ~
to tht frst Itxical str.tum SOu to r.cblt
ktlosyncr otlo po}Jmorpn.m1c forms 1i<. oIogs--ind. concomit ••••tly, to 0110••. prOÖJctivo m0rp/>01og1c.lrults 1i<. os sufftxation .lso to funclion u rtdund.n:y rul •• p.rsing such forms. Onc.ltxic.l rtdundaney-rulos ar. motivatod in this ••.ay. 110••.
• vor, fossiliud morphologie.l rults lik. thost suffixv.g -01 ••• , ~ic, -tlo, .tc. in English Dan bt r ••••••lyz.d •• gtntr.lizr
lions whfch .xist only as rtdundancy rults--and th. slr.tum fermtrly ConlaVlv.g Ihom ~tir'1Ii tlimin.tod. Similarly, tht
bound root. which ••.ort fernwrly list.d in isolation c••••oow bt .liminat.d u ••.•n. SVlct tht complox ferms in which tht\j
0CC<rv •• Iways ktiosyncr.tic ind so 11rudy OCC<rin tht inpu\ lisl. Such ••••appro~
utilizing rO<bIdOllCljrults rd 1txtc.llisling of .xcoptional compl.x shms Cil\ .lso rid curronl Ltof' of Ih. erdtrVlg prob10ms posod by ••.erds lik. English 11IItrulh (",h'rt fosstliz.d -Ih suffix.lion .ppartnlly fonows producltvo un- pr.fi)(.tion) IOd of Ih. probltrn.l1c dolb\t markVlg in ",ords likt knivu
(",h.r. H" ·"[l•• ",htrt Coodihoo" is .pp.ronlly viol.l.d by suffix.tioo of rtgular/9.n.,01
plurll
-s 10 • st.m knivt- .1rt.dIj irrogularly /sp.ciflC.lly mark.d fer plural).
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The benefits of
morphological classification:
apparently problematlc elIttcs In Modern Greek
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On the Inl&ractlon 01 Ihecules01lexlcal phonology and Iheorles of
phon~~lpheno~na

Brlan D. Joseph
Ohio State U

Jonathan Kaye
School of Orientai and Afrlcan Studies, London

Arry theory of grommor, Md more particulor Iy arry theory of the component of e grammor, the morphological
compooent, that is concerned wlth words and word-like unlts ond the pieces tnet maleethem up, must provlde some
means or classlrylng "elements" es to thelr morphologicai status. or partlcular concern Is the classlflcatloo of
elements into ward, clltic, or affix status, for it is ooly by making e declsioo on such e clesstncetlon that testable
\Jlf)eralizatloos about the behavior of SUChunits wlthin Indivi<luallanguages and ecross different I~,
i.e.
unlversolly, con emerge. Examples of such generollzotloos ere the clelm (0 modlflOO versloo of Wockernogel"s
law) that sententlai clltles occur in second positioo withln their clause and the claim that there ere no endoclities,
I.e. clltles that are posHloned wlthln the morphologicai untt definOOby e ward.
Recent work by Zwlcky (most notllbly Zwlcky 1985, Zwicky 1987, Zwicky & Pullum 1983) withln the
fromework of a hl~1y mtWler and restrlctively interactive theory of grammar, operating for exomple wlth a
monostratal phrase structure syntax, has resulted In the development or a number or crlterla- -all derlvable from
the orcllHecture of the theory but et the same time embroylng loog-noticed observations about morphology , e.g.
that Inflectl0081afflxes close words off to derlvatlon--that
dlstinguish ilmOfltJward, clftlc, and affix status for any
element under exom lnotlon. AmOfltJthe crHerla relevant here ore posH Ion ( Interlor vs. exterlor), existence of
phooological Md semantlc irregularltles,
type of S8Il(f)I processes exhlblted by the elements, omong others.
In thls paper, Zwlcky's cr Iter la are IIPPlied to <letafrom the Modern Greek verbal complex (I.e. verb plus
vor lous morkers) In order to arr ive ot 0 defl nftlve classl flcatlon of cli tlc-Itke elements tredlt 100811yce1100
·clltles· (the weaI::oIlject pronouns e.g. 156 ACe lIl§, 156 GENm.u., 3SG ACe NTR 111, etc.) and "partlcles" (the
mOOllImarkers naand~, the future marker ßll, and the negation markers ~and mV, e.g. In SUChverbal complex
BXps"lSlons es:
I.
2.

aene. ~
to
aolIEG FUT I56.GEN 3SG.ACC.HTRoive/3P\.
.,
mi ~
to
aoMOOlIEG 156.GEN 3SG.ACC.HTROive/3P\..

They wonlgive it to me·
let them not give il to mef

The classiflcatlon of t/lese elements ts crucial for the cleims concerning clihes roteo lIbove, for if any of the
Interlor ones ore true cllties whlle the exterior ones are affixes, the cllties would present 0 clear case of
enax:lIsls; Slmllarly, If the mOOllIor negation markers are clltles, they would constltute a counterexample to the
modlfled Wocker08l,Jlrs law second- postt 100generallzatloo, Inasmuch es thelr scope Is demonstrab Iy sententlaI.
Evldence from Stonderd Modern Greek, In the form of semantlc and phonological irregularltles,
ls brought forth
here to show that t/lese elements ere all, by the above criteria, affixallO nature. Furthermore, dlalectal evidence,
In partlcular the occurrence of such forms es Thessallan (arid general Northern) Greek ~
.tell-me-Pl.
(m88lllng ·you/Pl tell mer), with e so-eeued "cllttc proooun" (=m::) Inside ofthe plural imperative affiX, and
the TS!lkonlan synchronically unanalyzable negative auxiliary IiIüIw ...·1sm notlyou ere not .... , resulting from
the fusion of the negative portlcle wlth the verb 'be', serves to strengthen the concluslon reached on the basis of the
standerd language.
Therefore, t/lese elements from Modern Greek, wh Ich at first glance seem so problematlc ror claims regarding
clltles unlversolly, turn out, once a stringent set of classlficatory crlteria is IIPplied to the data, to present no
problem and to be insteed rather well-behavOO affixal elements. To the extent, then, that the Zwicky crl\eria lead
to satlsrylng results In deallng with these seemlngly dlfrtcult facts, the analyses presentoo here can be sald to land
conslderable credence to the overall rrsmework and approach to morphological classificalioo embodiOO In Zwicky'S
theory, especlally in comparlsoo wlth the less-than-satisrylng
results that other proposea sets 01 crlterla, e 9
those of Carstairs 1981 or Muysken 1981 , yield In this case.
Carslairs. A. 1961. Noles on Amxes. Clilics, and Paradigms Sloominglon- 11IlC
Muysken, P. 1981. QJechua Word Slruclure. In Binding IOd FllI.erinq. F HP.ny,pd, 279-327
'111 Pr •.ss
Zwlcky, A. 1985. Clillcs and Parlicles. L-.guage 61.263-305
Zwicky, A. 1987. SoppressJnq lht Zs. .k>urnalof l1nguislics 21.1-30.
Zwlcky, A. t. 6, Pullum. 1963 ClilIcizalion vs Inneclion. English!!l. lanquaqe 59.502-5 13
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Jen..,.,. l<a1e

Since the dawn of generative phonology there has been an awareness of the
InteractIon of morphologicai (or syntactlc) structure and a varlety of phonologlcal phenomena. Thls awareness dates back to at least 1956 (Chomsky,
Halle & Lukoff, 1956) with the postulation of the transformational cycle. Fur·
ther refinements included the Principle of Strict Cyclicity (Chomsky, 1973,
Kean, 1974). More recently, the structare-phenornena
Interactions have been
enrlched by the theory of Lexlcal Phonology (Klparsky, 1982, Mohanan, 1982).
Thls theory allows for an elaborate Interplay between subsets of phonologicai
processes and levels of morphosyntactic structure. Recent versions of Lexical
Phonology make critical use of the types of phonological operations effec·
tuated by rules (feature insertion vs. feature changing) and the position of such
processes wlthln the phonology (Iexlcal vs. post-Iexlcal).
It Is obvlous that such claims are problematlc for the class of strlctly prtvative phonological theories (Le. theories which cannot "filI in" parts of phonologicai representations in the course 01 a derivation). In this paper I would like
to raise the question as to the necessity of a lexical organisation that requires
more than the prlnclple of strlct cycllclty. I will try to show that a number of orderlng problems that emerge In Lexlcal Phonology dlssappear If different assumptions are made about segmental representatlons and the exact nature
01 the mechanisms that underlie phonlogical events. My conclusion is that the
transformational cycle and something like the Principle 01 Strict Cyclicity are
a necessary part of phonologicai theory but that any further structurlng of the
phonologicai component may not be necessary.
I will begin with a "consensus case", that is a case where divergent theories converge concerning the treatment 01 the phenomenon in question. This
oase concerns nasalisation in French, Following a suggestion by Vergnaud,
1982, Prunet, 1986 shows that French nasallsatlon Is amenable to a cycllc
treatment. Nasal vowels are analyzed as oral vowels followed by a floating
nasal element. The floating nasal links to a followlng onset postion If one Is
available IN THE SAME CYCLIC DOMAIN; otherwise it links to the preoeding
nucleus thus 10rming a nasal vowel. This approach explains the contrast in
nasallsatlon between bon ami 'good frlend' and sOn ami 'his frlend' as weil as
"composltlonal vs. non-composltlonal
compounds: non-arrosage 'non·water·
Ing' (?non-arrosage) vs. non-avenu (*n5n-avenu).1 will contlnue by explorlng
several cases (Morrocan Arabic, Japanese) that at first glance seem to call for
a more complex lexical organization along the lines of Lexical Phonology. AI·
ternatlve analyses will be presented
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Flrthlan phonology In prospect and retrospect
John Kelly
Universlty of York

Firthian phonology represents
only part of an integrated approach to the study of
language and linguistic behaviour-.
f'irth viewed language primarily as a 'mode of action' intimately related to other modes of action engaged in by the individual as he
or she interacts with others in the community,
In this, as in mucn of his work, f'irth reacts t o: at trtude s to the study of language
that characterised
his own training and that were current
at the time, In building
his own distinctive approach to tne study and description of language f'irth was very
eclectic,
synthesising
ideas from a range of disciplines into a 'theory'
that is
wide-ranging and, in its own way, powerful. Partly because of this richness of its
origin,
and partly
because of
its
great
generality,
it
contains,
overtly
or
covertly, the seeds of much of what has followed in phonology,
My discussion will emphasise the historical
context
of the growth
of f'irthian
phonology and trace some aspects of its development in the hands of its originator
an his disctptes.
In considering tne theory
I shall pay attention
to some of its
more fundamental aspects, such as the notions of 'context'
and 'congruence' (i.e.
with grammar): and shall play down what are more superficial (though better-known)
aspects
such as 'prosodies',
In addition I shall give particular
consideration to
areas in which the f'irthian approach has seemed to some to be unworkable or capricious, those, for
instance, of 'phonetic exponency' and 'polysystemicity':
I shall
also consider, within the limitations of time, some unresolved problems of 'system'
and 'structure',
This final part of tne report
is intended to serve as an evaluation
of the extent to which the f'irthian approach has a viable role to play within contemporary linguistics,
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Toplc4

Morpheme structure rules: Redundant rules or redundancy rules?
Laury Kenton
Dept. of Linguistics. U Washington,

Seattle

Although a great deal of attention has beengiven to placlng Individual
phonologlcal rules wlthin Lexlcal Phonology(LP), little attention nas been
glven to lextcal constraints on posslble morpnerneforms. Thls paper seeks
to rectlfy thls ormsston by examlnlng how one set or rules -- redundancy
rutes -- lnteracts wlth the textcon Data from English and a varlety of
other languageswill be used to take a closer look at the morphemeas a
oomatn of redundancyrules,
Morpheme structure rules (MSR's) were first proposed by Halle
( 1958, 1959A 1962) and Chomsky(1964). Arguments were later proposedby
Stanley (1'.:167) and Lightner 11963) to weaken tne rules to a set ot
constralnts (MSC's).The arguments also lndlrectly weakened lnterest in
lexlcat redundancy. As Anderson (1985, p. 326) notes"...a concem for
morpheme structure rules and the euminatron of redundancy gradually
dlsappeared rrorn generative oescnottons, wlthout ever belng efTectlvely
renouncedas a tneörettcat concern"
Wlthln LP there nas been a limlted resurgence or Interest In
redundancy,but the rocus has not been on the morpnerne. Klparsky (1982)
dlscusses textca: redundancy, but hts solutlons ooint to
syllabic
redundancy, rat her than morphernte redundancy. Klparsky (p. 54) argues
agalnst conslderlng the morphemea cornam "We do not allow rules wFiose
domaln ts oertneo as the morpheme;mlnlmally they must belong to level 1
and apply also to such derlved forms as meef thelr strutural condtttons.'
Assumlng a purely syllablc set or texicat redundancyrules accounts
ror the varylng acceptabllfty or forms such as brtck, bl1cl<,and bnlck, but
does not account for the restrlctlon on place asstrnüatton found wlthln
Engllsh morphemes. Whlle no morpheme (wnetner an arnx or a
monomorphernteword) may end In Imd/:
"I emd
"L..mdl
blmorphemlc Imdl does extst:
screamed [L..mldl
Other examples er btrnorpnerntc"excepttons' to thls MSRextst, showlng that
Its cernein ts In ract the morpheme,not the word, not the syllable. Further,
It ts not posslble to appeal to a level ordered solutton (e.g. the rule "sbuts
off" berore Inflectlon appJ1es)stnce Irregular forms on level I also show
btmorpherntc"excepttons' to olace asslmtlatton
dreamt L..mltl
Additional cases J1kethe restrtcttons on alveolar and dental stops In
Alur (Kenstowlcz and Kisseberth 1977) and nasal harmony In Desano(Kaye
1974) also provtce a strong argument ror tne morphemeas a domaln -- as
weil as the relntroductlon er MSR's,
Thls concluston dlffers from more recent analyses er redundancy
wlthln LP (Klparsky, 1986, Archangell, 1982, ArchangeJ1and PulleyblanR
1986) In that It proposes that there Is more than one type of redundancy
rule: MSR'sand Syllable Structure Constralnts (SSC's).
The prlmary conseQuenceof addlng MSR'sto the model would be an
additional domaln of cycJ1crule appJ1cation, The other conseQuencesare
more subtle. By orderlng MSR'sbefore SSC'sUR's wO\Jldnot need to be
exhaustlvely sylrablfiable. Thls would provlde an explanation for surface
canonlcal dfsparltles between the outputs of MSR'sand SSC's.Thus, the UR
cf bomb has a final mb cluster, but after the appl1catlon of syllablflcatlon
rules the final segment ls deleted. The relntroductlon of MSR'screates a
new role for syllaolc rules: SSC'swould be able to destroy or make opaque
exlstlng MSas well as to build metrlcal structure. SSC'swould operate as
a consplracy of rules whlch aJ1gnsMS to acceptable syllable structure.
This argument can be extended to provlde an expanatlon for lexical Change.
Althougn synchronlcally there ls Itttle interaction between MSRsandSSCs,
lexlcal change could occur in response to syllablc restrietions lf there ls
no altematlons whlch lndicate a different UR than what ls on the surface
(e.g.comparethe diachronie and synchronie UR'sof bombandcomb).
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Kubozono

On the metrical structure of Japanese downstep
Haruo Kubozono
Nanzan U, Japan - U of Edinburgh.

ToplC 1

j

After
demonstrating
that
Poser
(1984)'s
downstep
('catathesis')
model is a largely adequate model of the downward
trend in Japanese, I will showthat the process of
Japanese
downstep involves not only the accentual/tonal
aspect, which
Poser has successfully explored,
but also a metrical aspect
which he fails to examine. To be more specific,
I will show
that the ups and downsof Fa contours in Japanese are heavily
constrained by the syntactic configuration of the phrase or
sentence, muchmore so than has previously been thought.

The interfaces between phonetics and phonology
Peter ladefoged
UCLA

U.K.

Poser (1984) proposes the 'catathesis'
model to account for
the tendency of Fa contours to decl ine during the course
utterances
in Japanese,
He claims on the basis of his own
experimental evidence that the pitch declination in Japanese is
essentially a phonological process wherebypi tch range is lowered
by (word) accent, or the sequence of High-Lowtones.

PaterLadefoged

11

THe nature of the interface posited between phonology and phonetics depends on the
purpose of the linguistic description being made. Consider:
1. the phonology of a Single language needing only the not ion of distinctive
features;
2, a phonology permitting comparisons between rules or patterns observed in different languages, the description of each language being in terms of a set of
universal features;
3. a comparative phonology that also specifies differences between the sounos of
one language and another, thus requiring additional phonetic elements that are
never contrastive withina language.
4, a phonology which is part of an account of how the mental concepts of words
and sentences becomegestures of the vocal organs.
Phonologies of type (4) are incompatiblewith those of other types.

I will employthe notion of 'metrical boost' to account for
the systematic effect of syntax on the configuration of downstep,
and show that this notion provides a plausible account of the
intonational di fferences which syntactically
complex phrases
generally showin Japanese.
Several implications emerge from the finding that downstep
configurations are determined, at least in part, by the syntactic
structure of the sentence.
It suggests, first of all, that the
intonational process of downstep serves to disambiguate otherwise
ambiguoussyntaclic structures in Japanese.
Second, and more
important, it casts doubl on the traditional assumption that the
syntactic
infonnation
can be exhaustively 'encoded'
onto
intonational representalion
by wayof a linear
(or pseudohierarchical)
intonational
phrasing
of
utterances
into
i ntonali onal
categories.
Instead,
i t suggests that
the
intonational structure of Japanese involves a highly hierarchical
organization , reflecling the syntactic hierarchy of sentences in
a moredirect manner lhan has previously been postulated.
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Toplc 8

Bengali emphatlc clitics in the lexicon-syntax

interface
Morpheme decomposltlon

Adit! lahlrl & Josef Bayer
Max-Planck-Institute
for Psycholingulstics,

Nijmegen

In Bengali, the clitic element 0 corresponds to the
English
even.
It
has
remarkably
interesting
properties
with
respect
to its possible
attachment sites which relate to both morphological
and semantic issues.
Consider the following examples:
(1) a. mar - i - 0
"(I) even BEAT (him, her it)"
beat- [lsgj- even
b. mar
ch
i - 0
"(I) am even BEhTING (hirn,.. )"
beat [progressive]
[lsgJ even
c. mer - e - 0 - ch i 1 - am
"(I) have been even
beat [7J even [prog.] [link] [past] [lsgJ
BEATING him"
In (c), [0] can slip inside the word, but it cannot
do
so
in
(la,b):
*mar-o-i, *mar-o-ch-i are ungrammatica1.
These facts can be captured by
the descriptlve
genera1ization
that
[0]
can
only
attach
to
a
phonological
word,
but
not
to stems:
mer-e is the past participial
form, while mar is Q stem.
Casting thi& inro--ä
framework
of
lexical
morphology, tnls would mean that [0] can either attach in the syntax, or
in the last stratum of the word bui1ding component in which
productive
inflectional
affixes are attached.
Additional evidence supporting the view that mer-e forms a W, comes
from
degemination.
Compare
the
following words wlth the progressive
affix Icchl (where c-unasp.
affricate and ch-aspiratec
affricate)
(2) a. mar-ch-i
b. mar-a[caus]-cchi
c. mer-e-chi
(see gloss above)
The
initial
affricate
is always
retained
when
following
a
vowel-final
stem,
since
it can
close
the
preceding
syllable (cf.
khac.chi and mar.chi , sterns Ikha-I, Imar-/).
Syllable onset
consonant
clusters
like
[cch]
are not permissible and the first C gets deleted.
In (2b) the addition of causative suffix lai allows the first
consonant
of the
cluster
to close the preceding syllable and is thus retained [ma.rac.chi].
However, in (2c) degemination
takes
place
although
the
surface
phonological
melody
is the same.
The main difference is that
resyllabification
is blocked outside the W domain.
The addition of
the
lei creates a Wand no resyllabification
can occur after the addition of
an affix; the causative affix is, however, a derivative
affix
and
its
addition
does not create a W thereby allowing the following suffixes to
be included within the syllabification
of the word,
but
not
(as our
analysis
predicts)
permitting
the
clitic
101 to bE attaened to it mar-a-cchi-o,
not *mar-a-o-chi.
Thls conception leads to an apparent problem
for
nouns.
As
the
examples in (3) show, [0] cannot attach before the Case-inflection:
3. (a) chele
"boy"
(b) chele - ke[acc] - 0
"even (to) the BOY"
(c) *chele - 0- ke
One can argue that [0] fails to attach to chele in (3b) because
it
is a stem and does not have the domain of a w:--Be that as it may, the
internal structure of an N predicts that if [0] is attached
before
the
case-affix,
it would
be semantically uninterpretable.
Given the fact
that even must ultimately obtain scope over some projection of V or INFL
in order to be interpretable,
a possible solution is that [oJ cannot be
raised out of a word in order to derive the
appropriate
Logical
Form.
Once
a constituent
of
type
[+N,-V]
has
to be modifiec,
[oJ can
presumably on1y adjoin at the NP-level (cf.
English
even
~
~
vs.
~
even
~).
Cases
like (3c) would then be bloc~
On tne-other
nand,-ror wOUId not have
to undergo
LF-raising
in cases
like
(lc)
because
it already
modifies the (semantic) head of its ultimate scope
domain (cf.
English John would [even BEAT] his
mother
and
in German
48 where
partic1e+verb
-cIearry--for.rn--a--syTItaetic--constituent,
whereas
particle and noun never do).

In compounds

Gary lIbben
U Calgary

This paper presents an
decompositlon in the visual
reports on aseries
of three
compound recognitton in the
access and representations.

experimental tnvestigatton of morpheme
recognttton of English compounds. It
experiments and dtscusses the role of
formulation of hypotheses about Iexlcal

In the first experlment It was found that exisUng compounds
such as "warehouse" appear to be represented in the mental lexicon as
morphologically-complex
full forms.
On the other hand, novel
compounds such as ''winehouse" appear to be decomposed into thetr
constltuent morphemes in the process of vtsual word reeognttlon.
The flndrng that novel eompounds are deeomposed in vtsual
reeognition ralses the questlon of the aetual proeesses Involved in
deeomposition.
Compounds
dtffer from affixed words in that
morphologtcal
deeomposiUon
eannot
be aeeomplished
by the
IdentificaUon and removal of afftxes from sterns. Beeause
both
members of a eompound may be open-dass words, deeomposltlon ean
only be accomplished by me ans of a parstng algortthm. In the second
and thlrd experiments reported in this paper, It was found that the
eonstralnts
of English orthography play a stgntflcant role in the
determination of parstng cholees for novel eompounds, but that the
loeus of the orthographic effect appears to be post-lexieal.
The results of thts study of eompound recognttton point to a
view of the mental lexieon as a self-reorganizing store of knowledge,
whleh Is charactertzed by flexible and eost-free aeeess.
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Analoly Uberman

Toplc 2

Toplc 3 tone

Short yowels In Germanie

An acoustic study of tone sandhi In Taiwanese

Anatoly Llberman
U Minnesota

Hwel-Bing Lln
Haskins Labs, New Haven, CT - Dept. of Llnguistics, U Connecticut

In the 1ate history of the Germanic 1anguages, the most noticeab1e voca1ic
changes are so-ca11ed Great Vowe1 Shifts of various magnitude.
Eng1ish,
Ice1andic, and Faroese went very far in this direction; 1iterary German is
rather conservative, 1iterary Swedish and Norwegian even more so. Changes that
affected short-vowe1s--except for 1engthening in certain positions, notab1y in
open sy11ab1es--are 1ess conspicuous and are mentioned in standard manuals in
passing. However, in 1iving dia1ects short vowe1s have been very unstab1e.
Often they have been 10wered (i > e, u > ol, and often they have changed in a
way that seems erratic and counterproductTve for the system: for instance, in
some dia1ects i became e, whi1e e became i, so the system remained the same, but
hundreds of words changed their pronunciation.
In some German dia1ects 10wering
assumed extraordinary proportions, and i became a. A parallel change has been
registered in Eng1ish. In many dia1ects a was raised to 0; old 0 either merged
with new 0 or was raised to u. Thus 10wering and raising-went hand in hand.
The de1abTa1ization of u in literary Eng1ish, when viewed against this
background, looks rather trivial. The short vowe1s of Germanic had a history
reminiscent of that of the 10ng vowe1s, and on1y the more or 1ess regular
suppression of the resu1ts of their shift by the 1iterary 1anguages can exp1ain
the fact that it has attracted re1ative1y 1itt1e attention. The c1ue to the
1ater history of short vowe1s in Germanic shou1d be sought in processes that
happened much ear1ier but had simi1ar consequence~.
In 01d Eng1ish and 01d
Ice1andic one of the most prominent modifications of just short vowe1s was their
diphthongization (breaking, velar umlaut, pa1ata1izationl.
The resu1tant short
diphthongs, a1though monophonemic and monomoric, were the 10cus of movab1e stress
(g~olc > ~,
ge61c > ~,
etc.l, as exp1ained by the c1assica1 grammars of
Germanic (Akzentumsprungl.
With time, the accent peak came to be fixed on
either the first or the second element of the diphthong, and the unstressed element would disappear or lose its voca1ic qua1ity. For 01d Eng1ish, 01d
Ice1andic, and so forth the existence of the movab1e peak is a plausible
reconstruction, but in a number of modern dia1ects it can still be observed.
From this point of view the German dia1ects in which old i and u are represented
by diphthongs of the ie, uo type are to be regarded as more archaic than those
in which the ref1exes-of '-and u are e and o. The mechanism responsib1e for the
change of short monophthongs discu~sed here-(via short diphthongs with movab1e
stressl shou1d not be made to do too much work, for there must have been more
ways than one of modifying the ancient short vowe1s. On the other hand,
diphthongization of short vowe1s and the interp1ay of the variants with movab1e
accent is not on1y a Germanic phenomenon:
the short diphthongs of Romance deve10ped a10ng the same 1ines as their counterparts in ear1y and 1ate Germanic.
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HweI·Blng Un

In Taiwanese, there are five long tones: high level, high falling, mid
falling, low rising, and mid level. These tones undergo sandhi changes when
they do not precede a major syntactic boundary: mid level -> mid falling ->
high falling -> high level -> mid level +- low rising. The aim of this study
was to validate these phonological observations by investigating the acoustic
properties of tones in sequence. Another issue of interest was whether tonal
coarticulation occurs in Taiwanese. Six native speakers produced several
repetitions of the syllables Isil and Idol in sentence-final position with all
combinations of tones. These utterances were analyzed to determine the
average fundamental frequency (Fa> contours of the five tones on each
syllable. The tonal contours on Idol syllables were highly similar to those
observed previously in isolated syllabIes. Some slight perseveratory effects of
the preceding Isil tones on the F. onset of Idol tones were found. The tones
on the penultimate syllable Isi/ underwent sandhi changes, as expected. No
coarticulatory effects were found on Isil tones. However, the sandhi tones
differed in their F. contours from those on the final Idol syllable.
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Toplc 2

BJom Undbiom

Geoffrey Uftdaey

Toplc 1

Phonetlc content In phonology

On the universallty of the laryngeal tier

Bjom LindbIom

Geoffrey Lindsey
University College London

Unlversity of Texas at Austin

How "natural"
must phonological
theory
become to deal successfully
with the problems
that arise from the traditional
division of labor between
phoneticians
and phonologists? As an example, take Anderson's
critique of SPE-phonology
which suffers
from a
"principled
disregard
of the subat antlve content
of phonological
expressions"
(see
enclosed
quotations·
from S.R. Anderson,
1965).
The stance
that land my colleagues
take on that issue is colored by our background
in experimental
phonetics
and the computational
modeling of on-line
speech
processes.
In highly simplified and compressed
form our reasoning
goes as folIows. Language is a product
of biological and cultural
evolution.
The key explanatory
concepts
of evolutionary
theory
are variation
and selection
(Cava11i-Sforza,
Dawkins).
Therefore
a quantitative
theory
of linguistic
variation
and selection
(partly
phonetic)
ought to provide
us with the mathematical
formalism
we need also for
relating
phonetics
and phonology.
I shall i11ustrate
some of the possibilities
of tnis paradigm
using the following
general
poirrt of departure:
If phonological
systems
were seen as evolutionary
adaptations
to universal
and socio-cultural
performance
factors
that constrain
speaking,
listening
and learning to speak, what would they be like?
I shall discuss
mainly two results.
It will be shown that the substantive
phonetic
properties
of vowel and consonant
segment inventories
can be more satisfactorily
accounted
for in terms
of the proposed
'adaptationist'
framework
than by, for instance,
notions such as implicational
hierarchies
and markedness
(which are basically observational
and therefore
non-explanatory).
The organizing
principle
seems
to be inventory
size.
Secondly,
with the aid of computational
experiments
I will
show that the postulated
performance
constraints
(system
selection
optimized with
respect
to perceptual
distinctiveness
and articulatory
simplification)
play a causa I
r-ote in generating
precursors
of "quantal" structure.
In other words, formal
phonological
properties
- that
is submorphemic
organization
in terms
of discrete
"features",
"segments",
and "syllabIes"
- fall out as consequences
of the variationselection
model.
These
results
are
preliminary
but suggest
that
the application
of variationselection
models to phonetics
and phonology is both feasible
and productive.
Now then, how "natural"
must phonological
theory
become to deal successfully
with
the traditional
division of labor between
phoneticians
and phonologists?
The present
proposal
argues
for a radical answer: To solve the theoretical
problems
at the phonetics
/ phonology
interface
in an explanatorily
adequate
way it will be necessary
to reject
and turn around one of the time-honored
doctrines
of our discipline: The
logical priority
of linguistic
form over substance
(de Saussure,
Chomsky). Understanding
phonology means being able to derive it from non-phonology.
Anderson,
S.R. (1965): Phonology
in the Twentieth
sity Press.
LindbIom, B., P. MacNeilage & M. Studdert-Kennedy
Language,
Orlando, FI: Academic Press.

Century,
(forthcoming):

Chicago:

Chicago

Evolution

of

UniverSpoken

PhonologiCllIthEQ'y generally essumes

e universal set ur phonologiCllIfeatures of which each

languagemakes use of e subset. Thus two languages61'eoften contrasted on the besis of the posfted
presence

ur e feature er feature conmrenon

10the Pllon010!1f
of one es ooposedto its 8bsence tron

the other. Certain features will be commonlyor universally present across languages, others more
rarely 50; end the theory should reflect MY structure in this cross-linguistic patterning.
The model ur phonologicalfeetures Ilrticuloted in Clements ( 1985) end ~

( 1986) aims to

capture generaHsations of feature co-occurrence by proposlng llIl hierarchical structure fer
phonologiceIfeatures based on Ilrticulatory Pllonetics; the first br6llCll ts between laryngeal and
suprlllaryngeel felltures (Jower br!lOChesdistinguish. for exemple, feetures of m!lllner frOOl
features of pleee). As far es the supralaryngeal features are concerned. our knowl$

of universal

pattermng is considerable. We expect 1!IIlgU8g8S
to have conl1nUlllltand noncont1Ouantcoosonants.
end vowels dlstlngulslled by tonoue helght and/or backness. but we 00 not expect to find Izl In e
language which has no ts), or contrastive rounding for a tongue height IIt whIch backness is not
contrastlve; lind50 forth
Phonologicalstructure characterlslng variations In laryngeal act1vlty. on the other hand. Is
wldely oresumeo to vary QU1tedrastlcally from one languageto !IIlother. Thus tone languagesare
often thought to centein

e phonologicai(speclflClllly, tonal) componentwhlch Is slmply

lacklng in

non-tone languages; while contrastive voicing types In consonlllltsor vowels (sucn es the glotta1ic
consonants ur Hausaor the creaky vowels of Sedang)ere Ulkento requlre features irrelevllllt to the
phonologyof languageswhlch lexlcally distingulsh no more than volced end volceless consonants.
In fact, consideration

ur levels end mains

other than that of lexical contrast indicates that

the hll"yngeGltier may not commonly be 50 impoverished.

Pitch features whlch ere specifled

lexlcally In 'tone languages' (characterlslng e.g. high versus low tones, register dlstinctlons.
boundary tones and peak ah~ment pnenomena) are fouM to occur non-lexically 10 pitch accent
systems end in intonational systems such as those ur Germen end Engl1sh. l1kewise, volce quality
features must be specified non-lexically in many languages. not only to characterise free variants
of 'pla1n' segments (e.9. e)ectlves in Brltish malects of English 6nd Implosives in AmerlC!lll
malects) but also to descrlbe phenomena whlch serve. l1ke Intonation, both affectlve and
demarcative functions.

Pre-glottal1sation of vowels, for example. marlr.s syllable onsets in

German, while syllable-ffnal volceless stops are glottally relnforced In RP English; slmllarly.
Hausa declaratives

may be dlstlngulshed from interrogatives

by utter6OCe-ffnol vowel

glotta'nsellon.
The laryngeal tier. then. is taken 10 be qulte fully uttllsed crOSS-llngulstically: languages
52

differ less in terms of the presence or absence of leryngeal features than in terms of the levels and

oomams over whlChtney are Cleployed.
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AngellId MailkoUU-Drachmu

Toplc ••

& Gaberell Drachmu

Toplc 6

Marla Muollu-Manea

On Greek clitics and lexical phonology

From pragmatlc strategies to case markers: Romanlan clltlcs

Angeliki Malikouti - Drachman & Gaberell Drachman
U Salzburg

Maria Manoliu-Manea
U California, Davls

1.
The behaviou~ of the elities in Mode~n G~eek
has been
held to suppo~t controversial claims. In partleular:
al In Kai <>se 1977, 1982, 1985 the minimal claim for the G~eek
casE' is
that.,
since
vowel-hiatus
between
c Li t i c+ho st;
and
between
elitie+non-host are handled by the same hierarehieal
mirror
vowel-loss rule, vowel-contraction in clitic+non-host

It has been often clalrned that Romanlan Is a hlghly devlant Romance language,
characterlzed
by a great deal of redundancy.
The explanatlons
usually refer to
the 'rustlc'
character
of Eastern Latln and/or to Balkan or Daclan Influence.
The present
paper brlngs evldence
In support of the hypo thesis that the
'redundancy'
In questlon emerged In the process of transformlng
varlous panRomance discourse
and pragmatlc
strategles
Into parsing strategles
(case
markers).

pairs

requires

the

label

"c l a t i c

?

,

bl Nespor-Vogel
1985
in turn justify a prosodie
domain
of
"elitie group" from the fact that some rules apply
differently
in the prosodie domains of ward vs. elitie-group. For example,
the voiee-assimilation rule for N+stop is obligatory
in word
but only optional in the elitie group.
2.
In this paper,
apart
from pointing
out
empirieal
inadequacies in these two accounts, we extend the treatment
of
Greek
elities
in Malikouti-Draehman
1982. We show
that
the
Greek
data may be analysed within Kiparsky's 1983/85 model
of
Le>:ieal Phonology without the need for further hypotheses
(Cf
Beoij-Rubaeh
1987
for Duteh and Pelishl.
Leaving
aside
the
controversial
issue
of
syntax-to-prosody
mapping,
we
demonstrate
that the rules for elities are dispersed over
the
cyclic, post-cyclic & post-lexical components of the model;
in
eaeh ease, they also apply to non-elitie patients. Thus:
al
A eyelie
rule
such as that cf e-l05s
in the Aorist
Imperative

suffi>:

(e.g.,

par--ete

-)

par-te

"take!

11)

mayaiso

be triggered by addition af a elitie (pare-ta --)p arr-t.o
"take
i t ! 11) •
b) Rules dealing with Nasal+Obstruent show parallel applieation
to both elities and prefixes, and depend on the syllabie status
of the nasal when the rule applies.
e) The resolution of vowel-hiatus eonstitutes two eases.
That
of (prel-elitie+host is handled by a post-eyelie lexieal
rule,
pa~allel
to the treatment of prefixes, and not by Kaisse's
hierarchical mirror rule ; while for clitic plus non-hast,
the
relevant rules are post-lexical, depend or prosodie
structure,
and apply also to ether constituents.
d)
Following
Steriade
1987 on
Classieal
Greek,
we shall
suggest
that the rule responsiole
for
elitie
"stressreadjustment" in Modern G~eek also applies at ward level. As a
result, this rule is not specific to the ·'clitic-9ro~p··.
We conclude
that,
so far as NOGern
Greek
is concerneo,
syntactic
markings are not requir~d for e~ternal sandhl
~s a
whole; nor does Greek support a prosodie domain "eliti:-group".
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Case 1: multiple object marklng:
(a) by a clltlc pronoun and aprepositIon
(dlrect object markers):
cornp, ~ tata, I-am vilzut lerl lIt. 'preposltlon
(pe) father-the
hlm-acc, have-I
seen yesterday',
l.e.'friiY} father, I saw hlm yesterday'
(cf. Fr. mon p~re, je I'al vu
~ier) (the clltlc Is a copy of the toplcallzed
d.o.) and I-am vilzut lerl ~ tata lIt
have-I
seen yesterday
PE-preposltlon
father-the-acc.',-rr5äWTmy)
father
yesterday'(the
clltlc 'Introduces'
the postverbal
d.o.),
The phenomenon Is
explalned as a means of ellmlnatlng
the amblgulty between subject and dlrect
object whlch may arlse due to the synchretlsm between nominative and accusatlve
and to an almost equal probabIlIty of SV and VS order:
comp, copllul care l:..!!.
vilzut lIt 'chlld-the-nomlnatlve
who-nom.-oracc. hlm-acc. has-he seenr;-'the
chlld who saw hlrn' and copllul ~ care I-a vilzut lIt. 'chlld-the
nom.-or-acc.
PEprep who-acc. hlm-acc. has-he seen':'the
chlld whom he saw'.
(b) by a clltlc pronoun and adefInite
artlcle
(lndlrect
object}:
comp.l-am~mamel
lIt 'her-dar.
have-I told mother-dat.-the-dat.fem.-sg.',
'I
told her, to my mother'(mother
Is the antl-toplc)
and I-am spus mamel 'I told my
mother';
or spoken Rom I-am spus l!! mama lIt 'her-dar.
have-I
told LU
(Invariable definite artlcle - slmllar to preposltlon markers) mother-the-acc.',
'I
told my mother'. In thls case, the synchretlsm between dative and possessive
markers may account for the use of clltlcs both wlth anlmates and Inanlmate
objects ••
Case 2. The development
of ~ so-called
possessive artlcle,
AL:
cornp, cartea aceea a copllulul lit. 'book-the-nom.-or-acc.
that A (possessive
marker) chlld-the-genltlve',
'thls book of the chlld', and dil-I cartea aceea, ~
copllulul lIt. 'glve-you hlm-dat. book-acc.-the-acc.
that, chlld-the-genltlveor-datlve'(the
possessor brlngs In a supplementary
definite descrlptlon),
'glve
hlrn that book, the chlld's
one '.
In certain cases A marks the dlfference
between genitive and dative:
comp, dä cartea aceea -copllulul
lIt. 'gtves-he
book-the-acc.
that chlld-the-genitlve-or-dative'
,t:e.'he
gives that book to the
chlld'and
dil cartea ~
~ copllului 'glve that book of the chlld'.
The deviant character of
conflict between two divergent
toward enclltlc case marklng,
where Romanlan has developed,
markers, Includlng pre-verbal

these case markers Is accounted for in terms of the
typological tendencles:
(a) the strong tendency
characterlzlng
both Latln and the lIngulstic area
and (b] the pan-Romance preference
for proclltlc
pronominal clltlcs.
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JaapvanMuM

Rule-creatlng creatlvlty
Jaap van Marle
Royal Netherlands Academy of Arts and Sciences

In his contribution to the ICL-workshop on word-formation Motsch broached the time-honoured topic of
the röle of ~
in word-formation." I agree with Motsch that - as far as word-fonnation is concemed
_ the notion of 'analogy' is in need of funher study and reflection and the aim of this paper is to arrive at a
more precise definition and demarcation of those types of word-fonnation that can be considered
analogieal. This attempt to specify the scope of analogy is based on an experimental ~
of Dutch
derivational morphology.
In modern Dutch there is a whole series of mostly non-productive. but (both formally and semantically)
highly transparent morphological categories of female personal narnes. The experimental study involves
the feminization of those neutral personal names which lack a conventional female counterpart. On the
basis of these experiments it can be concluded that - as far as derivational morphology is concemed analogy may manifest itself in the following 3 ways:
the incidental actuation of existing derivational rules, i.e, the setting-up of
incidemal rules.
2

the rise of new derivation al patterns which can be considered 'short-cuts'
in the system,

3

non-derivational coining, i.e, the coining of words with the help of
mechanisms which are non-additive.

•

Wolfgang Motsch, 'On inactivity, productivity and analogy in
den vatianal proccsscs'.

WlII.rn Mell'

Toplc 7

Morphology and word-formation
ary: problems and possibilitjes
Wlllem Meljs
English Dept. Amsterdam

In a machlne-readable dlctlon-

U

The first
part o f tbis talk t s .:ie\'otedto 3 diseussion
of
experienees with .0r·,Jholo.ical' intOntatlon as represented in the
machine-reaaable
ve rs t on
of
tne
Lonlman
Dielionary
of
Conteaporary
En.lish (LDOCEI. Thes~ exper1enees
arose froa work
1n the eontext of two research proJe~ts funderi by the Setherlands
or.anizauon
tor pure
research,
··.~!)COT"and
"LISKS
in the
Lexicon". The alm o f the ,,\SLU! P~OJ.,ct was t ne ae"elopaent
of a
comprehensi\'e
lexieal
data-base
wlth
an
assoelated
seannin.
system fo r context-free
Irallmat1cae ta.llnl
i n
(seai-lauto.atie
syntactic analysls. The ai. of the LI~hS proJeet (whieb is still
under wayl i3 the develop.ent of an additional data-base desllned
to add s~'stematic se.antie
lnformatlon
to the .raamatieal
info
provided by the ASCOT-systea.
In ..\:KOT, .orph'llo.,· was lapGrtant bo t h on t ne input and on
the output side: on the input aide we nad to deal wlth a variety
of ways in wh Ich .orphololieal
infor.ation was represented. Thus
morphololieslly
c ojap Lex words sometl ••
e s have Eontriea of their
own, or tone:>••
av be liven in fall as a 5ub-entr"
or they .aT be
represented
in "arious truncated for,.s in run-on entries. On the
OUt;put alae ~e Kanted to de\'eiop a mor?hclc'lCal
co.ponent tb.t
would
considerably
~nhance
the r~ach of the scannin.
s7ate.
Kithout producin. an a.blluity-explosion.
In LI~KS morpholo.y
Lcoaed lar.e when we atte.pted
to turn
the definitions
int;o a Ira •• atically-talled
cDrpus. lt·turned out
that the so-called
"controlleri voce bu La ry" of so.e 2.000 worda
had to be lIlultiplled on account ot tni! ••
any COö1lpex foraa baaed on
them. The c La i a tnat these a re "easlP'-'lDcerStOori rieri"ativea" in
all cases see~s 1ll-founaed, as I ~;l:
snow.
On tne bas15 of our experienc~s l~ these research projects I
Klll t hen mo"~ on to a .ore t ne c re c i ca .•.•
:HiCU3S10n
of tbe role
mo rpho Lo gv cO:JlQ ;llay i n macnlne-reacable
c i c t ronar i es , point in.
out as I IiIOalonlilyarious para~i~Ls bet~een models and proposals
ema na t j n g
fr"m
t h e o re t rc a i
Li n s u s i t i c s ,
experimental
psychollniu13tlcs
and CO.pUC3t;.)~3L
:~niulSt~,:S.
11 ~1D '1e i .J 5
Eneiisn uepar~lIlenc
~msterriam lnl~ers;:y

\, 1

1) The term
·rnor:Jn.jl:)i~"·· i s he r e tn:'oüln,ju't
sense, to ~nclurie ~ord-form3tion
as ~eli.

:Deant

in

a

wide
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Oavld Mlch •• l,

Toplc 2

VlIes- Charl8I Morln

Toplc 6

On natural and unnatural phonology

Parasitic formation In inflectlonal morphology

Davld Mlchaels
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one of the ma1n thrusts of "natural" phonology bae been to discover the
phonetic motivatIon for phonological processes. One of the maln thrusts of
"abstract" phonology has been to d15cover the formal pr1nc1ples •••
h1ch govern
phonol.oqtcal rutes , can the gap betveen tbese t•••
o approaches to phonological
ana1ys15 be br1dged? In th1s paper, I •••
111 explore 5yllable 5tructure theory
a5 one 5uch brIdge. The basIc Idea 15 th15: Syllablflcatlon 15 phonetlca11y
mot1vated. That 15 to utter a 5tr1ng of seqmenta, they m\l5t be organ1zed
around sonorlty peaks. The 50norlty peaks are typ1cally vo•••
e15. The segments
•••
hlch cluster about the vo•••
eIs are consonants. Fach sonorlty peak 15 a
5y11able. Fach 5y11ab1e can have only one sonorrty peak. These requlrements
are phonetlc requlrements. Tape spl1clng studles wich cut a consonantal onset
off from Its fo110•••
1ng VO\lel render the consonant unrecognlzab1e. Many
phonological processes affecting consonants result from the specific •••
ays in
•••
hich they can be 1ncorporated into sy11ables. For example, consonant
deletlons result automatically •••
hen consonants are left stranded, 1.e .•••
hen
they cannot be Incorporated Into a syllable (examples wl11 be drawn from
Korean, <:alrene). Consonant assimilatIons are forced when two consonants must
share a slngle syllable 5tructure posltion (examples wl11 be drawn from
Engllsh, ZQque, Iraqi, Southern Palute). Consonant metatheses occur when the
51ngle sonorlty peak requ1rement of a syllable 15 threatened by a partlcular
sequence of consonants (examples •••
111 be drawn from Zoque, catrene) •
Palatallzatlon, lablallzation and nasallzatlons are also forced by
accomodatlons consonants must make to be Incorporated Into sy11ables.
Th\l5 far, however, this 15 hardly a br1dge bet•••
een "natural" and
"abstract" approaches to phonology, slnce It appears only to deal with
propertles of the former, 1.e. with the phonetic motlvatlon for phonolog1cal
rules. The other half of the bridge 15 bu11t upon the lexlcal and syntactlc
constraints wh1ch 11mlt and inform the phonetlcally mot1vated accomodatlons to
syllab1f1cat10n.
For example, Semltlc languages are typlcally conservative
wlth respect to thelr consonants. Consonant deletion 15 generally not
available to resolve a problem In syllab1flcation. Root consonants In these
languages uniquely carry the lexical content of the word or morpheme. To
delete a root consonant in Iraq1 or <:airene ls akln to nonrecoverable deletion
In syntax. syllab1c accomodations 1n Semltlc languages are made through vowel
epenthesis rather that consonant deletion. The syllabic accomodatlon is
phonetically drIven. The fact that it 15 done by epenthesis rather than
deletlon 15 lexlcally drlven. Similar lexical and syntact1c condltlons on
phonetic accomodatlons to syllablflcation will be illustrated for processes as
diverse as Germanic umlaut and Sanskrit deasp1rat10n.
In th1s paper I w111 exam1ne the pitfa11s to "natural" phonology of
looking only in the d1rection of phonet1c explanat10n for phonolog1cal
processes, and the pitfa11s to "abstract" phonology of overly powerful and
inherently nonexplanatory rule systems. I •••
111 suggest how these pitfalls can
be avoided by a phontically motivated set of organizing princlples on the one
hand, and a suitably restricted rule system on the other. F1nally, I •••
ill
illustrate the baslc arguments of the paper wlth examples of relevant phenomena
drawn from a varlety of lanquages.
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Exponence lIIodels for inflection norlllally postulate that the phonological
representation cf each inflected form of a lexical item is DERIVIID from iI lexical base
and a gramlllatical representation - often represented as a bundle of morphosyntactic
features. Some inflectional processes, as Matthe"s <1972:86)observes, lIIay "derive a
'stern' from another 'steIlI' of täenuaa! statas" (the emphasis is mine), e.g., in Latin "the
stern cf the Future Participle is derived from the stern of the Past Participle by th,
suffixation of uzr", This means that a Irammatical representiltion [+F1) "hich does not
contain a certain bundla cf features [+F2) may nevertheless tricger the rules cf
exponence for [+F2l. Matthews <1972:175-182)
suggHts a formal mechanis. of parasitic
formation - a loop in the derivation - which at one point alters [+F1) 50 as to ildd the
feature [+F2l.
Although not specifiCillly discussed, such parasitic formations are also required
in recent exponence models <Anderson 1977, 1982;Zwicky 1986, 1987). In particular, 1
examine the case of Marais Vendeen French, where, e.g., 1pl pres. suhj. Cn5dWfl35)
'(will
clean' and 1pl PilSt sub,i. [n5d0l35) have the same underlyingmorphemH: steIlI In5doJ/,
suhj. 131 and 1pl. 10/; 1pl pres. suhj. is derived from the 15g pres. suhj. Cn5dwfl3l<
In5doJ+3f where lejl is regularly realized [wElbefore consonant in werd-final position
and 1pl past subj. is directly derived frOlll/n5'doj+3+o/.
1 propese that parilSitic forlllations are specific insl.llnces of a lDorphological
operation corresponding to CO.VERSIO.S
in derivational lIIorpholoay. Inflexional
conversion generalizes the concept of RUUiS OF REf'ERRAL introduced by Zwicky. This
proposal, furthermore, widens ihe scope of inflectional lIIorphology. It not only
accounts for derivation of inflecied forms of a .iven lexical ite. but also for the direct
relationship betwHn some cf them. The distinction blttween lexicon-internal (as in
Lieber 1980,Kiparsky 1982)and lexicon-external inflection becomes Iess si.,uficant, as
many exponence ruIn lIIay be reinterpreted as inflectional conversion rules which
introduce new selectional rules.

Anderson, Stephen R. 1977.On the formal description of inflection. CLS13.15-44.
Anderson, Stephen R. 1982.Where's morphology? Linguistic Inquiry 13.571-612.
Kiparsky, Paul. 1982. From cyclic phonology to lexical phonology. The structure cf
phonological representations, part I, Harry van der Hulst and Norval SlIIith (edJ,
131-175.Dordrechi: Foris.
Lieber, Rochelle. 1980.On ihe organization cf the lexicon. Ph.D thesis, MIT,Call1bridge,
Mass.
Matthews, Peter H. 1972. Innectienal
Press.

morphology. Cambridge: Call1bridge University

Zwicky, Arnold. 1986.Ho" to describe inflection. BLS13.
ZWlcky, Arnold. 1987. Phonological and lDorphological rule interactions
modular grammars. ESCOL3.
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Why don't Hindi speakers make speech errors?
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What are the principles underlying properties
of word structure?
This well-known
question from the history
of linguistiCS is one of tne central problems in recent
linguistic research.
In tne current
framework of Generative Grammar people have
tried to find out me most general description of the relations between properties
of word structure
and properties
of other types of grammatical structure
and to
determine
this description
by universal
grammatical
principles.
Many different
theoretical
approaches
nave been elaborated.
In this
paper
the interest
is
restricted
to tne word-formation
aspect of word structure.
As to this aspect, two
contradictory
hypotheses play an important r-ote in recent discussion: Word structure
is defined by autonomous rules and principles (SELKIRK,LIEBER) vs.
word structure
is simply a specific instance of more general syntactic
principles (ROEPER,SPROAT,

In a prior paper ("The scarcity of speech errors in Hindi", in Hyman a Li.
eds., Language, Speech and Mind) we have attempted to docuaent that native
speakers of Hindi never (or rarely) make speech errors. Although co•• on in
.any other languages, speech errors of the type whlch involve a fragaentation
of words into pbonological sub-parts, e.g .. 'crogged freeways' (for 'clogged
freeways'). have so far not been observed naturally in the speech of Hindi
speakers when they speak Hindi (even though, like the above example, they may
.ake such errors when speaklng English).
We found, however, that such errors
can be induced experiaentally using the technique developed by Motley and
Baars (Coa.unlcation Quarterly, vol. 24 (1976».
But even in this case the
incidence of these errors seeaed to be auch lower (3.4 to 5~) than that
reported when the technique was used with speakers of English (10 to 40~). We
speculated that unlike the languages in which speech errors are co•• on, Hindi
aay have a "flat" (non-hierarchie) prosodie structure and this may somehow
account for the different Incidence of word fragaentation errors.
(Typically
the parts antlcipated. perseverated, or exchanged in speech errors get fitted
into soae other place in the utterance having the same or stmilar hierarchical
position: stressed syllable to stressed syllable, syllable onset to syllable
onset, etc., e.g., 'it is kistoaary to cuss the bride' for 'it is
custoaary ... ' but never ·'it is customass to curry ... ')
In this paper we report the results of further refineaents of the induced
speech error study including one which atteapts to test the hypothesis that
prosodie structure plays a role in the Incidence of speech errors.
First, we
attempted replicate our earlier study which was done using orthographic
stimuli, this tiae witb audio (tape recorded) stiauli.
Second, we used Motley
and Baars' 'priaJng metbod' (as opposed to their other method which we used In
our earlier work which Involved baving subjects repeat two word phrases eitber
in the same order or in reverse order, according to a random schedule).
Third, in order to be sure that the incidence of induced errors is less in
Hindi than in Englisb we administered the sa-e tecbnique to bilingual subjects
In separate Hindi and English sessions.
Fourth, to explore furtber the role
of prosodie structure in speech errors we conducted a test with English
speakers to see if errors can be induced more readily with word pairs havlng
si.ilar prosody as opposed to those with dissiailar prosody.
That Is, is it
the case that the stiaulus 'cannlbal majesty' is aore llkely to be perauted
into 'mannibal cajesty' than the permutation of 'cannibal matinee' into
'~annibal cat1nee'?

TOMAN).
In any case, a sufficiently
elaborated hypothesis on the form of word structure
r-utee must be available. We may take the proposals by SELKIRK,LIEBER,TOMANas a
starting
point. Following them word structure
rules are rewriting
rules of roughly

x -)

the form
where further

restrictions

have to

Y X

be included. In this

paper

two problems

arising

with rules of this type will be discussed:
1. The rule schema mentioned above may be more or less specified by particular
restrictions
or modifications. One implication, however, seems to be inevitable: affixes nave to be analyzed as lexical entries navtns a particular
phonological shape
and particular
syntactic
and semantic properties.
This, in turn, means that onlv
derivational processes involving affixes can ee considered to be determined by principles of universal grammar. lt iS, however, well-known that derivational processes
er e by no means restricted
to pure affixation.
As MAYERTHALER
and DRESSLER,among
others, nave demonstrated, several different
techniques have to be taken into account
which
may
be
ordered
in
a
scale
of
degreeS
of
naturalness
(KonstruktionsikonismuS). In general, it can be argued that the kind of analysis involved in natural morphology provides a theory
of markedness which accounts for
restrictions
in tne periphery of a grammar. A tnecrv of markedness, however, is a
necessary complement to a theory of universal grammar.
2. The second problem to be discussed will be tne reliance of
on X-bar-theOry.
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of sentence understanding

The apparently
necessary
distinction
in
Polish
between
palatalizing
and
non-palatalizing,
and
between
fleeting
and
non-fleeting vowels (mostly [e] 's, as in [p'es] - [ps]!, vs. [bcs]
[bz]!!, [t~eJl] - [t~ep]!,
vs. g,[ren] - g,[ren]!!) has for years
legitimized a diachronie element in the insight into Slavic phonology,
expressed in the rule of absolute neutralization evoking the bistoric
front and back yers. The rule called LOWER
(Gussmann 1978,1980)
deletes the last occurences of yers in a sequenee, and vocalizes
the
preceding ones as [e], not only absolutely neutralizing the tense-Iax
contrast, but also obviating the original front-back distinction,
and
thus neatly accounting for the asymmetry between vowel quality and the
triggering of rules depending on it.
The concept of representations
worked out by autosegmental
phonology
translates
absolute neutralization
into
a
radically
different format of abstractness, independently stipulated and making
different claims about the sound structure. Spencer
(1986) advocates
empty V-slots in place of yers, and redundancy rules in the spirit of
Archangeli's (1984) theory of underspecification,
which fill in the
slots with remaining feature values, ignoring
diacritically
marked
final empty V-s in astring.
This solution crucially makes again use
of the deletion rule by encoding the occurences
of the alternating
vowels in UR's, and is therefore
a reformulation
of the previous
analyses, only expressed in the new language
and still retaining
a
fair measure of redundancy.
Following Laskowski (1975), Gussmann (1978) showed convincingly
that the epenthesis rule for Polish is unworkable on the premise
that
Polish syllable
structure
is largely unpredictable.
At a eloser
inspection,
Polish syllable
structure
seems
to
observe
many
regularities
including
Sonority Hierarchy
despite
many
surface
exceptions; and if we accept the concept of syllable
adjuncts,
unsyllabified
segments,
and underlying
or prespecified
syllable
structure,
no special rule is necessary
for Polish, since the
"irregular" vowels will be inserted by a rule of epenthesis
falling
directly out from the rules of syllabification
rnaxlmizing syllable
structure and minimizing
unsyllabified
segments.
In other words,
syllable structure considerations in a non-linear fra~.work bring back
the V-epenthesis
solution
for Polish and reme,e the problem
of
absolute neutralization.
References
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U Budapest

During the last years several sentence interpretation experiments weIeperformed by the author on Hung~
children to clarify
the ease Of sentence processing in children as a ~~tion of the
different stem types in the Hungarien nominal paradigm. In the
experiments stems that form the accusati ~e by putting the -T
case marker directly on ta.· tem /m6kus - .6kus-T 'squirrel' I,
end ones us ng a linking wovel Ihaz - has -a-T 'house' I have
mainly been .used in sentences with different word orders.
Three main effects of morphonologival variations were
shown:
difficult to process accusatives were frequently misheard as
nominatives
the missing accusative is added sometimes to conson~
stems

final

similar sounding other grammatical morphemes Ilike the possessive -D I are sometimes misheard as accusat· ives.
Alt of the eftects had a clear interaction
with word order~ sentence initial nouns were misheard es nominatives
end sentence final ones es accusatives if the stem allowed tor this.
The rJ{sults will be interpreted with reference to the prototypical sedten~e schema in Hungarien children end the role of morphono19y in its b~dup
end the possible relationships between learning
the productive nies of morphonology end the
Ase of stem type infol
mation in understanding.
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.It is widely believed that a more appropriate
understaoding,
of the constraints
on the production and perception
of phonemes
in running speech will shed light on the mechanism~
underlying
the processes of sound change and phonological
acquisition.
The
following factors appear to be determining
in this respect:

Gäbor Prosz~ky

- no abstract

received

(a) The contextual
position in the syllable. Thus, some C
segments (e.g., oral stops) are more resistant to sound change
in syllable onset vs syllable coda position, presumably
because
the acoustic discontinuity
between C and V in CV structures
is
more salient than that between V and C in VC structures.
(b) The distinctiveness
of the acoustic cues. Thus, Ibl and
are often confused when adjacent to back rounded vowels,
most probably due to the fact that sequences
. such as
tbu] and [gu], (bo] and [goJ .•• show flat and highly similar F2
transitions.

Igl

In the first place, this paper will investigate
the relevance
of factors (a) and (b) in the perceptual
identification
of nasal
stops of different place of articulation.
Recent papers (Kurowski
and Blumstein,
1984: Repp, 1986) investigate
the contribution
of
vowel transitions
and nasal murmurs in the process of place
identification
for word-initial
Iml and Inl in English CV sequences.
Focusing on the study of VC structures, we will seek to complement
Repp's (vs Kurowski and Blumetein's)
findings according to which
the murmur and the vowel transitions
form a single integrated
property in the perceptual
system but not in the auditory system.
Thus, place identification
depende on spectral changes over time
during vowel transitions
and consonantal murmurs,
rather than on
the spectral characteristics
around the release of the nasal
consonant.
Waveform-editing
procedures
have been performed
to investigate
the perceptual
contribution
of the following cues to the
identification
of final unreleased Im/, Inl and I~I in Catalan
VC sequences: (a) V transitions:
(b) C murmurs:
(c) excerpts sampled
at the VC discontinuity,
containing a few final glottal pulses of
the V transitions
and a few initial glottal pulses of the C murmur.
Consonants were preceded by vowels lil, lai and lul to study the
context-dependent
mechanisms
used by listeners for consonantal
place
identification.
Secondly, it will be shown that certain phonological
affecting nasal stops in CV and VC syllable st~uctures
explained in terms of the relative power of perceptual
vowel trransitions and consonantal
murmurs). We believe
a good example of empirical methods in phonology.
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processes
can be
cues (i.e.,
this to be
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I shall here address the question to what extent it is appropriate
to search for
universal
phonetic j pnonotoqical
explanations in the case of phenomena that are
more or less "areal"
in their occurrence. By an areal diachronie feature
I understand
a feature
of linguistic
change that
is typically
observed
in languages
clustering within a very limited region of the World.
The possibility of explaining sound change in terms of mechanisms inherent in the
acquisition and use of language has been recognized for more than a century and a
half (Bredsdorff,
1821).Some recent contributions focus on the mechanism of phonological restructuring
as a component of language acquisition, in particular
the role
played by abduction
(H. Andersen); others go more into tne phonetics.
Ideally,
it
should be possible
to
define
the
universal
pr-inciple s underlying
"preferred"
types of sound change (cf. Grammont), although the explanatory force of
diachronie
linguistic
universals
nas recently
been put into
serious
doubt
by
R. Lass. John Ohala in several papers has attempted to show that some widespread
types of change can indeed be explained on an experimental phonetic basis, in terms
of performance factors
having to do with speech production andjor perception. It ts,
however, essential to note that although several of the putative phonetic explanations of change work in terms of simpli-fication
in a broad sense (loss of structure,
assimilation), this is certainly not true in general; on the contrary,
dissimilatory
phenomena of some kind often crucially enters the total, complex explanation.
Tonogenesis
of the type trading syllable initial consonant distinctions for tones is
(since Matisoff, 1972) often taken to be a clear-cut example of sound change dependent on a universal phonetic principle. Such tonogenesis is explained with reference
to the apparently universal tendency for
initial voiced and voiceless stops to influence pitch in different
ways (the pitch starting
lower after
a voiced than after
a voiceless stop).
However, it is not that simple, since: (1) phoneticians still do not have a good explanation of the pitch perturbation
occurring in CV-sequences; (2) the degree of
perturbation
seems to be somewhat language-specific;
(3) the diachronie change
mostly occurs as tone split
rather than genesis of a "tone language"; (4) languages
j dialects assumed to have undergone it very often
fail to show the expected
"voiced-low, voiceleSs-high"-COrrelation.
In this paper I shall go somewhat into detail with tonogenesis in order
to argue
that
a phenomenon of this kind will probably defy serious explanation unless we
recognize the fact that it is first and foremost an areal feature (in casu a feature
found in Southeast
Asia rather
than any other
region).
Thus there
are two
explicanda:
(i) where and by what mechanism did such tonogenesis
arise, and
(ii) what mechanisms are involved in the spreading of sucn a feature
to other, maybe
even unrelated languages.
The situation may be similar when trying to give a diachronic explanation of other
phenomena that
(seem t o)
involve coarticulation
j
assimilation, such as v owet
Harmony,
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Loeal deviations from the output of metrical algori thms are
standardly
eneapsulated
through
the
device
of
"extrametricality"
(Nanni 1977, Liberman and Prince 1977,
Bayes 1980, 1982, etc.), the adequaey of whieh has been
eorroborated by a sizable body of descriptive successes (Bayes
1980, Halle and Vergnaud 1987, etc.), primarily in the area of
stress, from which it has been extended to aecount for cases
of vowel deletion (Rappaport 1984) and other phenomena
involving counting (vd, Halle and Vergnaud 1987).
While agreement would undoubtedly be forthcoming from all
quarters that any such intervention must be constrained to
avert arbitrariness, the treatment of extrametricality in the
literature has failed to achieve uniformity, and the tenets
subscribed
to by different authors have often remained
unstated.
A proper treatment of extrametricali ty requires the explicit
formulation of the following parameters: type of domain, type
of hearing unit, number of hearing un f t s, location of hearing
unit(s), relationship
between trigger and target. After
briefly stating what is assumed to he the standard setting for
the remaining parameters, this paper addresses the issue of
the identity of the extrametricality
bearer by focussing on
the double use to which the device has been put, i.e. as a
eorrector of the domain of the stress algorithm and as a
corrector of syllable weight, in the ca se of quantitysensitive systems. Such an ambiguous practice will be shown to
be equivalent to affording a moraic interpretation
to the
extrametricality bearers, and consequently to be unworkable. A
viable alternative formalisation of the attested interaction
between extrametricality
and syllable quantity lies in the
autosegmentalisation of extrametricality.
Specifically, the
peripherality-abiding
extrametricality
mark can be borne
either independently by stress bearers (Lat Ln, Engl1sh nouns )
and segments (English verbs), or simultaneously
by both
(Damascene Arabic), in which ease stress extrametricality can
be quantity-sensitive.
It is the claim of this paper that the assignment of the two
modes of operation of the deviee to different autosegmental
planes further constrains its power, thus leading to the
establishment of a principled extrametricality theory.
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This paper proposes that prenasalized consonants are represented in the feature hierarchy
framework of Clements (1985) as two root nodes dominated by one skeletal point. Funhermore, this
paper proposes that [son] along with [nasal] (from Piggott, 1987) are linked directly to the root node.
The features [cont] and [strident] link direclly 10 the supralaryngeal node.
(1) prenasalized coosonants:
~
----JOO~l_~root-=
[+son]1+nasal] ~
[+voice]

s-r-,=
i~

[-nasal][:"son]
_

place
H:ont] [-strident]
According 10 Sagey (1986), prenasalized consonants are represented as one root node and the features
[+nasal] and [-nasal] are linked to the 'soft palate' node which is dominated by the s-lar node. Sagey
hypothesizes that contour segments,.i.e., segments where F><FJand [-~ are dominated by the same root
node, cannot be represented by lranching c1ass nodes.
This paper claims Sagey's hypothesis cannot be correct. Sagey considers prenasalization to be
simply the addition of nasalization to the obstruent If this is the case, then it is oot possible 10 account for
the alternation between Nasal-Stop (N-S) sequences and prenasalized consonants in Sinhalese (Feinstein,
1979). Since prenasalized consonants in Sinhalese are underlyingly N-S sequences, then the nasal must
be considered an independent set of features and nodes. Funhermore, nasal prefixes in African languages
also must be considered as an independent set of nodes (particularly the root node) and features because
only a particular nasal surfaces when prenasalization does not occur, i.e., when the nasal is followed by a
vowel. For example Ig/ precedes a vowel in Ndali (Vail, 1972) where prenasalization is expected. The
independent root node is required regardless of whether the features for Ir;! are lexical or the result of
default insertion rules.
The nasal and oral segment of a prenasalized consonant always agree for place, voice, and
continuancy. These agreements follow from the representation based on the feature geometry proposed
here: the nasal and the oral segment must share al1 nodes below the root node. This paper also proposes
that affricates are represented as branching s-Iar. nodes but only one place node. The similarity between
the structure of prenasalized consonants and affricates is captured by the condition on representation given
in (2).
(2) Given class nodes A,B,C, in the domain of a syllable, where B, C on tier T are linked to
and dominated by A,then al1 class nodes dominated by B,C must be linked to B,C.
Labio-velar stops, however, are represented as one place node, as proposed by Sagey. Since the
articulator nodes are natural1y distinct from class nodes, then (2) does not apply. Condition (2) accounts
for the phenomena that occur in environments where prenasalization is expected.
(3) Ndali (Vail, 1972)
post-nasal voicing:

fiN- puno/

[iffibuno]

'nose'

post-nasal hardening:

{JN-pale!

[imbale]

'plate'

nasal deletion:
(JN- satu/
[isaru]
'python'
This paper assumes nasals are redundanlly specified as [+voice] and [-cont]. Since Ndali stops are
[+voice] only post-nasally, then stops are not lexical1y specified for [voice]. Similarly, since 1(31 is the
only voiced fricative in Ndali, then it need not be specified for [cont]. Post-nasal hardening and voicing
result from the spreading of the laryngeal and s-lar. node, respectively, from the nasal to the obstruent.
Place assimilation results from the spreading of the obstruent's place node to the nasal. The mechanics of
place node assimilation will be discussed. Fricatives such as Isl are lexical1y specified as [+cont] hence the
nasal cannot spread its s-lar. features. In this case, (2) is not satisfied, therefore no prenasalized
consonant can be formed. Violations of (2) are resolved by prohibiting the linking of the nasal's root node
10 the skeletal point dominating the fricative, hence the nasal deletes.
Sagey's representation of prenasalized consonants cannot account for the range of phenomena that
occur in prenasalization environments. These phenomena are accounted for here by the interaction of
underspecification, the proposed feature geometry, and the condition on representation.
Piggott, G.L. (1987) " On the Autonomy of the Feature Nasal," CLS 24.
Sagey, E.C. (1986) The Representation of Features and Relations in Non-linear Phonology,
doc. diss., M.I.T.
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The general aim of this paper is to define the mechanism
which ac counts , on a principled
basis, for the variation
resulting from categorial shift through time. An instance of this
diachronie phenomenon is the restructuring of the pronominal
system in the Latin-Romance time continuum from a Nominal to an
Inflectional
category:
(1»(2).
Notice,
furthermore,
the
significant
order of synchronie
variation
and degree of
functional specification
between the present-day pronominal
system of (Standard) Italian and (Etymologieal) Spanish: (2) a=b.
(1) Latin
N

I

DAT
mihi
tibi
sibi
i11i
*i11ae

ACC
me
te
se
i11um
i11am

(2) Romance
unatrea.e;rINFL

I

DAT
mi
ti
si
gli
*le

ACC

I

DAT

10

la
me
te
se

le

stressed
N
ACC
(2)(a) Italian
me
te
se
*egli/lui
ella

mi
ti
si

(2)(b) Spanish

10

H

la

ella

It must be assumed that the mechanism responsible for the
variation in Romance is already in progress in Latin. In fact the
Latin personal pronoun system is ambi-categorial, in that it is
in the process of incorporating in the gender-less Indo-European
aihi,tibl,sibi the gender-marking Latin demonstrative illi/illae
(Kent 1946). A characterization
of the principle operating in
categorial shift is proposed in (3).
(3) The number of morpheme alternants for a category
equivalent to the number of Its values.

C is

Thus (3) accounts for the limited occurrence of the form
illae In Latin as weIl as for the gender synchretism
In the
Spanish dative le and In (popular) Italian g11. I will show that
the phenomena of letsao, latsao and lotsao in Spanish also
follow from principle (3) as an instance of case synchretism.
Finally, it will be argued that the polar redistribution
in the
reflexes of the Latin case contrast aihi/ae observed in the
Romance morphemic contrast ai/ae (cf.2avs.2b) constitute
remarkable evidence of the constraints placed by (3) on the
categorial shift in question. In addition to their relevance
for a theory of variation, these results shed new light on the
origin of clitics in Romance as a consequence of categorial shift
and on the debated definition of their category (Kayne 1975,
Jaeggli 1982, Borer 1984~
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Serglo Scall,e

The
morphological
acquisitlon
of
regular
paradigms: Plural vs_comparative In German

Productivlty. Inflectlon and derivation
Serglo Scallse
UVenice

in

has been said to be a too doubtful

distinguishing

example,

Bybee

the

other

derivational
example,

maintains

hand, Anderson

processes

for

Inflection

says that

~

[e.m.]

verb

-~

For
is

morpheme.

that

completely

"certain

productive··. For

nominal

(subject

be

in English

claims

"some action

to

Derivation.

an inflectional

(1982:585)

are apparently

criterion

and

that since

it could be considered

Anderson

available

between

(1985:84)

fully productive
On
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vs_

Irregular

Chris Schaner-Wolles
Dept. of Lingulstics, U Vienna

Productivity
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Toplc 8

formation

only

to

is

semantic

This paper presents an investigation on the acquisition of plural and comparative morphology in German. Forty children aged 2;3 till 6;6 were tested with a
set of sentence completion tasks in order to determine the degree of mastering the morphological patterns. It became obvious that the acquisition of rnorphology proceeds along the dimension of regular vs. irregular processes. The
comparative paradigm, wh ich is simple and regular in German, is mastered
at the age of five while the plural, a complex and irregular paradigm, proves to
be difficult even at the age of six. Viewed from the perspective of cognitive development. it is remarkable that the acquisition of a formation type antedates
the developrnent of the corresponding cognitive category in the case of oornparison. If this is interpreted as evidence for an autonornous linguistic developrnent, it is evidence against the hypothesis of cognitive correlation.
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suffix

very different
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Uodiflcatlon of strategles In feature extractlon

"Volced asplrated" or 'breathy yolced" and the case for articulatory phonology

I
Lleselotte Schiefer
Institut für Phonetik und Sprachliche Kommunikation,

Waller F. S.nd •••••••r

TOpic 3

ToplC 1

U••• lott. Schlef.r

Walter F, Sendimeier
Max - Planck -Institut für Psycholinguistik,

Nljmegen

U München

Most of the Indo-Aryan languages
make liguistic
use of foul' stop classes: voiceless
unaspirated
(or- shor-t lag sbop), voi ce'less aspirated
(01' long
lag stop), voiced (01'
lead stopi, and 'voiced aspirated'.
Whereas there has long been agreement about the
nature of the first
three categories,
there is still
eonfusion
about the appropriate term f'or the fourth
category
(cf'. DIXIT, Pr-oe. ICPhS, Vol. 2, pp. 145-148), the
terms ranging
froln 'voiced aspirated',
the traditional
term, to 'breathy
voiced',
'murmured' and 'phono-aspirated'.
In this paper we will contribute
to this dispute by
adding some physiological,
acoustical,
and perceptual
details.
A CV syllable,
where C is one of the 'voiced aspirates'
of Hindi, usually
consists
of
foul' acoustical
portions:
(i) voicing lead 01' prevoicing
during the articulatory
closure of the stop, UD the release burst of the stop, (iiD a periodic portion
mixed with turbulent
noise, and (iv) a steady vowel portion. Those authors,
who favor the concept of 'voiced aspirates'
regard prevoicing
as comparable with regular
voiced phonation
in voiced stop cognates and the noisy por-t ion as regular
voiced
(01' voiceless)
'aspir-a tion '.
As to our knowledge there are no details
available
about the spectral
structure
of
the 'noisy' portion,
we will thus present data from one speaker of Hindi, which
show, that it is mistaken to regard the noisy portion as 'aspiration'
as it shows
regular
vowel formant frequencies
and should be correctly
referred
to as the
breathy
par t of the vowel. Perceptual
results,
which will be presented,
confirm
that prevoicing
and the breathy
vowel portion
are not treated
independently
by
the listener.
They are pereeived as one indivisible
glottal
gesture
underlying
breathy phonation.

IJ

I

~

We will diseuss the acoustieal,
perceptual,
and physiological
data with respeet to
an appr-opruate terminology
of the fourth
stop eategory
in Hindi, as well as their
implieations
f'or- an articulatory
phonology <Browman & Goldstein,
1986).

~

Natural speech remains understandable even if destroyed in large
parts. One of the reasons for this lies in the fact that most
phonological oppositions consist of a considerable number of concomitant phonetic properties. This fact enables listeners to come
to the same results in sound identification,
although they apply
different strategies of processing the acoustic signal.
Given the fact that in each case more than one property serves to
distinguish
between sounds, the question arises in how far the
individual properties guide the identification process and in how
far the inability to recognize certain properties may be compensated by other features also contained in the signal.
In order to answer the question to what extent diminished
cues
can be compensated by other co-occuring features, it is necessary
to vary the individual parameters systematically and independently from each other by digital computer programms,
and to use the
modified
speech signals in perception experiments
and training
procedures.
The aim of an auditory training is to maximize
the
amount of information listeners can extract primarily from the
stimuli reaching them through the auditory channel. First results
are presented.

'--

~

~

~
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Michael SlIaplro

On a universal criterlon

0' rule coherence

Toplc 1

An Integrated hlerarchlcal system of place features
Norval S.H. Smlth
Dept. of Lingulstics, Amsterdam

Michael Shaplro
NewYork

In
One of the factors that commonly retard progress in linguistic theory is a
kind of amnesia affecting its practitioners, whereby well-grounded, highly
productive principles of language structure discovered in the past are
forgotten in contemporary discussions. The principle of isomorphism has,
alas, suffered from just such neglect, with predictable consequences. In
its simplest form this principle states that different levels of language
structure embody identical rules of organization. The first explicit application of this principle was made by Jakobson in 1932 (in his analysis of the
Russian verb system), and the first significant recognition of the pervasiveness of isomorphism between the different levels of language was achieved
by Hjelmslev in 1938 in his 'Essai d'une theorie des morphemes'. One of
the consequences of the discovery of the isomorphism principle was a-shift
in the understanding of linguistic arbitrariness (associated chiefly with
Saussure). Due largely to Jakobson's studies after the war, it became more
and more clear thaqthe core of language is constituted by extensive patterns
of similarity and difference among the shapes of grammatical morphemes which
correspond to relations of similarity and difference among their meanings.
In semiotic terms such correspondences between relations on the expression
and the content levels are to be understood as diagrams (relations represented by relations). In recent discussions (to the limited extent that this
idea is mentioned), mapping relations of this sort have come under the
designation of 'iconicity' in grammar.
There is another sense in which isomorphism can be said to pervade the
structure of language, and that is the sense in which coherence can be
said to be characteristic of linguistic rules at the core of grammar. Although the concept of rule was not prominent among the theoretical advances
of the early European structuralists, it is nonetheless clear that its
ubiquitousness today owes much to an understanding of grammatical relations
as patterning and regularity that goes back to prewar discussions of the
foundations of linguistic theory. What is missing from both pre- and postwar theorizing, however, is the notion of the coherence of linguistic
relations, and as a corollary, the means whereby coherence is to be expressed
in the practice of linguistic description. All along, the potential for
making coherence an explicit principle in the understanding of language
structure existed among the many overt achievements of early structuralism,
namely in the idea of markedness. Coherence obtains when rule relations
express

the mirroring

of markedness

values

across

content

and expression

levels, or between different aspects of expression (as in the case of
some morphophonemic congruences). Since patterning is present at all levels
of grammar, to the extent that the linguistic rules expressing this patterning reflect

congruences

of markedness

values,

we can attribute

their

coherence

(their raison d'@tre) to such cohesions, and we can do this uniformly in
virtue of the isomorphism of grammar. Nothing proves the validity of this
universal notion of coherence better than linguistic change. The drift of
a language involves the actualization of patterns that are coherent and the
rejection of those that are not in just this sense.
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1968

when

distinctive

Chomsky

and

features,

the

~alle
new

introduced

features

their

introduced

vocalic
and consonantal
features
that
system of Jakobson,
Fant and Halle.

had

The
feature
features
and

improved
by
secondary

consonants,
features.
same way

The

system
was,
however,
features
representing

which

had

previously

Now these
secondary
as the corresponding

problem

with

this

been

not

was

that

the

represented

articulations
were
vocalic
articulations.

solution

new

although

system

a dichotomy

existed

in

older

equation
of
articulations

by quite

whole

vowel
of

different

represented

a

of

between

the

in

the

class

of

articulatorily
based
assimilation
processes
became
expressible
in a
natural
fashion,
a whole
class
of
acoustically
based
assimilation
processes
becarne
unexpressible
in any natural
fashion.
These
are the
frequent
processes
involving
rounded
segments
and
labials
(and

sometimes
velars),
and those involving
palatalized
segements
(including
front vowels)
and coronals.
Attempts
have
been
made over the years,
from Venneman
and Ladefoged
(1973) to Sagey (1986), to incorporate
the relationship
between
rounded
segments
and labials
into the existing
feature
system,
principally
by
redefining
introducing
a
feature
(labial)
to refer to both types of
segment.

This

is

an

undesirable

step

however,

as

it

undermines

logical
basis
of
the
feature
system which was for Chomsky
and
that each featuTe
corre~ponded
with aseparate
phonetic
parameter,
that had its own articulatory
and acoustic
effect.
In

the

system

we

propose,

which

is

a variation

on

the

the

Halle
and

hierarchical

model suggested
in elements
(1985) and Sagey (1986),
a new distinction
is introduced
between
terminal
and nonterminal
nodes. This will only be
discussed
with
reference
to
the
Place
nodes,
it may
weIl
be
generalizable
to other portions
of the segmental
hierarchy.
In
short
our
suggestion
is
that
nonterminal
nodes
represent
aspects of the
articulation,

while

terminal

nodes

represent

acoustic

features.

Another
aspect of our suggestion
is that the lack of freedom
as regards
the relation
between
terminal
and nonterminal
nodes be given up.
What this last refers to is the fact that,
for instance,
the terminal
node (+/-.round)
can
only
be
located
under
the
nonterminal
node
(labial)
in
Sagey's
model.
It cannot stand in a direct relationship
with

Our

any

other

suggestion

nonterminal

involves

node.

the

following

hierarchy

of

nonterminal

place

nodes:

I

Place

/""

C-constr

V-space

/""

V-constr

I

V-exp

I

These
are conbined
with
the single-valued
terminal
feature
nades
(I, U,
A) in variaus
co~binations
to express
the
various
artlculations.
The
acoustic
effect
af (I),
(U),
and (A) remains
more
or ]ess the same in
combination
with
the various
nonterminal
nodes,
but their
articulatory
jnterpretation
changes
depending
on which
node
they are attached
to.
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Experimental Phonology: the case of rhotacism

SkrytaJa morfoIoglJa

Marla-Josep Sole
Unlversitat Aut6noma de Barcelona

N.V.Solnceva
Mosccm

In this paper arguments for using external evidence in phonological study are
presented. First, the theoretlcal advantages of using external evidence to tormulate and contrast phonological hypotheses are considered and, second, different types of evidence are studied and it is shown hovv they can contribute
to formulate and contrast phonological explanatlons. The analysis is iIIustrated wlth a sound change that has phonological and morphological consequences: the rhotlzation ol [z], generally known as rhotacism. Different types
of hlstorical and dlalectal evidence of the rhotacism of -z- in Indo-European
and non lndo-European languages are studied. Rhotacism is shown to be a
common and recurrent phenomenon occurring in different periods an unrelated languages. This fact Indicates that rhotacism Is probably due to an artlculatory, acoustlc or audltory constraint that all speakers share. An explanation
01 rhotacism In artlculatory and perceptual terms is provided. If rhotacism is
due to such hardware constralnts it should show up In different areas of the
language. Different occurrences of rhotaclsm In chlldren's acquisltlon 01
phonology, non-standerd pronunciations and experimental evldence are
studled.
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Andrew spencer

Morpholexlcal phonology
Andrew Spencer
Geneva

Unlike synlaetie strueture. which can be seen as the result
of the interaelion of general principles parametrized
in finite
.Jays. morphophonology
is regarded as the resul t of the operat ion
of language-partieular
rules. Assuming a distinetion
betweem
eyelie lexieal. post-cyclic
lexical. and post-lexical
(phrase
level> rules. th i s paper argues that the cycl ic rules should be
regarded as morpholexieal
rules in Ihe sense of Lieber (1980).
i .e. redundaney rules relating I isted allomorphs.
1t is shot.n that
this characterization
is sufficient:
the main problem wilh
previous 'morpheme alternant'
theories is that it i s necessary 10
distinguish
abasie
or underlying form. Given underspecifieation
theory the base form is the Elsewhere Case, not marked to undergo
any diacritieally
triggered structure-building
rule. The basic
difference
is then that morpholexical
rules produee their output
be fore morphologieal
concatenation.
while phonological
rules do so
after the morphology.
Where necessary, allomorphs are then
provided with features indieating what other types of formative
they ean eoneatenate
with. Except for the deviee of rule ordering,
this resulting system is a notational variant of Lexieal Phonology
with respeet to weak generative capacity. The morpholexical
system
predicts that only Feeding and Bleeding orders will be found,
other orders being the resull of interaction of the Ihree
different eomponents.
The morpholexieal
theory is empirically
necessary because there are morphological
eoneatenation
rules
which have to make crucial referenee to the phonologieal
form of
non-basic alternants even before the 1st cyele. The theory is
conceptually
necessary because the derivational
alternatives
are
w,ledrnable and fail to aceount for typological
differenees
between related languages. Moreover,
in the morpholexieal
theory,
Striet Cyelicity and Strueture Preservation
are both automatie
eonsequences,
and don't need to be stipulated.
(I assume these
hold of the eyelie but not neeessarily
the post-eyelie
lexical
ccmpcnen t ) , The morpholexical
theory can be se en as a kind of
'principles and parameters'
approach: different parameier settings
produce different underlYlng phoneme inventories. and different
morpheme strueture eonditions. Even assuming that allomorph
selection under morpheme eoneatenation
is strlctly loeal, furlher
(slight) varialion may be indueed by paramelrizing
phonologieal
conditions on eoncalenalion:
e.g. a language may allow allomorph
seleclion 10 refer 10 adjacenl rhyme projeelions
or syllable tiers
ralher Ihan just adjacent segments. Morphophonemic
rules re-stated
as morpholexical
rules can be readily abdueed from primary dala.
since there is no extrinsic rule ordering to compute. Hawever,
sinee segment struclure redundancy rules may be post-cyclic
Icf.
Archangelil
it is possible 10 cap t ur e generalizations
by appeal to
'abstracl' underlying segments wilhoul these poslng a serious
learnability
problem.
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Between separation and Integratton
Jolanta Szpyra
Marla Curie-Sklodowska

U, Lublln

Within the generative framework two major proposals have been
put forward to handle the interaetion of phonology and morphology.
According to the traditional model both components are separate
and distinct parts of the grammar, with the output of morphological "
rules serving as the input to phonological processes. On the other
hand, the proponents of Lexical Phonology claim that the lexicon
comprises rules of both types, whieh &mounts to integrating morphology with

la

part

ofl

phonology.

The present paper argues for yet another type of relationship
between the two components; while they are regarded as separate,
in many instan"ces it is necessary to go back from the output of
phonology to word formation rules /WFRs/. This means that there
are WFRs which require access not to the phonological or intermediate representations of words, but to their phonetic structure.
Evidence for this proposal is provided by the analysis of three
very productive morphologieal processes in Polish: Imperative
Formation, Comparative Degree Formation and Augmentative BackFormation, as weIl as some WFRe in Englieh. It is demonstrated
that neither the traditional separational approach, nor the lexical integrational frameworke ean handle the relevant data in a
satisfactory fashion, which neces8itates the introduction of
the loop between phonology and morphology.
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Toplc 2

Toplc 2

A combinatory phonology of the Hebrew triconsonantal (CCC)
root system

Initial mutations in Celtic and in West African
Elmar Ternes
Hamburg

The most salient grammatical feature of the modern Celtic languages
is no doubt the occurrence of the so-called 'initial mut~tions'
(also, in short, 'mutations'). By this term we understand grammatically
and/or lexically conditioned alternations of word-initial consonants,
as in the following example frem Breton: penn 'head' - va fenn 'my
head' - da benn 'thy head'. It is now generally agreed that these
alternations have the status of morphophonemes in the grammatical
description of the languages in question.
Celtic scholars were so fond of this phenomenon that seme of them
jumped explicitly to the conclusion that Celtic mutations are unique
in the languages of the world. This is far from being the case,
however. Mutations are to be found all over the world, inside and
outside Europe. Especially one language group in Africa seems to make
use of mutations to an even greater extent than the Celtic languages
themselves, namely (in Greenberg's terminology) the West Atlantic
languages, a subgroup of the Niger-Congo family. The best-known of
these languages is probably Fula, spoken over a wide area from Senegal
to Cameroon.
The main purpose of this paper is tYPological and will be twofold in
this respect: (1) to give a synchronie comparison of the use of
initial mutations in Celtic and in West Atlantic, including the
phonological processes involved and the morphological and/or syntactic
conditions under which they occur. (2) To give a diachronie evaluation
of the historical origin of initial mutations by means of comparative
reconstruction. It will be seen that - although their synchronie
status is rather similar - their origin is quite different in the two
Ianguage families.

VI,hal Tobln

Yishal Tobin
Dept of Forelgn Uteratures end Llngulstlcs,
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of one distinct
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system
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the p~efe~ence
of vOlceless
ve~sus vOlced
ve~sus
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In InItIal posItIon;
the p~efe~ence
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Rebecca Trelman

Toplc 3

Theo Vennemann

Topic 2

Experimental studies of syllabification

Phonological diachrony, typologies. and universals

Rebecca Treiman
Psychology Dept.. Wayne State U

Theo Vennemann
U Munich

'!'Woexperiments examined college students ' intui tians about the
syllabification
of certain intervocalic consonant clusters.
Weused
bisyllabic werds which varied in type of cluster (/s/+stop vs ,
stop+liquid), stress pattern (first vs. secorxt syllable stressed) ,
and type of vowel in the stressed first syllable ("short" vs.
"lClrlg"
) . EKamplesare:
1. YfXN', s: austere, mystigue
I!. :i'CCV' 5: aster, ~
III.V'CCV, 5: Easter, cloister
IV. yr:t:;V', non 5: Madrid, ~
V. V'CCV,non 5: metric, Chaplin
VI. V'CCV,non 5: secret, okra
In the wri tten task, people were asked ha.o they KmId divide the
werd at the eni of a line of print.
They were given three choices,
such as aust-ere, aus-tere, and au-stere.
l1'le results showedeffects
of stress IBttern and vowel type. People were most lik.ely to place
the first consonant of the cluster in the preced1ng vowel's syllable
when that VCMel_
short and stressed.
In addition, there was a
difference between lai clusters and other clusters.
People preferred
to place the ~ of werds like austere in the first syllable but
preferred to place the !!. of werds like Madrid in the second syllable.
In the oral task, modeled after Fallows (19B1), people were
asked to say the first syllable of each werd twice and the second
syllable of each werd twice. 'Ibis task permits "ambisyllabic"
responses. For eJ<ample,if a subject says l,js-,jstirl whenasked to
repeat the first syllable of l,jsti'rl
and l,jstir-stirl
when asked to
repeat the second syllable, /s/ has been placed in both syllables.
AB in the written task, there were effects of stress pattern and
VCMeltype. COnsonantswere JOC>re
likely to be placed in the first
syllable after a short stressed vowel than after a lang stressed
VCMelor an unstressed VCMel. Ambisyllabic responses were JOC>re
cxmnonafter a short stressed VCMelthan after a lang stressed
VCMel. Wealso faund differences between clusters with initial
/sl
and those with initial stops.
First syllable responses were JOC>re
cxmnonfor 15/ than for stops.
Also, the Isl of a ward like austere
was JOC>re
often placed in both syllables than was the /dl of a werd
l1ke Madrid.
According to JOOSttheories of syllabification,
the onsets of
stressed syllables are maximized. SUpporting this view, subjects in
both the written and oral tasks JOC>re
otten placed the !!. of Madrid in
the seccod syllable than the first syllable.
With werds like
austere, however, the ~was not..sign1ficantly more likely to be
placed in the second syllable than the first syllable.
These results
can be interpreted by suggesting that there is a tendency to begin a
syllable with the least sanorant consonant. If so. the first
cansonant of a /s/+stop cluster is JOC>re
closely tied to the preceding
VCMelthan is the first cansonant of a stop+liqu1d cluster.

The main goal of diachronic phonological studies is the development of a general
theory of phonological change. Such a theory has to make reference to phonological
universals of various sorts, chief among them strict universals which delimit the
range of variation of both phonological systems and phonological change, and universals of linguistic quality which characterize phonological structures
as better or
worse (more or less strongly preferred) on certain phonological parameters, thereby
determining the direction of phonological change. Phonological typOlogies are applications of general theories of phonological systems and of phonological change.
Two sorts of typologies have to be distinguished. The first establish criteria for
classifying languages (and their varieties) for practical purposes; such typologies
have either a heuristic or a demonstrative function. The second classify phonological change types according to their motivations with the goal of producing a closed
cata log, thereby characterizing tne not ion of possible phonological change.
My paper will pursue two objectives.
First, it will discuss in detail the concepts
provided by the conference organizers in the title of this section of the conference, namely the concepts whose relationships to each other I have merely touched
upon in the above outline. Second, it will report on recent and ongoing research in
these domains, with special attention paid to the role of phonological universals
and of phonological change typologies in linguistic reconstruction.
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Toplc 4

Olle V1k.

ToplC 5

Irene Vogel

Relations between phonological and morphological patterns

English compounds in Itallan: The question of the head

OlleVlks

IreneVogel
U Delaware

Tallinn

At least since the second half of the past sentury, Italian has been borrol/ing
English compounds, but not in their full form. Instead, only one of the \lords com-

1. Treatment
of morphology
can be
word-oriented
or wordform-oriented.
The word is a general
unit
and its morphological
properties manife.~
themselves
via its paradigm.
The morphological
pattern
(HP) of the word
is defined
as a complex
of morphological
properties
characterizing
the different
possibilities
of forming
a paradigm:
the choice
of
the formative
veriants.

stern

changes.

the

arrangement

of

stern

posing the English compound is used in Italian (e.g. smokingand night from smoking
jacket and night club, respectively) (cf. Zolli, 1976). The rule responsible for reducing the borrowed compounds is apparently still productive, accounting for novel
forms created by a child who was observed to use EQE and beauty, on the basis of the
models popcorn and beauty case he heard from adults.

variants

in a paradigm.
The word-form
is a member of the paradigm
of a word.
Its
morphological
properties
are encoded
in its
phonological
shape.
The morphological
pattern
(HP)
of the
word-form
includes
the corresponding
word
and the set of grammatical
meanings.
2. The phonological
pattern
(PP)
includes
morphologically
relevant
properties
of a word or a word-form:
the number of
syllables.
accent.
final and inner phonemes.
In the wordoriented
morphology
we describe
the PP
of the base form it may be
one of the word-forms.
one of the stem variants.
or a special
form (without
real equivalent
in a language).
3.

We c a n

ob

s e rv

e

quite

d

s t r o n q c o r r e La

t

io n

b e twe e n

ph o n o

s-

logical
and
morphological
properties
of linguistic
units
(PP --> HP).
However.
besides
strict relations
there is a
large number of ambiguous
relations.
such as
"many PPs -->
one Hp·
or Hone pp --> many HPs".
As a rule.
there is une
predominant
relation
pp ==) HP
and some seeondary
relations
PP :::) MP.
In the word-oriented
morphology
this matter
enables
~s
to predict
quite probably
how the words
with eertain
PPs
are
infleeted.
If the
strict
or
predominant
relation
PP ==> HP
is valid
the words belong
to the domai1
of an
aetive morphology
versus passive
morphology
charaeteri;.ed
by secondary
relations
PP :::) HP.
In
the
word-form-oriented
morphology
the
correlation
PP --) HP makes it possible
to analyze
word-forms.
In ease
of Hone PP --> many HPs"
we have to deal with m or p h o Lo j Lc aI
homonyms.
Seleeting
the predominant
relations
PP ==> HP we
ean enhance
the probability
to reeognize
the "right" MPs
for

homonymical

word-farlns.

4. The
main
sourCeS
of the word-form
are
the
homonymy
of morphological
changes.
and
different
segmentdtior,~

of word-forms

hdving

tne gredtest

homo~ymy
in
EstoniAO
formatives.
variaus
~tem
of wor.J-tor'ls.
The
PPs

load

of homony~y

~ill

be

In this paper, the structure of the relevant types of compounds in tngliSh and
Italian will be examined, specific~ally, endoeentric noun compounds consisting of
a) N + N, b) A + N and c) N + A. An interesting difference between English and Italian
with regard to such compounds is that while in English the head is always the word on
the right, in Italian the head may be either the word on the right or the one on the
left (cf. Scalise, 1984), as in (1), where the head is underlined.
(1) (a) N

+

N : cable television; crocevia 'intersection' , caoostazione
master'

'station

(b) A + N :,blue ~;
altopiano 'plateau', giallo lemone 'lemon yellm,'
(c) N + A
colorblind; ?
,cassaforte 'strong box'
I'ihenthe conoounds in question are borrowed into Italian, it is always the rightmcst
element that is deleted from the English model. That is, it is the head of the English
compound that is dropped, leaving only the element that in some way modi fies the head.
Given that Italian itself allovs compounds in which the head is on the r i qht , as ,;e11
as those in whi ch it is on the left, the question that must be addressed is "hy it i s
al.ways the leftmost element that is retained, desp i te the fact that this is not tne
hearr in the original form. Three hypotheses will be considered, arid it wi lI be shmvn
that two must be rejected. Specificially, the observed pattern cannot be due to the
stress pattern of the English forms, since stress may fall on either the firs~ or
seconn "ord (cf , ,',ater«

I

IJater eloset), scotch

/

(z

scotcn tape)). It also canno t

be due to some overall rule of Italian that shortens IJords by oropping the ~nds since,
for example, nicknames may come from different par ts of a name (e .g. Gio («, Giovanna' ,
Gigi (""-~)).
Instead, it will be argued that the choiee of the Iet tmost ele:nent
is due to the basic syntactic structure of Italian asan SVQ lanO'Ja02, "hefe ~>~ica~::,.
elerrent precedes
the "monif i er", or in o tner vorcs , the neac prececes

the IImodified"

analyzed.

the complement. That is, despite the presence of compounds in !talian lIith tne ~ead
on the right, i t wi ll be proposed that it is the basic »oro crcer ps t terns of the
84

language

that

are responsible

for the English

concounds

bein~

ana l vzec . ij,ce;::enCe;1t:~·

of the meanings of their individual components, as structural units in whicn :~e heao
istaken to be vhat is in the unmarked position, the left side.
8,

HenrleIte
WaHer

Toplc 3

Tople 5

BealrlceWunn

Dynamlque et dlversite des usages en phonologie

The Importance of comblning forms

Henriette Walter
Paris

Beatrlce Warren
Dept. of Engllsh, U Stcx:kholm

Parce qu'une langue qui fonctionne met en contact des individus aux svs temes phonologiques en partie divergents, une description phonologique ne doit pas manquer de
prendre en compte la diversitl! des usages. Cette diversitl! se manifeste 11diffl!rents
niveaux: ie nombre des unitl!s phoniques que distingue chaque locuteur, la maniere
dont il les rl!alise phonl!tiquement suivant les contextes
et parfois
les situations,
le degrl! de coner-ence de chaque individu par rapport
11son propre systeme phonologique, ou au contraire
les hl!sitations
de certains
vis-lI-vis
des pnonärnes composant le signifiant d'une unitl! lexicale donnäe.
Oe plus, comme ces divergences peuvent atr-e lil!es 11 I'age, 11 la situation gl!ographique, 11 I'appartenance sociale et 11 bien d'autres
facteurs,
la description de la
langue dans son ensemble se heurte 11de multiples difficultl!s.
Ces dernieres ne sont
pas comptetement insurmontables si I'on s'attache,
11 la suite d'Andrl! Martinet, 11
toujours adopter un point de vue dynamique: en cherchant 11identifier les mouvements
qui agitent le systeme commun,et en I!tudiant les changements au moment mame 00 ils
se produissent. Sur le plan pratique, on peut tourner
ces difficultl!s
en excluant
dans un premier temps les pr-oblärne.slil!s 11la diversitl! des usages et en I!tudiant
cnaque idiolecte
sl!parl!ment.
Une fois
les lignes de force
et de faibles se
identifil!es
cnez I'individu, on aura acquis une connaissance suffisamment pr äciee
des problemes pour pouvoir ensuite mettre en lumiere les tendances dynamiques du
svs teme commun.
Tout cela implique, pour le descripteur
dont le SOUCI est de comprendre comment
fonctionne
la langue au moment 00 il I'observe, de veiller 11 I!viter
trois
ecuens
I!galement seouisant s:
- le dl!sir de thl!oriser
et de formaliser
11outrance aux dl!pens des rl!alitl!s
11dl!crire;
- la tentation
sociologisante,
qui conduit 11 privill!gier
I'l!tude des facteurs
sociaux, au risque d'oublier que c-es t la langue qui est I'objet
d'l!tude;
- les dangereuses confusions chronologiques, tant il est vrai que la dynamique se manifeste en synchronie (pour les changements en cours) autant qu'en
diachronie (pour les changements rl!volus).
Quelques exemples prl!cis iIIustreront
de +acon plus concr ät.e les ml!thodes pouvant
I!tre employl!es pour la description de la phonologie d'une langue dans toute sa complexitl!, sa varil!tl! et sa dynamique.

There are certain morphemes which linguists feel are neither proper
roots,

nor

proper

affixes,

eg psycbo-,

bio-,

-~,

-nik,

-~.

Most

word-formationists use the term combining form for such elements. A
comparison of the descriptions and definitions of combining forms in
different works on word formation reveals that there is as yet no
standard account of these elements. The paper to be presented is an
attempt to improve on the descriptive as weIl as the explanatory
adequacy of the accounts of combining forms.
For heuristic purposes, a corpus of examples of combining forms
(approximately 60) has been collected, all of them deriving from Hort:
NEW WORDS, a collection of new words appearing during 1986 in British
newspapers and journals. The examples will naturally be discussed in
some detail.
It will be argued that the most interesting aspect of combining forms
is the ad hoc manner in which they can be formed. As an example,
consider bootlegger, which originally referred to people who carried
liquor (in flat bottles) in bootlegs, but which was later specialized
to mean "person selling illicit liquor". By exploiting the fact that
most English speakers will associate this particular meaning with
bootlegger, it is possible to express meanings such as "person selling
illicit

books"

or "person

selling

illicit

Beatles

records"

with

booklegger and Beatlelegger, respectively - thus forming on the spur of
the moment the novel morpheme -legger meaning approximately "person
selling (sth) illicitly".
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ToplC 6

Jurgen WeJuenbom

Syntax or morphology? The acquisition of clitic pronouns in
French
Jürgen Weissenborn
Max-Planck-Institut
tür Psycholinguistik,

Vowel harmony from a universal point of vlew
Kalevi Wilk
Turku, Finland

Nijmegen
The main topics of my presentation are the following ten:

In a number of studies on the acquisition of French it has been assumed
clitic pronouns constitute a relatively late development (Clark 1985).
assumption crucially relies on the hypothesis that the child starts
categorizing clitic pronouns as noun phrases, as in Kayne (1975). The
acquisition is then explained by the child's necessity to get access to
information how these noun phrases can occur in 'non-canonical' positions,
through movement and chain formation.

that
This
out
late
the
e.g.

In fact, clitic prcnoun~ cccur in their ccrrect position quite e~rJy in
French-learning
children. This finding can be explained if we assume that the
child does not treat clitic pronouns like other noun phrases but categorizes
them as affix-like elements that participate in lexical processes not involving
movement, as proposed by Borer 1984.
These two cateqor-rzat.Ions, the clitic as a noun phrase and the clitic as an
affix, make different predictions with respect to how we should expect the
acquisition of clitics to proceed.
The acquisition data suggest that the
lexical analysis of clitic development is correct.

(1)

How can vowel harmony (VH) be defined? What are the
universal requirements that a phonological phenomenon
has to fulfil to be classified as VH? I give half a
dozen such requirements.

(2)

What are the main types of presenting VH in phonology?
Is it remote assimilation between vowels, a morphemic
feature, a phonologieal long comconent, a special type
of archiphoneme, or what?

(3)

What are the main types of VH in respect to the vowels
involved? Here I deal with three types: the VH of
tongue frontness, tongue height, and lips.

(4)

What are the main types of VH in respect to the
direction of assimilation? I give examples of the three
main directions: progressive, regressive, and
the
dominant-recessive type.
the
(5) What are geographie distributions of the main types of
VH? I present a diagram showing the distributions of
the main types in the European-Asiatic area (Uralic and
Altaic languages) and in the African area.
(6)

What
is
the
relationship
of VH to consonant
palatalization (as e.g. in Slavic languages), emphatic
consonants
(as
in
Arabic languages), and vowel
reduction (as in Germanic languages)?

(7)

What are the ways for VH to get started, how does it get
weakened, and how does it die out?

(8)

How is markedness theory involved in VH?

(9)

Which is more unmarked: a language with VH or one
without it?
Here I refer to baby talk and aphatic
speech and give statistical information on VH.

(10) In the VH's of various languages there seems to be a
universal tendency in relation to the quality of the
vowels involved: The more marked a vowel is, the
greater its "power" in VH.
By "power" I mean here
either the power that a vowel has as an assimilator
(e.g. it is more natural to have VH after 6 than after
ä in progressive VH) or the power it has when resisting
VH (e.g. it is more natural to have VH in which a is
assimilated than VH in which 0 is assimilated).
88
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ToplC 3

Marla Wlng.'ecn

Perceptual learning of
accents

systematie vs.

unsystematie foreign

At the Fifth International Phonology Meeting in Eisenstadt 1984, an investigation of listeners' comprehension
of foreign accents was presented. (See
Wingstedt & Schul man 1987.) The main purpose of the investigation
was to
study whether perceptual learning, 1. e. improvement
of comprehension
of
phonologically-phonetically
distorted speech (such as a foreign accent ), is
possible, and how the listener may accomplish this.
Aseries
of experiments
had been conducted in which native Swedish
speakers were exposed to utterances spoken with a fictitious, heavy foreign
accent, where different pronunciation errors occurred systematically,
and
theretore predictably.
The results indicated that listeners' comprehension of such an accent
does improve even after a relatively small amount of exposure to it, and
that such an improvement is a result of employing analytic strategies rather
than merely memorizing individual word gestalts.
In evaluating the outcome of the investlgation,
it is important to
consider the extent to which these findings are generalizable. As stated
above, the fictitious accent used in the experiments was entirely systematic. However, as many empirical studies on L2 phonology indicate, complete
systematicity/predictability
is not a typical characteristic of authentic
accents. This raises interesting questions: If it is the case that perceptual learning is primarily accomplished by employing analytic strategies, is
systematicity in phonological deviations aprerequisite
for such learning to
occur? Is a listener unable to improve his comprehension of an accent which
is highly variable, or may other perceptual-cognltive strategles come into
play?
To investigate these issues, a follow-up study is now being conducted.
In a controlled experiment, comparable to the earlier ones, listeners are
exposed to a fictitous accent, for which the same system of pronunciation
rules has been used, but these rules are implemented unsystematically (nonobligatorily). The performance
of the subjects is then compared with the
performance of earlier test groups. We will consequently be able to state
whether listeners' ability to improve their comprehension
of a foreign
accent is correlated with the systematicity of that accent.
The methods and results of this study will be presented and discussed.
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Sidney A.J. Wood

Radiographie and model studies of tense and lax vowels
Sidney A.J. Wood
U Lund

Maria Wingstedt
Dept of Linguistics, U Stockholm

Wingstedt, H. & R. Schul man (1987). Comprehension
of foreign
Dressler, W. U. (ed.): Phonologica 19114. Cambridge: CUP.

Toplc 1

accents.

In:

Usage
of
the
concept
of
tenseness
is
ambiguous
regarding
the
physiological
activity
that might be involved and confusion between
tenseness and quantity.
Tenseness
has
also
been
associated
with
voice
quality modulation.
Tenseness refers to muscular activity and
is thus related to the magnitude of manoeuvres, to articulator
positions
and
to the
tuning
of vocal tract resonances.
A tense-lax
articulatory contrast must be reflected in a timbre contrast.
On the
other
hand, tenseness is only sometimes related to quantity or voice
quality.
~nalysis of manoeuvres from x-ray films reveals consistent
differences
of both
degree
of constriction
(by the major tongue manoeuvre
narrowing the palatal passage, velar passage, upper pharynx or
lower
pharynx
respectively, depending on vowel class) and pharyngeal width
(associated with the position of the tongue root) between
tense
and
lax vowels.
In addition, there are differences of lip position (more
rounded or more spread, as the case may be, for tense vowels) and larynx
position (more depressed for tense vowels, especially rounded).
The tongue blade is usually more depressed in tense vowels.
This paper reports experiments designed to assess
how
much
of the
spectral
contrast
within
tense-lax pairs can be attributed to each
individual component manoeuvre.
Mid-sagittal
profiles of the
vocal
tract
were
systematically
manipulated
in order
to reproduce the
desired manoeuvre, and the resonance modes for each new configuration
were then computed.
For contrasting pairs in three of the vowel classes
(palatal
[i-r],
[e-E); velar
[u-u]; low pharyngeal [a-a]), the difference in degree
of constriction gave a substantial contribution to the
F2 contrast.
For
the
rounded pairs [u-u] and [o-~], there is a s1milar contribution from the difference of
lip position.
Both
these
parameters
require,
and
get,
precise motor control and efficient compensation
loops to ensure the necessary accuracy.
In no sense is the lax member
a sloppy
version
of the tense member.
It is recommended that
tensenes5 should not be regarded as synonymous with quantity or voice
quality.
Any
language specific complementary
relationships between
these properties can be handled with redundancy rules.
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ToplC6

The mechanism of inflection: Lexicon representations. rules and
exceptions
Wolfgang U. Wurzel
Academy of Sciences. Berlin

Let us assume that inflectional
morphology is a (sub)component
of the lexicon.
In
the dictionary of the lexicon words are listed in their basic forms. 'Nords with unmarked
inflectional
class membership (e.g. the German feminines with ~
plural)
have no explicit entries
of inflectionö
words with marked class membership (e.g.
German feminines with ~ plural) have explicit entries
of inflection in terms of rule
features.
These specify
those
inflectional
rules from which all other
inflectional
rules
applying to the word can be inferred
by implication. All inflectional
rules
not stated in tne lexicon entry of words are introduced
by paradigm structure
conditions which operate
on the basrs of syntactic-semantic
and phonological properties
and/or
lexical inflectional
features.
The paradigm structure
conditions reflect
the
structure
of inflectional paradigms and thus of the entire inflectional system of a
language.
Inflection
is ensured
by inflectional
rules which formally symbolize the
categorial
features
specified
in syntactic
chains in the word, which is then inserted
into the sentence
in tis inflected form.
The presented
inflectional
mechanism allows not only a differentiation
of regularly
unmarked and regularly
marked inflection but also an adequate
description
and integration
or ir regular
cases,
i.e. exceptions.
These differ
from regularly
marked
cases
in that
their
lexical inflectional
specifications
relate
to categories
not
elsewhere
occurring
in inflectional
specifications
(cf.
the
rule
features
[ns/Gen.Sing.]
and [n/Dat.Sing.] in the German noun Herz while otherwise
only plural
rüles are specified - in the lexicon and case rules 'automatically'
follow from them)
and/or
that
their
lexical inflectional
specification
contains
several
stems,
that
iS, has a 'suppletive'
nature
(cf.
English foot/feet
and German stehen/stand).
In
this way exceptions
are no longer determined
in quantitative
terms (by small number)
but in qualitative
terms
and can be clearly differentiated
from regularly
marked
single cases (e.g.
the only two German neuters
[.!Qil and Kloster that nave plural
urnlaut).

~8ch.r~an.nburg

Toplc 5

Word formation and Inflection
Wieeher Zwanenburg
Romance Dept., U Utrecht

!t
is a long-standlng
issue in morphology whether therR 1s
clear-cut
distinction
bet~en
derivational
and
inflectlonal
affixation.
[n this paper I want to argue that there is such
di3~inction.

a
a

~i:l furthermore argue that the best wa~ to account tor this
ji;t:~ction
in a generative
framework is to combine certain
a=pec~s of the morphological
analysis of inflection
proposed
in
oe:~:rk
1382 ~th
certain
aspects of the syntac:ic
analysis
;T.Jposed in Anderson 1982. Each of these
two ana l yses
taken
separately
turns out to be unsatisfactory.
Only the cOmLination
~~ element.; of the t"" analyses can account adequately
for
the
morphological and syntactic
properties
of inflection.
Selkirk's
analysis
allows
for sign:ficant
morphclogical
generalizations
over derivational
and intlectional
affixation,
and indeed more generally
over ward formation and inflection.
But
her distinction
between the two kinds of affixation
is based on
5:i~ula:ion
~thout
any explanatory
power. And in fact she doubts
~he possibility
of an unequivocal distinction
bet'~en the two.
Anderson,
motivated
:his Leads
in such a
over their

on the o~her hand,
comes up ~th a syntactically
distinction
between the two kinds of affixation.
But
him to a model of the grammar which separates
the two
~y that it is impossible to generalize
satisfac:orily
common morphological
properties.

i~tend
to sho~ ho~ the combination
a~a"f~~5 can do the job adequately.
-.•':':1 finally
=:m~ax arid l e xi ccn

of elements

of

~he

~wo

r econs i der :he r e l at i on cetween morpr:c~cgy,
in 1igh~ ~f the ana l ys i s i pr opose .
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ToplC 6

Inflectional morphology as a (sub)component of grammar
Arnold M. Zwicky
Ohio State University & Stanford University

There are three aspects to the description of inflectlonal morphology (IM):
distribution:
Where can formatives
bearing certain
features
of morphological
relevance occur in syntactic constructions?
form: How are features
of morphological relevance realized as distinct word
~orms
(inflected forms of lexemes)?
shape: What phonological shapes can these word forms take?
these being naturally allotted
to syntax, lexicon, and phonology respectively.
Generative morphologists have diverged in their treatments
of the formal aspect, however, some assigning it all to syntax, some dividing it between syntax and phonology, some assigning it an to phonology, some giving it a place in aseparate
component of lexical rules. (The fact that a particular
approach has been cnar-act.er+z ed
as 'lexical'
or- 'lexicalist'
says little
about which of these theoretical
decisions
it makes.) Treatments
of derivational morphology (DM) differ
in a parallel, but independent, way. And when IM and DM are located in the same component, they are
treated as separate sUbcomponents by some theoreticians but not by others.
In the theory assumed here (see my papers in Berkeley
Linguistics
Society 12 (1986)
and Eastern
States Conference
on Linguistics
3 (1987)
and 4 (1988)) the formal
aspects of IM and DM belong to distinct subcomponents within a 'lexical' component
(itself
distinct
from
syntax and phonology); IM rules predict
tne default
forms
realizing combinations of morphosyntactic
features;
such rules do not directly
describe a 'syntax' of morphemes within forms, but rather invoke formal operations on
bases or- stems; and parochial stipulation
of rule ordering
is avoided, sequential
application
and preclusion
following
instead
from
universal
principles
and from
other parochial stipulations.
My focus
here is on how IM, as so concetveo,
fits
with other
parts
of a +un
grammar: with the lexicon proper, which will be viewed as a (highly redundant)
list
of au grammatically
relevant
information
about lexemes, including tne.rinflectional forms; with DM rules, which express default
predictions about the existence
of lexemes and so ordinarily serve as input to IM rules; with rules of 'postlexical'
or 'phrasal' phonology, among which are some that resemble IM rules and have the effect of overriding them; and especially with syntax, with respect to two crasses
of
phenomena: par euets between IM and such 'function
wer-es: as adpositions, and the
analysis of 'clitics',
both of the 'phrasal affix'
(PA) and of the 'bound word' (BW)
variety.
It is often assumed that syntactic rules distribute
both types of clitics. But there
is evidence that the standard examples of PAs (possessive markers in English and
Finnish) are to be treated
syntactically
just
like IM (i.e., via principles
distributing
features
rather
than formatives),
and morphologically like an outside
layer
of
inflections.
For
BWs (Engl. clitic
auxiliaries,
Finnish particle
clitics),
on the other nano, there is some question as to whether any sort of morphology at
an is involved: it has been suggested that
their
attachment
to neighboring word
forms is purely phonoloqrcal.
But iex.cat idiosyncrasies of BWs and tneu- Involvement in 'surface
filters'
and in special poet lexic al rnor-pnopnonerrnc s argue that they
form 'morphosyntactic
words' (MWs)with their nelghbors - word-like structures
composed of a host word form and one or more entre word forms. It appears that the way
to describe MWs is via surface filters,
st.ipulat mq a set of slots, an orderlng for
them, and a set of fillers
for eacn. Such ascheme, of templates for flat s tr-uctures, is the one I have proposed for the mt er-nai organlzatlon of word forms them~1l"C"~elves,
suggesting a formal parallel between BW chtrc s ano inflectlonal
affixes.
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